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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

The Social Actions  

Conveyed by the Sentence-ending Suffixes –Ney, –Ci, and –Kwuna  

in Korean Conversation 

 
 

by 
 
 
 

Kyoungmi Ha 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Asian Languages and Cultures 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2018 

Professor Sung-Ock Shin Sohn, Chair 

 

This dissertation explores the communication goals and social actions Korean speakers 

accomplish by using the sentence-ending (SE) suffixes –ney, –ci, and –kwuna in conversation 

and suggests their pedagogical implications. This study also examines regularities in the 

sequential patterns (initiating, responding, and closing) and epistemic positions (subordinate, 

equal, and dominant) of the SE suffixes. In particular, the ney and ci-marked assessments and the 

kwuna-marked response tokens kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna are analyzed. This study integrates 

three methodologies of the Conversation Analytic (CA) approach, prosody analysis, and the 

corpus methodology. Data used in this study include naturally occurring spontaneous telephone 

and face-to-face conversations. The results indicate that the social actions conveyed by the SE 

suffixes are intertwined with their epistemic positions and sequential patterns. The ney-marked 
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assessments are frequently used as an initiating action that solicits a response. It is also 

frequently used to serve the ideal roles of a listener as it may express empathy, praise, or 

encouragement to interlocutors and a subordinate epistemic position. The ci-marked assessments, 

especially in response, predominantly express agreement and/or confirmation from a dominant 

epistemic position. The response tokens kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna generally indicate a 

speaker’s understanding and acknowledgment of the information received from his/her 

interlocutors. These response tokens, expressing epistemic balance and no evaluation regarding 

the information, often close a sequence of question and answer or topic, and provide a suitable 

environment in which speakers can move forward to the next turns. Prosody analysis of kuleh-

kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna shows that certain boundary tones and different levels of intensity 

accompany the productions of these response tokens and mark the actions of topic continuation 

or topic closing. This study clarifies the roles of epistemic positions, sequential patterns, and 

prosody (intonation and intensity) of grammatical resources in discourse. It also provides 

suggestions and specific activities for Korean language educators to teach the discourse functions 

of the SE suffixes and response tokens. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1. 1 Objectives of the Study 

 Language is a primary communication tool in human interaction. Scholars in different 

disciplines such as linguistics, sociology, communication, and anthropology have been interested 

in how people in different societies express social norms using their own unique language 

systems. The Korean language belongs to the Altaic language family, which is agglutinative in 

its morphology and verb-final in its syntax. One of the distinctive obligatory grammatical 

components of the Korean language is the sentence-ending (SE) suffixes.1 The SE suffixes are 

located at the end of the predicate and convey complex discourse functions. The various 

discourse functions conveyed by the SE suffixes are	one of the main interests among scholars of 

Korean linguistics.  

 This dissertation examines what communication goals Korean speakers accomplish by 

using the sentence-ending suffixes –ney, –ci, and –kwuna based on naturally occurring 

spontaneous conversation data. In particular, I examine the use of the SE suffixes –ney and –ci in 

the action of assessments and investigate their sequential roles and knowledge positions (i.e., 

dominant, equal, and subordinate). In addition, I focus on the kwuna-marked response token 

kuleh-kwuna and explore its knowledge status, sequential roles, and prosodic roles. 

																																																								
1	The sentence-ending suffix is the final grammatical element in a sentence and is obligatory in Korean. 
This has been described in studies in different terms such as the sentence-ending suffix (Choi, 2006; Kim 
& Suh, 2004), the sentence-final particle (H. Sohn, 1999), the utterance-final particle (S. Sohn, 2015), and 
sentence enders (Strauss, 2005) The term (the sentence-ending suffix) is interchangeable with the 
aforementioned terms.  
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 Traditionally, scholars have been interested in the distinction between the use of –ney and 

–kwuna. They mainly examine the uses of these sentence-ending suffixes in the framework of 

evidentiality and mirativity. The epistemic modality of –ci has been their primary interest. In this 

study, the distinction between –ney and –kwuna is not the main interest. Rather, I compare –ney 

to –ci occurring in the action of making assessments. The motivation to compare –ney and –ci 

came from my observation of naturally-occurring conversation data. It is observed that –ney is 

prevalent in the action of assessments in conversation, and –ci often follows a ney-marked 

assessment by a different speaker. Thus, the sequential adjacency of –ney and –ci in the action of 

assessments became my motivation to investigate their uses in communication. Regarding the 

use of the SE suffix –kwuna, this study is limited to the discourse function of –kwuna when it is 

used with the deictic predicate kuleh-ta. The combined forms kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’ and the past 

tense form kulay-ss-kwuna ‘I see what you did’ serve as a second action in response to a prior 

utterance. The distinctive sequential roles of kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna, which are intertwined 

with its prosodic features and knowledge status, are investigated in this study. This dissertation 

aims to answer the following research questions:  

 

1. What specific social actions and communication goals do Korean speakers express in 

conversation by using the sentence-ending suffixes –ney and –ci and the response tokens 

kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna?  

2. What are the epistemic positions expressed through the sentence-ending suffixes –ney 

and –ci and the response tokens kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna when expressing specific 

actions in Korean conversation? 
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3. This study explores the distinctive sequential patterns observed in terms of the use of 

the sentence-ending suffixes and response tokens in conversation. Sequence organization 

involves how actions are ordered in conversation, such as soliciting a response or closing 

a topic. 

4. One of the purposes of this study is to explicate how prosody (e.g., intensity and 

intonation) influences discourse functions and turn-taking in conversation. This study 

focuses on the response the roles of different prosodic features in the use of the response 

tokens kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna. 

5. Do the traditional meanings of the SE suffixes (i.e., evidential) remain when they mark 

the specific social actions observed in this study?  

 

1.2 Data  

 The data for this dissertation consists of audio recordings of telephone conversations and 

video-recordings of face-to-face conversations. The telephone conversations are from the 

CallFriend Korean telephone corpus, produced in the late-1990s by the Linguistic Data 

Consortium (hereafter LDC). The LDC corpus data includes 100 naturally occurring ordinary 

phone conversations among Korean native speakers. Each conversation lasts for approximately 

20-30 minutes. This study collected 146 ney-marked assessments from the first 86 conversations 

and 137 ci-marked assessments from the first 27 conversations of the LDC corpus. A total of 61 

tokens of kuleh-kwuna and 22 tokens of kulay-ss-kwuna from the 100 conversations are 

collected.  

 The video recorded face-to-face conversation data consists of the recordings of ordinary 

conversations among Korean native speakers and the Korean TV program wuli kyelhonhay-ss-
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eyo ‘We got married.’ The face-to-face ordinary conversations include 35 video-recorded 

conversations between friends and acquaintances, which were recorded between 2013 and 2017. 

These conversations consist of 7 total hours of conversation with each conversation lasting from 

5 to 30 minutes. 26 ney-marked assessments and 38 ci-marked assessments were collected from 

the face-to-face data. The Korean TV program wuli kyelhonhay-ss-eyo ‘We got married’ is a 

Korean reality variety show. In this show, male and female celebrities are invited to complete 

assigned missions while experiencing a simulated marriage. The conversations between the cast 

were not scripted. In this study, I included conversations between one couple throughout one 40-

minute episode. This 40 minutes episode is particularly analyzed due to its frequent appearance 

of kuleh-kwuna and kulay-ss-kwuna tokens. Three tokens of kuleh-kwuna and one token of 

kulay-ss-kwuna from the TV program were collected.  

 The data will be transcribed based on the conventions developed by Gail Jefferson 

(Atkinson & Heritage, 1984; see Appendix A). The four-line transcription for data represents the 

Korean text, the Yale-system romanization, morpheme-by-morpheme gloss, and English 

translation. 

 

1.3 Methodology 

 This study uses combined methodologies to investigate the communication goals of the 

sentence-ending suffixes –ney and –ci and the response tokens kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna. The 

methods used in this study are the Conversation Analytic (CA) approach, prosody analysis, and 

the corpus methodology. CA is a well-developed qualitative approach to the study of social 

interaction that aims to describe, analyze, and understand talk through a series of topics including 

turn-taking, preference organization, sequence organization and so on (Sidnell, 2011). Prosody 
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analysis is also utilized to trace the prosodic features of different sequential roles of the response 

tokens kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna. The Korean intonation convention, the ToBI convention 

(Jun, 2000), and the software Praat are used to analyze the prosodic aspects of kuleh-

kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna. Furthermore, using the quantitative method, corpus method, I examine 

the regularity of language patterns in the use of ney and ci-marked assessments and the response 

tokens kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna. Using the combined methodologies from different 

disciplines in linguistics, this study considers multivariate factors of the use of language. These 

mixed methods also determine whether the social norms that appear to govern turn-taking in one 

language also appear cross-linguistically (Stivers, 2015). 

 

1.4 Organization of the Study  

 This dissertation comprises of seven chapters. Chapter 1 specifies the overview of the 

current study including objectives, data, methodology, and organization of the study. Chapter 2 

provides the theoretical frameworks of the previous and the current studies for the investigation 

of the use of –ney, –ci, and –kwuna. It specifically discusses the theory of evidentials, which has 

previously been the main framework for the target forms. Chapter 2 also discusses the 

frameworks upon which the current study lays its foundation, including the theories of territories 

of knowledge and epistemicity, definitions and roles of assessments, sequential roles of response 

tokens, and roles of prosody. Chapter 3 demonstrates the way in which Korean speakers use ney-

marked assessments. It particularly examines epistemic position and sequential patterns as well 

as the frequently utilized grammatical formats of the ney-marked assessments. Chapter 4 

presents the different characteristics of the ci-marked assessments in terms of epistemic 

positions, sequential patterns, and grammatical forms. Chapter 5 demonstrates the interplay of 
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the prosody, epistemic status, and sequential roles of the response tokens kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-

kwuna in conversation. Finally, Chapter 6 provides the pedagogical implications of the results of 

this study and concludes the study with a summary of the findings and future research plans. 	
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS 

 
2.1 Theoretical Frameworks of the Previous Studies for Investigation of the Use of –Ney, –
Ci, and –Kwuna 
 
2.1.1 Evidentiality and Mirativity 
   
 Evidentiality and mirativity have been broadly defined by different scholars. Regarding 

the definition of Evidentiality, the most commonly discussed features are the grammatical 

marking of the source of information and epistemic modality. The grammatical marking of the 

source of information refers to the evidence that a proposition is derived from perceptual 

evidence, direct experience, hearsay, or inference (DeLancy, 2001; Chafe & Nichols, 1986; 

Palmer, 1986). Epistemic modality refers to the semantic category indicating speakers’ attitudes 

toward knowledge and certainty of information (Chafe, 1986; Palmer, 1986).  

 The inclusion of the two main factors (source of evidence and epistemic modality) of the 

term evidentiality vary from different scholars. For example, In Chafe (1986), evidentiality in a 

“narrow sense” refers to marking the source of knowledge. Evidentiality in a “broad sense” is 

marking the speaker’s attitude towards his or her knowledge of reality. On the other hand, 

Aikhenvald (2004) notes that evidentiality is a linguistic category whose primary function is the 

source of information. Furthermore, Aikhenvald (2004) argues that “evidential is not a 

subcategory of any modality” (p.7). DeLancy (2001) also states that evidentiality refers to the 

grammatical marking of the source of evidence.  

 Mirativity is defined in DeLancey’s work (2001). Mirativity indicates the grammatical 

category expressing new, unexpected, unassimilated, or non-internalized pieces of information 

(DeLancey, 2001). DeLancey (2001) differentiates mirativity from evidentiality. His examples of 
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dug in Lhasa Tibetan shows that the dug-ending sentences refer to hearsay, new information, and 

a specific instance of direct perception.2 While using the invented examples of the dug-ending 

sentences, DeLancy (2001) argues that hearsay function of the dug-ending sentence indicates 

evidentiality, and new and unexpected information implied by the dug-ending sentence indicates 

mirativity.  

 The grammatical categories indicating evidential and/or mirativity are not restricted to 

Lhasa Tibetan. In Korean, for example, there are multiple sentence-ending suffixes used to 

indicate a speaker’s new and direct experience (e.g., –ta, –kwuna, –ney) and hearsay (e.g., –tay).   

   

2.1.2 Evidential and Mirative Components of –Ney and –Kwuna  

 The use of the sentence-ending suffixes –ney and –kwuna have been mainly identified in 

the framework of evidentiality and mirativity. Though the suffixes are examined within the same 

framework, there have been various findings regarding the evidential and mirative components 

of these suffixes. H. Sohn (1999) claims that –ney is used to convey new information, counter 

expectation, or surprise. H. Lee (1985, 1993) compares the Korean SE suffixes –kwuna and –

ney, and claims that –kwuna conveys unassimilated information (mirative in DeLancy (2001)’s 

term) whereas –ney conveys assimilated immediate factual information (evidentials). J. Park 

(2011) argues that both –kwuna and –ney express mirativity, but only –kwuna expresses 

evidentiality. Strauss (2005) disagrees and views mirativity as part of evidentiality and claims 

that both –kwuna and –ney have mirative components.  

 Though the previous studies on –ney and –kwuna based on evidentiality and mirativity 

show different findings, they seem to have one commonality: Whether the studies are conducted 

																																																								
2 Lhasa Tibetan is a subject–object–verb (SOV) language and is spoken in the Tibet Autonomous of the 
People’s Republic of China.  
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using invented examples or natural language data, the studies, have mainly imagined or observed 

some kinds of visual or auditory information, which causes the production of the sentence-

ending suffixes. The sequential environment in which the findings have been drawn is described 

in Figure 1.  

 
<Figure 1. Sequential Organization of Ney and Kwuna-marked Utterances> 
 
 
 

 
 
  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
As shown in Figure 1, by imagining or observing the pre-sequences of –ney and –kwuna, the 

literature has generally investigated the use of the sentence-ending suffixes in relation to 

evidentiality and/or mirativity even though scholars develop different interpretations.  

 Despite the important findings in the previous studies focusing on evidentiality and the 

pre-sequence of the production of –ney and –kwuna, very few studies examine the post-sequence 

of the production of –ney and –kwuna, which will be investigated in the current study.  

 It is also important to note that most of the aforementioned studies, excluding the work of 

Strauss (2005), draw their arguments based on their own invented examples, which are not from 

spontaneous natural language data. The use of brief and invented examples was perhaps suitable 

for the analysis of the evidential or mirative characteristics of the grammar forms; however, they 

Visual, auditory evidence, new information 
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provide little empirical evidence for how speech participants actually use the grammar form to 

achieve certain communication goals in their daily social activities. In this study, I will use 

naturally-occurring spontaneous conversation data to investigate the questions.   

 

2.1.3 –Ci: The Committal Suffix  

 H. Lee (2015) includes evidentials, certainty, and assimilation in his discussion of 

epistemic modality, and identifies the use of the sentence-ending suffix –ci in term of certainty of 

expression. He proposed the term ‘committal’ for the description of –ci, and it has since been 

adopted by scholars as such. Regarding sentence types, scholars have examined that the 

sentence-ending suffix –ci can be used as both an interrogative and a declarative (H. Lee, 1999; 

Yoon, 2010). H. Lee (1999) points out that different sentence-types that utilize –ci indicate 

different semantic interpretation of –ci. He argues, “In declarative contexts, –ci is used to 

emphasize the speaker’s belief about the truth of the conveyed message” (p. 247).  

 While recognizing that –ci can be used in all sentence types indicating certain cognitive 

events, this study is limited to the use of –ci occurring only in the actions of assessment focusing 

on communicative events. –Ci used as both a tag-question and a declarative is observed in the 

actions of assessments, therefore both sentence-types will be discussed as different forms of 

assessment. This study also examines the frequency of –ci occurring in different sequential 

positions and determines the relative frequency of the ci-marked assessments occurring in 

initiating and response turns respectively. –Ci marking non-assessments, for example, factual 

information (e.g., I went to school today-ci), suggestion (e,g., You should study-ci), and word 

searching (e.g., What was it-ci?) are not the focus of this study, and it will not be discussed.  
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2.2 Theoretical Frameworks of the Present Study 

2.2.1 Territories of Information and Epistemicity 
 
 The domain of information has been a fascinating topic among scholars of different fields 

such as linguistics, sociology, psychology, conversation analysis, etc. Domains of information 

influence speakers to choose different expressions in conversation. Kamio (1994) proposes a 

pragmatic theory of territory of information and argues that a speaker uses a direct form when 

the information belongs to the speaker’s own territory of information.  

(1) [Kamio, 1994] 
 
Taroo wa byooki desu 
Taroo TOP ill   is SE 
‘Taroo is ill’ 

 

Using the invented example as in (1), Kamio (1994) explains that the speaker uses the final 

particle (desu) to indicate that the speaker directly observes Taroo is ill and report to others about 

Taroo’s condition. The direct form indicates that the information is in the speaker’s territory. On 

the other hand, his example below indicates that the information falls into the listener’s territory 

of information.  

(2) [Kamio, 1994] 
  
Kimi, sukosi yaseta ne. 
you a:little lost:weight SE 
‘You have lost a little weight, haven’t you?’ 
 
 Kamio (1994) explains that unlike the example (1), the direct form is not used in (2). He 

argues that the final particle ne in excerpt (2) indicates that the information falls into the 

listener’s territory of information.  

 The discussion of epistemicity in the Conversation Analytic (CA) framework is in line 

with the theory of territories of information proposed by Kamio (1994). Speakers’ knowledge 
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status and expressions of their knowledge status have been one of the important topics in regard 

to understanding human interactions in CA. In this section, I will first review important 

terminologies relevant to the discussion of epistemicity in CA. 

 

Epistemic Status and Stance 

 Heritage and Raymond (2005) argue that epistemic status is a fundamental input in 

shaping social action. In their work, the knowledge status derived from interactants’ domain of 

information is expressed in the terms, more knowledgeable [K+] and less knowledgeable [K-] 

positions. Heritage (2012) argues that epistemic status refers to the relative positioning (K+ and 

K-) that speakers recognize in one another regarding some domain of knowledge.  According to 

Heritage (2012), “epistemic stance concerns how speakers position themselves in terms of 

epistemic status in and through the design of turns at talk” (p.33). Heritage (2012) argues that 

epistemic status and stances are not always congruent. That is, speakers design their turns at talk 

to express an epistemic status which corresponds or sometimes does not correspond with their 

epistemic status. 

 

Epistemic Primacy 

 Another important terminology to epistemicity is epistemic primacy which was first 

proposed by Heritage and Raymond (2005). They explain what derives different degrees of 

epistemic rights in the action of assessments. They argue that having direct and first-hand 

experience leads speakers to have first order access. Raymond and Heritage (2006) focus on 

social relations (e.g., parents) as an important factor that determines interactants’ epistemic 

primacy.  
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 Stivers et al., (2011) distinguish the terms relevant to dimensions of knowledge in 

conversation. Their descriptions of epistemic access, epistemic primacy, and epistemic 

responsibility are identified in Table 1 below (Stivers et al., 2011).  

<Table 1. Dimensions of Knowledge in Conversation (Reprinted from Stivers et al., 2011)> 
 
Epistemic Access Knowing vs. Not knowing 

Degree of certainty 
Knowledge source  
Directness of knowledge 

Epistemic Primacy Relative rights to know 
Relative rights to claim 
Relative authority of knowledge 

Epistemic Responsibility Type of knowable (Type 1 vs. Type 2)3 
Recipient design of actions 
Recipient design of turns 

 
 With respect to epistemic primacy, Stivers et al., (2011) suggest two primary sources, 

which drive epistemic primacy: 1) social categories (e.g., teacher, parents), and 2) interactional 

roles (e.g., producer of the trouble source, producer of the first position assessment (Heritage & 

Raymond, 2005; Schegloff, 1996a; Stivers, 2005a).  

 

Congruency 

 As Heritage and Raymond (2005) state that epistemic status and stance are not always 

congruent, a speaker’s epistemic primacy is not always expressed in corresponding expressions. 

The lack of congruency would not result in producing ungrammatical utterances, rather it would 

cause socially inappropriate interactions (Kamio, 1994). According to Stivers et al., (2011), 

																																																								
3 Pomerantz (1980) states that, “Type 1 knowables are those that subject-actors as subject-actors have 
rights and obligations to know” (p. 187). In contrast, she argues that “Type 2 knowables are those that 
subject-actors are assumed to have access to by virtue of the knowings being occasioned” (Pomerantz, 
1980, p.187). 
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regarding epistemic access, one of the social norms is that speakers should avoid making claims 

for which they have an insufficient degree of access.  

 Drawing these ideas together, in this study, I will use the term epistemic positions. A 

speaker who holds epistemic primacy is in a dominant epistemic position. A speaker who does 

not hold epistemic primacy is in a subordinate epistemic position. Lastly, when both 

interlocutors have similar degrees of access to the knowledge source, they are in equal epistemic 

positions.  

 

Epistemic Positions 

 Rooted in the previous studies about the dimensions of knowledge in conversation, this 

study considers three factors, which determine speakers’ epistemic positions: 1) social 

relationships, 2) knowledge difference in one’s expertise, and 3) direct first-hand experience. For 

instance, with respect to social relationships, a mother would be in a dominant epistemic position 

regarding evaluating her children’s personality when talking with her friend even if the mother’s 

friend has some access to evaluate the matter. Both speakers would be aware of the different 

degrees of epistemic access driven by the social relationship. Consequently, the mother’s friend 

is in a subordinate epistemic position. With respect to knowledge difference in one’s expertise, 

for example, when two friends are evaluating car engines and both speakers know that one is an 

expert about cars, one is in a dominant epistemic position. The other speaker who is a novice to 

car engines is in a subordinate epistemic position. In regard to the direct first-hand experience, 

for example, when evaluating one’s weekend trip, the speaker who talks about his/her own 

experience would be in a dominant epistemic position. His/her interlocutor, who hears about the 

experience, would be in a subordinate epistemic position. 
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2.2.1.1 Territories of Information, Epistemicity, and Sequence Organization 

 While epistemicity plays important roles in many aspects of social actions, one of the 

interesting discourse functions derived from epistemicity is to shape sequence organization of 

talk. Specifically, studies have shown that a speaker’s statement about his/her interlocutors often 

solicits a response in the following turns (Labov & Fanshel, 1977). Furthermore, expression of 

achieved knowledge often becomes a vehicle of moving to the next sequence in conversation 

(Heritage, 2012).  

 For example, Labov and Fanshel (1977) note that when a speaker makes a statement 

belonging to the recipient’s domain, it functions as a question even though the statement is not 

grammatically designed as an interrogative. Pomerantz (1980) offers some explanations for such 

design. Pomerantz (1980) argues that one of the ways of finding out something from an 

interlocutor is to ask about it indirectly. Excerpt (3) shows one example of asking information 

indirectly.  

(3) [NB:II:2.-11] (Pomerantz, 1980) 
 
1   A:    Yer line’s been busy. 
 
2   B:    Yeuh my fu(hh)! hh my father’s wife called me… 
 

In excerpt (3), speaker A asserts an experience that serves as the attempt to elicit information. 

A’s attempt succeeded as B volunteers to offer the particular information (B’s father’s wife calls 

B) (Pomerantz, 1980). 

 Epistemic equilibrium can be used as a vehicle for sequence closing (Heritage, 2012). 

Heritage (2012) claims that indication of knowing [K+] and unknowing [K-] statuses can be 

sequence-initiating as well as building or forwarding sequences. In contrast, the epistemic 

equilibrium would be a device for closing a current sequence and moving to the next sequence. 
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For example, the turn-initial ‘oh’ treats prior talk as informative and expresses the epistemic 

balance (Heritage, 2012). In excerpt (4), Nancy asks Hyla questions about Hyla’s new boyfriend. 

The information about Hyla’s new boyfriend is in Hyla’s epistemic domain.  

 (4) [HG:II:25] [Heritage, 2012] 
 
1    Nan:    =.hhh Dz he av iz own apa:rt[mint?] 
 
2    Hyl:                                [.hhhh] Yea:h,= 
 
3    Nan:->  =Oh:, 
 
4            (1.0) 
 
5    Nan:    How didju git iz number, 
 
6            (.) 
 

In excerpt (4), Nancy, who is in a K- position, opens up a sequence by asking a question (in line 

1) and her ‘oh’ (in line 3) treats Hyla’s answer as informative and expresses the epistemic 

balance. The epistemic balance expressed through ‘oh’ became a vehicle for sequence closing, 

and Nancy moved forward to the next sequence of question and answer (line 5).  

 

2.2.2 Conversation Analysis 

2.2.2.1 Definition of Assessment and Syntactic Structures of Assessments 

 Pomerantz (1984) first identifies the social action of assessment as a product of 

participation and expression of a speaker’s access to knowledge. Assessments are defined by 

Heritage & Raymond (2005) as evaluations of states of affairs. Drawing these ideas together, in 

my study, I define assessments as speakers’ production that expresses their subjective opinions 

(e.g., thoughts, emotions, feelings, etc.) about various referents in everyday conversation.  

 Speakers utilize multiple resources such as intonations, gestures, and certain linguistic 

forms to express their assessments. With respect to the syntactic structures of assessment, 
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previous research identifies frequently used syntactic constructions in English conversation (Du 

Bois, 2007; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1992; Lemke, 1998). The frequent syntactic structures are 

described in Figure 2. 

 
<Figure 2. Syntactic Constructions of Assessments in English> 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
As indicated in Figure 2, demonstratives it and that and the first-person pronoun I are frequently 

observed when English speakers produce an assessment. The action of assessment is not limited 

to English conversation. For example, in Korean, expressing assessments is prevalent in 

everyday conversation. However, the aforementioned syntactic structures are not identical in 

Korean. Korean is an SOV (subject-object-verb) language unlike English (SVO). Korean has 

flexible word order particularly concerning the positions of subject and object. Both SOV and 

OSV word orders are possible even though SOV is considered the canonical order. Furthermore, 

in Korean, subject and object can be omitted when understood from the context. While the 

positions of subject and object are somewhat flexible, the verb is typically located in the 

sentence-final position. In addition, sentence-ending suffixes can be attached to a verb to indicate 

semantic or discourse meanings. The focus of this study is one of the most frequently used 

syntactic structures of assessment. The structures are as follows. 

 

 

[It] + [copular] + [adverbial intensifier] + [assessment term] 
e.g., It is so beautiful 
 
[That’s] + [adjectives] 
e.g., That’s great 
 
[I] + [epistemic or affective stance predicates] 
e.g., I am glad. 
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<Figure 3. Target Syntactic Constructions of Assessments in Korean> 

 
 

 

  

  

2.2.2.2 Assessments as Collaborative Actions 

 Assessments can be accomplished individually, for example, in the context of writing a 

journal or of teachers’ evaluations of students’ performance. Unlike these one-way evaluations, 

in conversation speakers do not give assessments just to show their evaluations about referents.  

Assessments in conversations often show speakers’ co-participation (Pomerantz, 1984; Goodwin 

& Goodwin, 1992). Furthermore, affiliative assessments often play an important role in 

facilitating conversation and maintaining solidarity between interlocutors.  

 This difference leads to a question: how are assessments expressed in talk-in-interaction? 

It is worthwhile to examine how Korean speakers express assessments and what they achieve by 

giving assessments in interaction. In fact, interesting phenomena are observed when there are co-

participations during the assessment activity. Different speakers often overlap each other’s 

assessments and repeat prior speaker’s assessments (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1992). Moreover, 

speakers’ different epistemic authorities regarding a referent being evaluated are also expressed 

through different formats of assessments (Heritage & Raymond, 2005). Furthermore, 

assessments are sometimes used to propose a closure of an event description or a current topic 

(Goodwin & Goodwin, 1992). Goodwin and Goodwin (1992) have observed that reductions in 

volume and withdrawal of gaze are pieces of evidence supporting the function of assessment as 

topic closure.  

[omission of the subject and object] + [predicate] + [the SE suffix –ney] 
e.g., coh-ney ‘(It) is good-ney’ 
 
[omission of the subject and object] + [predicate] + [the SE suffix –ci] 
e.g., coh-ci ‘(It) is good-ci’	
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 Assessments can be also used as the more active version of acknowledgment tokens in 

conversation. In ordinary conversation, speech participants constantly provide response tokens 

like “mm hm” and “uh huh” (Schegloff, 1982). These tokens are usually used as continuers and 

allow the previous speakers to continue (Schegloff, 1982). The minimal acknowledgment tokens 

(uh huh, yeah, ok, right, oh, oh really, etc.) (Heratage & Clayman, 2010) indicate that the speech 

participants are following the flow and content of the conversations. Assessments expressing 

speakers’ positive stance on current topics (e.g., that’s great, good for you, etc.) highlight their 

active participation and affiliation in the conversation in a similar way.  

 

2.2.2.3 Epistemic Positions and Sequential Organizations of Assessments 

  Sequential organization of talk is well defined in the Conversation Analytic (CA) 

framework. Some turns invite responses, such as the adjacency pair question and answer. The 

adjacency pair is one of the basic concepts of sequential organization (Sacks et al., 1978). 

According to Schegloff (2007), an adjacency pair is characterized by certain features. Schegloff 

(2007) states that, “It is (a) composed of two turns, (b) by different speakers, (c) adjacently 

placed, (d) these two turns are relatively ordered, (e) pair-type relate” (p.13). 

 Pomerantz (1984) states that proffering a second assessment is one way of co-

participating with a speaker who proffered a first assessment. Schegloff (2007) argues that even 

though an assessment often solicits a second assessment in the form of agreement/disagreement, 

some first assessments do not necessarily solicit a second assessment. That is, the first 

assessment and agreement/disagreement pair is not as strong a pair as the question and answer 

pair in terms of mobilizing responses (Heritage & Raymond, 2005; Pomerantz, 1984; Schegloff, 
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2007; Stivers & Rossano, 2010). Therefore, providing a second assessment in response to a first 

assessment is not obligatory.  

 Goodwin and Goodwin (1992) point out the repeatability of the first assessment in the 

second assessment. Repetition of previous utterances is not always interpreted as preferred 

actions. For example, repetition of a question can be interpreted as a challenge, disbelief, or 

disagreement (Shegoloff, 1997). In case of assessments, however, repetition of a first assessment 

is generally interpreted as a preferred response.  

 While previous studies point out common structures of assessment in English (Du Bois, 

2007; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1992; Lemke, 1998), Heritage and Raymond (2005) further the 

understanding of assessment by considering the speakers’ epistemic primacy regarding the 

matter being evaluated. They argue that the linguistic formats of first and second assessments 

vary in terms of epistemic primacy, and both first and second assessments can be upgraded or 

downgraded based on a speaker’s epistemic primacy (Heritage, & Raymond, 2005; Pomerantz, 

1984). For instance, when assessing a referent belonging to a speaker’s interlocutor’s territory of 

information, the speaker’s assessment is generally accorded a downgraded epistemic frame 

(Heritage, 2012; Kamio, 1994; Pomerantz, 1984). For example, Heritage and Raymond (2005) 

argue that in first assessments evidentials (I think, it seems) and tag questions convey 

downgraded assessments whereas a negative interrogative conveys upgraded assessments. In 

second assessments, confirmation+agreement token, “oh”-prefaced assessments, tag questions, 

and negative interrogatives convey upgraded assessments. 

 In line with Heritage & Raymond (2005), Hayano (2011) investigates the use of the 

Japanese final particle yo in terms of a speaker’s epistemic primacy. Hayano (2011) argues that 
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the final particle yo-marked assessment shows a speaker’s epistemic primacy over his/her 

interlocutor in both first and second assessments.  

 The action of assessment is not as commonly discussed as other actions such as questions 

and answers. This might be due to its relative obscurity in comparison to other actions such as 

questions and answers. For example, assessments can be expressed with various syntactic forms 

(e.g., declarative, interrogative). In addition, other actions (e.g., confirmation request, 

confirmation) can be associated with the actions of assessments, as well as variations in their 

sequential placement (e.g., first and second assessments). Another possible reason for the paucity 

of discussion of assessment may be that the definition of assessment may vary. One might define 

assessment broadly and argue that any stance-making statement can be an assessment. The same 

difficulties are found in the defining assessment in Korean. Consequently, investigations of the 

assessment action in Korean conversation have been sparse. This study focuses on two specific 

forms of assessments: ney- marked and ci-marked marked assessments. Furthermore, this study 

will also examine the different sequential placements and epistemic positions of different forms 

of assessments in Korean conversation. 

 

2.2.3 Response Tokens and Sequential Organization 

 Scholars in the fields of interactive linguistics and conversation analysis (CA) have been 

interested in the relation between response tokens and their roles in sequential organization 

(Beach, 1993; Heritage, 1984; Schegloff, 1982; Schegloff, 1992; Schegloff, 2007). Response 

tokens are commonly defined as “one or two-word units of talk that acknowledge or register the 

particular nature of prior talk and are part of the way persons interactively achieve conversation 

in a process of social construction” (Clayman & Heritage, 2015). The sequential roles of the 
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following four response tokens are specifically well examined in CA. Schegloff (1982) observes 

that “mm hm”, “uh huh”, and “yes” invite continuation. In contrast, “oh” expresses that a gap in 

knowledge has been filled without inviting continuation (Heritage, 1984). In addition, “okay” 

closes the prior sequence and opens another sequence and/or shifts topics (Beach, 1993). It has 

also been argued that the three response tokens can be modified by intonation (Clayman & 

Heritage, 2015).  

 It is important to note that sequence-closing devices are not always identical to topic-

closing devices because a topic can be a larger unit than a sequence. The minimal sequence is 

one adjacency pair comprised of two parts: a first pair and a second pair. On the other hand, a 

conversation topic might require more than one adjacency pair. Shegloff (2007) first introduces 

the term “sequence-closing thirds (SCT)” as sequence-closing devices. He states, “given its 

position after a second pair part, and that the move is made by a form of turn which can embody 

the sequence closure if sustained by co-participants, we can refer to it as a “sequence-closing 

third (SCT)” (Shegloff, 2007, p.118). 

 Three of the most common SCTs, “oh,” “okay,” and assessment, are examined in the 

work of Schegloff (2007). He shows that these SCTs are found right after an adjacency pair 

consisting of a question and an answer. In excerpt (5) below, Schegloff (2007) explains that the 

speakers, Don and John are having a takeout Chinese dinner and Don offers John the remainder 

of the food. 

(5) Chinese Dinner, 39:29-40 (simplified) [Schegloff, 2007] 
 
1  Don: F-> Shall I pour it out? 
 
2  John:S-> No I rih- I don’ want that much. Rea[lly.= 
 
3  Don:SCT->                                    [Oh okay. 
 
4  John:+S->=I jus’wannid ’l bit  (                   ). 
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5  Don:SCT-> Okay. 
 
6           (0.5) 
 
 

In (5), “okay” (in line 3) serves as a possible closure after a sequence of question and answer 

(lines 1 and 2) (Schegloff, 2007). In response to John’s expanded answer (in line 4), Don gives 

another “okay” token indicating that the question is answered, and their conversation is ready to 

move to the next sequence.  

 Regarding the use of assessments as SCTs, Ha (2016) points out that relatively generic, 

brief, and positive assessments most frequently function as sequence and topic closing 

assessments in ordinary conversation. Furthermore, Schegloff (2007) explains that the SCTs can 

be found after both preferred and dispreferred second pair parts.  

 Goodwin and Goodwin (1992) claim assessments are one of the tools for closing or 

shifting a topic in conversation. They identify that assessments are used to exit from larger 

sequential units such as stories and topics. The reduction in volume and withdrawal of gaze are 

also found in the boundaries of topic closing/shift in their conversation data (Goodwin & 

Goodwin, 1992). Furthermore, summary of conversation, idiomatic expressions, and the 

acknowledgment token “okay” are observed as tools for topic closing/shift (Beach, 1993; 

Heritage & Raymond, 2015).  

 In this study, I will specifically examine the sequential roles of the expression kuleh-

kwuna in Korean conversation. Kuleh-kwuna consists of the deictic predicate kuleh-ta ‘that is so’ 

and the sentence-ending suffix –kwuna, which is best translated into English as ‘I see’. The 

evidential function of –kwuna has received a great deal of interest among scholars. In this study, 

I shift the discussion to the sequential role and epistemic position of the kwuna-marked 
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utterances, kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna. The deictic predicate kuleh-ta ‘to be so’ typically 

indexes the preceding sentence or topic, therefore it is intrinsically a second action. The 

combination of kuleh- and the sentence-ending suffix –kwuna expresses distinctive knowledge 

position and sequential roles. These functions will be investigated in Chapter 5.  

 

2.2.4 Prosody  

 Linguistic forms and prosody greatly affect interaction among participants (Ochs, 

Schegloff, & Thompson, 1996). Scholars have been interested in the roles of prosody in 

discourse, particularly when prosody differentiates the discourse meaning of the linguistic form 

or sentence. In English, for example, Hirschberg and Litman (1993) note the discourse marker 

“now” is more likely to be deaccented, while adverbial “now” is accented in American English. 

In line with the approach of Hirschberg and Litman (1993), Whichman et al., (2010) argue that 

“of course”, meaning ‘naturally’/predictably’, is more likely to be stressed, and the meaning 

‘we/you know this’ is more likely to be unstressed in Southern British English. While accentual 

status determines meaning in English, in Korean, boundary tones are one way of expressing 

different discourse meanings of utterances. The choices of the boundary tones often interrelate 

with sentence types (e.g., interrogative, declarative, etc.) and actions (e.g., request, assessment, 

etc.). In the following sections, I will review Jun (2000)’s Korean prosodic model, which 

suggests classification of boundary tones in standard Korean. Furthermore, using examples from 

empirical studies, I will explain the evidential and sequential roles of prosody. 
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2.2.4.1 Jun’s Model: The ToBI Convention    

 The Korean language has nine boundary tones applied at the end of utterances (Jun, 

2000). The nine patterns of the intonation phrase boundary tones are identified in the ToBI 

convention proposed by Jun (2000). The boundary tones are realized in the IP-final syllable (Jun, 

2000). Figure 4 describes the nine boundary tones.		

	

<Figure 4. Korean Intonation Phrase Boundary Tones (Reprinted from Jun, 2000)> 

 

 

The boundary tones shown in Figure 4 are L%, H%, HL%, LH%, LHL%, HLH%, HLHL%, and 

LHLH%. LHLHL% is not included in Figure 4. In addition to the prosodic patterns, June (2000) 

provides usages and/or meanings of each boundary tone. For instance, H% and LH% are 

commonly used for questions, continuation rises, and explanatory endings. LHL% conveys that 

the speaker is being persuasive, insistent, confirmative, or that he/she is annoyed or irritated (Jun, 

2000). According to Jun (2000), boundary tones do not always indicate different meanings. In 

other words, tones and meaning have a many-to-many relationship (Jun, 2000). Different 

intonations can be used in the same text to convey the same pragmatic meaning in Korean (Jun, 

2000).  
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 M. Park (2003) and Kim (2010) conducted empirical studies based on Jun’s model. M. 

Park (2003) provides a comprehensive understanding of the meanings of boundary tones 

deployed in certain Korean ending suffixes. Kim (2010) examines that the use of the boundary 

tones used with the sentence-ending suffix –ta and asserts that boundary tones allow speakers to 

perform different social actions. For example, ta-marked utterances with the boundary tone [L% 

or LHL%] are used when speakers are noticing or assessing newly perceived information. Ta-

marked utterances with [H%] are used when speakers wish to highlight newness and 

announceability for the recipient of the perceived information (Kim, 2010). 

    

2.2.4.2 Evidential Functions and Sequential Roles of Prosody  

  By using the ToBI convention (Jun, 2000), M. Park (2003) examines the relationship 

between boundary tones and the meanings of the SE suffix–kwuna. M. Park (2003) defines the 

domains of –kwuna boundary tones based on corpus data and observes that certain boundary 

tones (HL%, L%, LH%, and LHL%) frequently occur with the SE –kwuna. She further argues 

that –kwuna with HL% indicates surprise followed by realization, and –kwuna with L% indicates 

realization alone. M. Park’s (2003) analysis determines the meanings of the SE suffix –kwuna 

based on discourse meaning derived from previous research; therefore, she concludes that the 

boundary tones of –kwuna mainly reflect evidential meanings.  

 While acknowledging the role of intonation on –kwuna reflecting the evidential meaning, 

intonation can also reflect sequential organization such as an indication of a continuer, response 

mobilizing, closing, etc. (Stivers & Rossano, 2010). M. Park (2003), for instance, examines the 

sequential function of a specific boundary tone used with the sentence-ending suffix –ketun. She 

observes that –ketun with [H%] is used to signal a turn or sequence expansion in natural 
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conversation data. Furthermore, Stivers and Rossano (2010) show that the interrogative 

intonation (rising intonation) is one of the multiple sources that speakers use to mobilize 

responses. In Chapter 5, I will specifically focus on the sequential roles of the response tokens 

kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna with the use of boundary tones in conversation.  
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CHAPTER 3 

THE SOCIAL ACTIONS, SEQUENTIAL POSITIONS, AND EPISTEMIC 

POSITIONS OF THE NEY-MARKED ASSESSMENTS 

 

The grammatical form –ney is one of the many sentence-ending (SE) suffixes of the 

Korean language. The SE suffix –ney occurs at the end of a sentence or an utterance in both 

written and spoken language. Furthermore, the SE suffix –ney conveys complex discourse 

functions in conversation. Traditionally, studies on the SE suffix –ney have primarily focused on 

its evidential characteristics and cognitive status (H. Lee, 1985, 1993; J. Park, 2011; H. Sohn, 

1999; Strauss, 2005). Although these frameworks have provided some explanation, these 

frameworks are not the appropriate tools for examining how speakers use –ney to achieve their 

communicative goals. Few studies have remarked on the use of –ney in relation to the goals of 

conversation in interaction (Strauss, 2005). In line with the latter approach, this chapter 

particularly examines the social actions that Korean speakers perform by using the SE suffix –

ney in conversation and how the use of –ney sequentially reshapes interaction in conversation.  

This chapter specifically focuses on Korean speakers’ use of the SE suffix –ney when 

giving assessments.4 In Korean, specifically, in the presentation of the SE suffix –ney in 

assessments, Korean speakers express certain communication goals, sequential patterns, and 

epistemic positions in interaction. I utilize naturally occurring conversation data based on the 

Conversation Analytic (CA) approach and corpus methodology. Out of 448 ney-marked 

utterances of the data, 172 ney-marked utterances are categorized as assessments (39%). 146 

tokens from the LDC telephone corpus data and 26 tokens from face-to-face conversation data 

																																																								
4 In this chapter, I only analyze occurrences of –ney marking assessments. Note that –ney can be used in 
other actions (e.g., confirmation request) as well.  
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are included. In this chapter, I will demonstrate the epistemic positions and sequential positions 

of the ney-marked assessments.  

 

3.1 The Epistemic Positions of Ney-marked Utterances in Assessments 

 Epistemic dominancy is often derived from one’s own territories of knowledge (Heritage 

& Raymond, 2005; Kamio, 1994). When a speaker gives an assessment about a referent that is 

his/her own territory of knowledge, a dominant epistemic position would be expressed. In 

contrast, when a speaker evaluates a referent that belongs to the other’s territories of knowledge, 

a subordinate epistemic position would be expressed. Drawing from the ideas from previous 

works regarding epistemicity, I determine a speaker’s knowledge level using the terms dominant, 

equal, and subordinate epistemic positions. This chapter considers three factors which determine 

a speaker’s epistemic position: 1) social relationships, 2) knowledge difference in one’s 

expertise, and 3) direct first-hand experience (See Chapter 2, p. 12). The sentence-ending (SE) 

suffixes are one of the linguistic tools that index one’s epistemic position. In particular, the target 

SE suffix –ney is frequently used when evaluating a referent that belongs to the domain of 

his/her interlocutors’ territories such as the interlocutors’ experience, feelings, knowledge, or 

information. Consequently, the ney-marked assessments predominantly index a speaker’s 

subordinate epistemic position. Some examples of such assessments from the naturally-occurring 

data are listed below. 

(1) cal tway-ss-ney 
    well become-PST-SE  
    ‘(That) became well-ney’  
    (A speaker’s assessment about her friend’s work situation) 
 
(2) caymiss-ess-keyss-ney  
    fun-PST-CONJ-SE  
    ‘(It) must have been fun-ney’  
    (A speaker’s assessment about her friend’s experience) 
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The examples (1) and (2) are extracted from naturally-occurring conversation data. Here the 

speakers produce the ney-marked assessments when they evaluate referents that belong to the 

other’s territories of knowledge. Consequently, the speakers are in subordinate epistemic 

positions regarding evaluating the referents at the moment of talk.  

The statistical data support that in conversation, the use of ney-marked assessment is the 

most frequent when a speaker in a subordinate position evaluates a referent in conversation. 

Table 2 shows the frequency of –ney indicating different epistemic positions (dominant, 

subordinate and equal positions). 

 
<Table 2. The Epistemic Positions of the Ney-marked Assessments> 
 
The Epistemic positions         Frequency 

 
Dominant epistemic position 7.5 % (13/172) 

Subordinate epistemic position 91.2 % (157/172) 
 

Equal epistemic position     2.3 % (4/172) 
 

As shown in Table 2, the ney-marked assessments generally indicate a speaker’s 

subordinate epistemic position regarding a matter at hand. The results indicate that 91.2 % of the 

ney-marked assessments are used by Korean interlocutors speaking from a subordinate epistemic 

position. In contrast, the use of –ney from dominant and equal positions comprise only 7.5% and 

2.3% respectively.  

	

3.2 Ney-marked First Assessments 

In this section, I will explain the sequential positions, context, and formats in which ney-

marked assessments appear, as well as the indexed subordinate epistemic positions. I will also 
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demonstrate what speakers achieve by using the SE suffix –ney and by responding to ney-marked 

assessments. This section particularly demonstrates the predominant use of ney-marked first 

assessments, which occur in response to main speakers. In fact, the statistical results have shown 

that 93% of ney-marked assessments occur in first position assessments. 

When producing the first assessments marked with –ney, the speakers usually perform 

their active role, showing a good understanding of the prior speakers’ stance and expressing 

affiliation. Excerpt (3) shows the appearance of –ney in a naturally-occurring ordinary telephone 

conversation, where –ney is used in the first position assessment indicating a subordinate 

epistemic position and expressing affiliation with the interlocutor. This example also shows the 

most frequent format of the ney-marked assessment in my data: [predicate]+[the suffix –

keyss]+[the SE suffix –ney]. Here, the speakers, Jin and Kim, are friends and talking on the 

phone. The referent being evaluated in this conversation is Jin’s financial situation with regard to 

visiting Kim. Regarding the referent, it is clear that Jin holds a dominant epistemic position 

while Kim’s epistemic position is subordinate. 

(3) Visiting Jin [LDC data] 
 
1  Jin:     그래 수랑 한번 너 저기해서 올- 올 수 있으면 놀러 와. 

kulay sue-lang hanpen ne ceki-hay-se o-l o-l swu iss-umyen      
nolle wa.5 
okay   PN-with once you DM-do-CON come-PRS come-PRS means-  
if visit-INT 

  Okay visit me with Sue if you can. 
 
2           (2.0)  
 
3  Kim:     근데 뭐 
            kuntey mwe 
            but    DM 
            But well 
 
4  Jin:     돈이 많이 들어서 인제 

																																																								
5 In (3), ceki was used as a filler when the speaker could not find a word to say. 
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            ton-i manhi tul-ese incey  
            money-NOM much cost-CON now  
        because it takes a lot of money 
 
5      →    당분간 어렵겠네=                Ney-marked First Assessment 

    tangpwunkan elyep-keyss-ney  
    for:the:time:being difficult-CONJ-SE    

 for the time being (it) might be difficult (to visit me)- 
 ney haha 

  
6  Kim:     =당분 hh 간 h 은 h 어렵지 haha                Second Assessment 
             tangpwunkan-un elyep-ci 
             for:the:time:being-TOP difficult-SE 
             for the time being (it) is difficult-ci 

	
 
At the end of the conversation, Jin invites Kim to come with her daughter to visit Jin (line 

1). In response to Jin’s invitation, the 2.0 seconds of silence and the two markers kuntey mwe 

‘but well’ gives a clue that Kim will provide a disaffiliative response (line 3).6 The turn-initial 

kuntey makes Kim’s upcoming rejection more predictable (Kim & Sohn, 2015). Jin immediately 

notices the forthcoming rejection to the invitation. To mitigate the situation, Jin produces an 

account for Kim not being able to visit her in the form of an assessment, saying ton-i manhi tul-

ese incey tangpwunkan elyep-keyss-ney ‘(It) might be difficult (to visit me) for the time being 

because it costs a lot of money’ (lines 4-5). Here, the assessment is also used to express Jin’s 

understanding of Kim’s current financial situation. In a way, Kim is providing an alluded 

response in the form of an assessment. In this way, Kim does not have to reject the invitation 

explicitly. The use of –ney here does not indicate the previously well-known functions of –ney: 

surprise, a counter expectation, factual information, or a source of perceptual evidence (H. Lee, 

2015; Park, 2003; Sohn, 1999). Rather, through the use of –ney, the current speaker expresses 

her point of view about the prior speaker’s domain of knowledge. Regarding the format of the 

																																																								
6 The full form of kuntey is kulentey. Kim and Sohn (2015) show that kulentey is frequently used as a 
discourse connective at a turn-initial position, and it undergoes phonetic reduction (kuntey).  
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assessments, notice that the speaker Jin uses the modal expression –keyss ‘might/must be’ with –

ney in elyep-keyss-ney ‘It might be difficult-ney’ (line 5). The use of –keyss is used to lessen the 

force of the assertion regarding the propositional content, ‘It is difficult (to visit me) for the time 

being because it costs a lot of money’. In fact, my data shows the cases that the ney-marked 

assessments are used with the suffix –keyss. –Keyss is usually used to indicate speakers’ 

conjecture. The use of –keyss further weakens the force of assessments that a speaker makes 

about his/her interlocutors. It should be noted that making an assessment using –ney about others 

usually does not include an explicit subject. When a speaker uses –keyss, he/she makes it clear 

that the assessment is not only intended to express less than certainty but also concerns his/her 

interlocutor. However, in my data, however, even in the absence of –keyss, the speakers of the 

next turns show that they identified the subject of the ney-marked assessments as themselves. 

Excerpt (4) shows another occurrence of –ney where –ney occurs in the first position 

assessment indicating a subordinate epistemic position and expressing affiliation with the 

interlocutor. This example shows another commonly used format of the ney-marked assessments: 

[predicate] + [the SE suffix –ney]. In the following conversation, two young female friends, Sue 

and Ran are on the phone. Sue is telling Ran about the gifts she received from her male 

roommate on Valentine’s Day. The referent being evaluated in this excerpt is Sue’s emotional 

state. Derived from direct access to the referent, Sue holds a dominant epistemic position while 

Ran’s epistemic position regarding the referent is subordinate.  

(4) Sue’s emotional state [LDC data] 

 1  Sue:     야 준한테 진짜 감동 받았다 

             ya cwun-hanthey cincca kamtong pat-ass-ta 

    Hey PN-from     really be:impressed-PST-DC  

             (I) was so touched by Jun.  
  

 2  Ran:     =어 
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   e  

      Yeah 
 

 3  Sue:     Valentine day 날 그 전날 숙제 하다가 내가 먼저 잤거든 내 방에서 

Valentine day nal ku cen-nal swukcey ha-taka nay-ka  

mence ca-ss-ketun nay pang-eyse? 

  Valentine day day the:day:before do:homework-TRANS I-NOM   

  first sleep-PST-INFO my room-at 

  Before the Valentine day, I fell asleep while doing   
  homework in my room.  
 

 4  Ran:     =엉 

             eng  

     Yeah 
 

 5  Sue:     새벽에 누나 갈께 그러면서 깨우더라고:    

  saypyek-ey nwuna ka-lkkey kule-myense kkaywu-tela-ko:  

  dawn-at    sister go-INTN be:so-while wake:up-RT-QT 

  (He) woke me up early in the morning saying “nuna I’m  
  leaving”.  
 

 6  Ran:     =어 

             e  

             Yeah 
 

 7  Sue:     그 다음 날에 일어나서 캡빵 놀랬잖아?  

             ku taum nal-ey ilena-se khaypppang nollay-ss-canha?   

the next day-at get:up-CON really be:surprised-PST- 

you:know 

When I got up the next day, I was so surprised, you know.  
 

 8  Ran:     =어 

             e 

  Yeah 
 

 9  Sue:     Chocolate 막- 입술 모양으로 된 거 왕 큰 거 막 있거든? 

             Chocolate mak ipswul moyang-ulo toy-n ke wang khu-  

             n ke mak iss-ketun?  

             Chocolate DM lip shape-with become-RL thing very:big big-  

             RL thing DM exist-INFO?  
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        There’s a lip-shaped big chocolate. 
 

10  Ran:     어 

             e 

             Yeah 

 

11  Sue:     그거에(.)토끼 인형에:[(.) 막 편지에: 막- 이렇게 써 놓고 갔던데, 

 kuke-ey(.)thokki inhyeng-ey:[(.) mak phyenci-ey: mak-   

 ilehkey sse noh-ko ka-ss-te-ntey,  

 it-and rabbit doll-and DM letter-and DM   

 like:this write:INF leave-and go-PST-RT-CIRCUM,  

 (He) left a stuffed rabbit and a letter with it. 

 

12  Ran:                       [응 

 ung  

 Yeah 

 

13      →   아:이구(.)신났네:.               Ney-marked First Assessment 

             a:ikwu(.)sinna-ss-ney:.  

  EX       happy-PST-SE 

  Wow (you) are happy-ney  

  

14  Sue:	→   .h 사랑 받고 살고 있지 h 진짜               Second Assessment 

                salang pat-ko sal-ko iss-ci cincca  

                be:loved-and  live-and exist-SE really 

                (I) am so loved-ci 

	
At the end of Sue’s storytelling about the kindness of her male roommate (line 11), Ran makes 

an aligned assessment about how Sue would feel, saying sinna-ss-ney ‘wow (you) are happy-ney’ 

(line 13). The first assessment sinna-ss-ney is marked with the SE –ney, indexing that she is only 

commenting on Sue’s emotional state from her own perspective. In the following turn, Sue 

provides the second assessment in the form of an agreement about the same referent. The second 

assessment is semantically upgraded by the use of the predicate salang pat-ko sal-ko iss ‘(I am) 

loved’ and the intensifier cincca ‘really,’ and also epistemically upgraded by the use of the SE –
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ci. In sum, this conversation excerpt contains one occurrence of the SE –ney when Ran gives an 

aligned first assessment regarding Sue’s emotional state which belongs to Sue’s domain of 

information. The SE –ney clearly indexes Ran’s subordinate epistemic position. 

In this section, I reveal one of the complex discourse functions of –ney: that by which a 

speaker conveys assessment based on his/her interlocutor’s experience or on information brought 

by the interlocutor. This function of –ney consistently indicates a certain epistemic position in 

the context of assessments. The main argument in this regard is that –ney usually indicates a 

subordinate epistemic position regarding a matter being evaluated, mainly because –ney is 

frequently used to utter a statement belonging to the recipient’s domain (Labov and Fanshel, 

1977).7 In line with the argument of Labov and Fanshel (1977), which point outs that a statement 

belonging to the other’s domain of knowledge functions as a question, the current data shows 

that through the use of –ney, Korean speakers evaluate objects in their recipients’ domains of 

knowledge while epistemically downgrading their evaluation. The territory of knowledge that the 

–ney utterances mark solicits agreement or confirmation, and the agreement or confirmation is 

usually expressed in the following turn. 

 

3.3 Second Assessments in Response to Ney-marked First Assessments 

In the previous section, I noted how ney-marked first assessments give evaluations about 

another’s experience such as financial status and emotion. This section explores how speech 

participants respond to the ney-marked assessments concerning themselves. In particular, this 

section pays attention to the types of actions, forms, and epistemic positions when speakers 

																																																								
7 Labov and Fanshel (1977) note that when a speaker makes a statement belonging to the recipient’s 
domain, it functions as a question even though the statement is not grammatically designed as an 
interrogative. 
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respond to ney-marked first assessments. The most frequent types of actions are agreements and 

disagreements, which clearly show that the speakers perceived the ney-marked utterances as 

assessments. My data also reveals that when speakers respond to ney-marked assessments from a 

higher epistemic position, they frequently employ certain patterns of structures. One of the 

frequent patterns is the use of a different SE suffix indicating a higher epistemic position such as 

–ci. 

This section first provides the quantitative analysis of the types of responses to the ney-

marked first assessments to show how –ney reshapes the next turn sequentially. I conducted a 

quantitative analysis of the total 100 responses to the ney-marked first assessments.  The first 77 

responses in the LDC data and 23 responses in the face-to-face are included. Table 3 shows the 

types of responses to the ney-marked first assessments.  

 

<Table 3. Second Assessments in Response to Ney-marked First Assessments> 

Second	assessments	in	response	to	
	the	–ney	marked	first	assessments	

	
Frequency	

Agreement	 58/100	(58%)	

Disagreement	 13/100	(13%)	
Transformative	answers	(including	laughs)	 11/100	(11%)	

No	second	
assessments	

Staying	on	the	same	
topic	

12/100	(12%)	

Topic	change	 6/100	(6%)	

 

As shown in Table 3, the types of responses (agreements, disagreements, transformative 

answers, and no second assessments) support my claim that –ney is frequently used in 

assessment sequences and often solicits a response. This quantitative evidence broadens the uses 

of –ney in contrast to previous research which suggested that –ney conveys surprise or new 
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information. The most frequent response types to the ney-marked first assessments were 

agreements and disagreements (71%). Transformative answers, which do not clearly agree or 

disagree with the assessments were also observed (11%) (Stivers & Hayashi, 2010).8 18% of the 

ney-marked first assessments did not solicit second assessments, and 6% of the ney-marked first 

assessments are used to exit current topics. In the following section, I will examine the way in 

which Korean speakers express agreements and disagreements in response to affiliative and 

epistemically downgraded assessments marked with –ney. Moreover, I will also demonstrate the 

case that ney-marked assessments are used to exit a current topic.  

 

3.3.1 Agreement with /confirmation to Ney-marked Assessments 

Considering that ney-marked assessments generally index a positive or sympathetic 

attitude toward the interlocutor, one can anticipate finding a high rate of agreement. As expected, 

the majority of responses to the –ney marked assessments are agreements as shown in Table 3 

(58%). When a speaker further supports the ney-marked agreement in the second assessment, the 

speakers’ agreement is predominantly upgraded since the speaker has an epistemic authority over 

the referents.  

One of the most common forms of the epistemically upgraded agreement is [repetition of 

a predicate+ absence of –keyss + a different SE suffix]. Repetitional responses confirm the 

proposition of a statement (Shegloff, 1996; Heritage & Raymond, 2012; Stivers, 2010). By 

confirming the proposition of a statement, repetitional responses assert a speaker’s epistemic and 

social primacy over the matter being addressed (Shegloff, 1996; Heritage & Raymond, 2012; 

Stivers, 2010). Excerpt (5) shows the occurrence of the second assessment, in which the response 

																																																								
8 Transformative answers are responses through which question recipients retroactively adjust the 
question posed to them (Stivers & Hayashi, 2010). 
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of –ney expresses a higher epistemic position and completes the sequence of two actions by 

utilizing the aforementioned format. Here two speakers, Inhee and Minji, talk about Minji’s 

recent experience, the visit of her brother. Consequently, Minji has a dominant epistemic 

position while Inhee’s position is subordinate.  

	
(5) Minji’s bother’s visit [LDC data] 
 
 1  Inhee:    어이 지금 바쁘지는 않아요? 
          ei cikum pappuci-nun anh-ayo? 

Hey now   busy-TOP    not-POL  
(You) are not busy? 

  
 2  Minji:    아이 그냥 정신이 없- 내 동생 와 있던 거 얘기 못 했지? 

ai kunyang cengsini eps nay tongsayng wa iss-te-n ke 
yayki mos hay-ss-ci? 
EX just    hectic       my younger:sibling come:INT 
stay-RT-NML talk cannot do-PST-SE? 
It has been so hectic- I didn’t tell you about my  
brother staying with me, did I? 

 
 3  Inhee:    누구 동생? 
           nwukwu tongsayng? 

whose  younger:sibling  
Whose brother? 

 
 4  Minji:    내 동생이. 

nay tongsayng-i. 
my  younger:sibling-NOM 
My brother. 

 
             ((14 lines omitted)) 
 
19  Inhee:	→  아이구 재밌었겠네::             Ney-marked First Assessment 

         aikwu caymiss-ess-keyss-ney 
               EX    fun-PST-CONJ-SE 

         wow (it) must have been fun-ney 
 
20  Minji:    .hh 재밌었지::                           Second Assessment 
                 caymiss-ess-ci  
                 fun-PST-SE 
                 (it) was fun-ci 
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While listening to Minji’s recent experience about her brother’s visit, Inhee gives an 

affiliated assessment, saying aikwu caymiss-ess-keyss-ney ‘wow (it) must have been fun-ney’. In 

response to the Inhee’s epistemically downgraded ney-marked assessment (line 19), Minji 

provides a second assessment in the form of agreement by saying caymiss-ess-ci ‘(It) was fun-ci’ 

(line 20). The epistemically upgraded second assessment is expressed by repeating the predicate, 

excluding the suffix –keyss, and replacing –ney with the SE suffix –ci. By utilizing this format, 

Minji not only agrees with Inhee’s affiliative comment but at the same time gives a confirmation 

indexing her dominant epistemic position.  

Grammatically, in Korean, a predicate is required in order to use an SE suffix in 

repetition. While repeated responses assert speakers’ agency in English conversation (Heritage & 

Raymond, 2012; Stivers & Hayashi, 2010), I argue that in Korean, both repetition and SE 

suffixes assert speakers’ epistemic authorities about referents being assessed at the moment of 

talk. For example, the repetitional responses frequently occur with the suffix –ci in second 

position assessments. Repetitions marked with –ci highlight upgraded epistemic primacy.9 

It is worth noting that my Korean data reveals the use of the upgraded semantic choice 

(e.g., ‘pretty’ to ‘beautiful’) in second position assessments, indexing a higher epistemic 

position, even though the use of the upgraded semantic choice is not as frequent as that which 

occurs in English conversation (Pomerantz, 1984). Excerpt (6) shows a type of second 

assessment that is both semantically and epistemically upgraded. Prior to excerpt (6), speaker 

Taehi talks about getting a brand-new car. Her friend, Najin, participates in the conversation by 

listening and asking about the payment plan for the car. The referent being evaluated in this 

excerpt is Taehi’s experience in getting her father to pay more money in order for her to get a 

																																																								
9 The ci-marked assessments will be analyzed in Chapter 4.  
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brand-new car. Consequently, Taehi holds a dominant epistemic position while Najin holds a 

subordinate epistemic position regarding Taehi’s experience.  

	
(6) A new car [LDC data] 

1  Najin:     hhh 아니 그래서 결론은 뭐야 아버님이-  
                  ani kulayse kyellon-un mwe-ya ape-nim-i  

       DM  so      conclusion-TOP what-INT fater-HN-NOM 
    so what was decided (about paying for your new car)?  
    (your) father- 

 

2             아버지가 더 보탠다는 거야? 
              apeci-ka te pothay-n-ta-nun ke-ya  
              father-NOM more pay-IN-DC-NML-INT 

   Are (you) saying (your) father will pay more? 
 
 

3  Taehi:     =어 더 보태 준대 hhhh 
       e te pothay cwu-n-tay 

    yes more pay:INF do:for-IN-HEARSAY 
    Yes (he) said (he) will pay more  

 

4  Najin:     그러니까 hhh 
          kulenikka 
               so hh 
 
5  Taehi:     hhhh[hh 
 

6  Najin:	→       [잘 됐네               Ney-marked First Assessment 
                   cal tway-ss-ney  
                   well become-PST-SE 
                   (That) is good for you-ney 
 

7  Taehi:	→    완전 성공했어                                  Second Assessment 
     wancen sengkonghay-ss-e 
     completely succeed-PST-INT 
    (I) was completely successful-e 
     (in getting him to agree to pay more) 

 

In line 6, Najin gives a first assessment from her own perspective regarding Taehi’s experience 

by saying cal tway-ss-ney ‘(That) is good for you-ney’. Here, the SE suffix –ney is used in an 

aligned response indicating a subordinate epistemic position. In response to Min’s ney-marked 

first assessment, Taehi solidifies their interaction by giving an agreement and a confirmation.  
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Furthermore, she manages to express her dominant epistemic position by modifying the semantic 

choice. The adverb cal ‘well’ is semantically upgraded to wancen ‘completely’ (line 7). The 

predicate tway-ss ‘became’ is semantically upgraded to sengkonghay-ss ‘was successful’ in the 

second assessment (line 7). Moreover, the SE suffix –ney (indexing a subordinate epistemic 

position) is epistemically upgraded to the SE suffix –e. By utilizing this structure, Taehi agrees 

with Najin and manages to express her epistemic authority regarding the referent (line 7). 

 

3.3.2 Downgraded Assessments to Ney-marked Praise 

Heritage and Raymond (2005) have reported that second assessments given by speakers 

who previously held epistemic primacies are semantically and epistemically upgraded. Unlike in 

English conversation data, I observed many instances of semantically downgraded second 

assessments in my Korean data, especially when speakers responded to praise. In fact, 

semantically downgraded second assessments (agreements) were more common than 

disagreements to the ney-marked praise. Responding with downgraded assessments is one way 

of expressing agreements politely in Korean conversation. Consider excerpt (7) as an example 

where a speaker gives a downgraded assessment in response to a ney-marked praise. Here two 

speakers, Hari and Semi, talk about Semi’s new suit. Regarding the referent (Semi’s new suit), 

Semi holds a dominant epistemic position while Hari holds a subordinate epistemic position.   

	
(7) Semi’s New suit [LDC data]  
 
 1  Hari:     정장 샀다며 Ann Taylor 에서. 
     cengcang sa-ss-tamye Ann Taylor-eyse. 

suit     buy-PST-HEARSAY PN-from  
(I) heard (you) bought a suit from Ann Taylor. 

 
 2  Semi:     응.  
     Ung 
     Yes 
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 3  Hari:     그 되게 비싸잖아(.) Ann Taylor. 
     ku toykey pissa-canha Ann Taylor. 
     DM very   expensive-you:know PN 

You know it is very expensive (.) Ann Taylor. 
 

 4  Semi:     응 비싸더라. 
     ung pissa-te-la. 
     yes expensive-RT-DC 
              Yes it was. 
 
 5  Hari:     얼마짜리 샀어? 
     elmaccali sa-ss-e? 
     price     buy-PST-INT 
              How much was (it)? 
 
 6            (1.0) 
 
 7  Semi:     기억이 잘 안 나 ha[ha 
     kiek-i cal an na ha[ha  
     memory-NOM well not appear:INT  
              (I)don’t remember haha    
 
 8  Hari:                     [백 불 넘어? 
        payk pwul nem-e? 
        100 dollars over-INT 

   Was (it) over $100? 
 
 9  Semi:     그랬:던 것 같아=백 오십 불 정도? 
     kulay-ss-te-n kes kath-a=payk osip pwul cengto? 
     be:so-PST-RT-NML seem-INT 100 50 dollars about 

   I think so=about $150? 
 
10  Hari:     =야::니네 남편이 아주 그냥 
     ya::niney namphyen-i acwu kunyang 
     EX  your  husband-NOM very DM 

   Wow your husband was really? 
 
11  Semi:     =우리 남편이 완전 썼지 그냥. 
     wuli namphyen-i wancen ss-ess-ci kunyang. 
      my   husband-NOM completely spend-PST-SE DM 

   My husband spent a lot. 
 
12  Hari:     응: [아주 너의 [불만을 옷으로 풀어 주려고. 
     ung:[acwu neu-y [pwulman-ul os-ulo phwul-e cwu-llyeko. 

yes very you-POS complain-AC clothes-with solve-   
do:for-INTN 
Yes(He)wanted to solve your grievance through clothes 
 

13  Semi:         [.h ha[자기가(.)저거가- 캥기는 게 있으니까 못 들어  
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                  줄-.hhh  
[.h ha[caki-ka(.) ceke-ka- khayngki-nun key iss-  
unikka mos tul-e cwu-l 
      oneself-NOM DM-NOM be:sorry-RL thing have-   
because cannot do-INF do:for-PRS 
because there was something he couldn’t do for me 

 
14  Hari:     =음 그[래 
      um kulay 
      um be:so:INT  
               Hum I see 
 
15  Semi:          [그 걸로라도 풀라고. 
      [ku kel-lo-lato phwul-la-ko. 

 the thing:AC-with-even get:over-DC-QT 
(He) wanted me to get over it (the complaint) by    
 getting me clothes 
 

16  Hari:	→   멋:있겠네:.                  Ney-marked First Assessment 
     mes:iss-keyss-ney:. 
     nice-CONJ-SE 
              (It) must have been nice-ney 
 
17  Semi:	→   =응 (0.3) 응  °괜[찮아°                 Second Assessment 
     ung(0.3) ung  °kwayn[chanh-a°  
      yes      yes   okay-INT  
              Yes      yes (it) is okay-a 
 
18  Hari:                     [치마 입었어? 치마야? 
        [chima ip-ess-e?chima-ya? 
	 	 	 	           skirt wear-PST-INT? skirt-INT? 

                         [(Did (you) wear a skirt? Was (it) a  
                         skirt? 

	
After listening to Semi describing how her husband had bought her an expensive suit to make up 

for something for her (lines 11, 13, and 15), Hari gives an assessment regarding Semi’s new suit 

by saying mesiss-keyss-ney “It must have been nice-ney”. In response to this praise, Semi gives a 

semantically downgraded assessment, saying ung kwaynchanh-a “Yeah it is okay”. Notice that 

the adjective mesiss-ta ‘nice’ is downgraded to kwaynchanh-ta ‘okay’; however, the SE suffix –

ney in the first assessment is epistemically upgraded to –a in the second assessment indicating 

her higher epistemic position.  
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The semantically downgraded agreement made from a dominant epistemic position 

indicates that a semantic upgrade in agreement is not the only way to express higher epistemic 

primacy in Korean conversation. I conclude that whether a second assessment is semantically 

upgraded or downgraded, both of the modifications in the agreement could serve to index a 

speaker’s higher epistemic position.  

 

3.3.3 Disagreement to Ney-marked Assessments 

As examined earlier, ney-marked first assessments predominantly occur when a speaker 

makes an aligned comment on a referent that belongs to the domain of his/her interlocutor. A 

speaker whose domain is evaluated by other speakers has the full right to disagree with a first 

assessment. Therefore, some disagreements do occur when a speaker finds some problems in a 

first assessment. In fact, the statistical results show that in the current data, 13% of the –ney 

marked first assessments invited disagreements.10  

Just as we have observed different uses and types of SE suffixes in agreements, likewise 

speakers use different SE suffixes when there are predicates in disagreements. Among the SE 

suffixes, –e/a and –ci are predominantly used in disagreements. In this section, I will 

demonstrate one format that is frequently used in expressing disagreement without the use of a 

negation: [mwe ‘what’] + [repetition of the predicate] + [SE suffix –e/a]. Note that this structure 

conveys an action of disagreement only in response to an opinion in second position.11 Excerpt 

(8) shows a case in which a speaker disagrees with the ney-marked first assessments by using the 

																																																								
10 In addition, it is important to note that in Korean conversation data, the action of disagreement, 
especially in response to praise does not always indicate a disaffiliative response. Disagreement in 
response to praise is one way of responding to praise politely in Korean conversation.  
 
11 For example, mwe cal hay-ss-e? with a rising intonation in the first pair part could mean “Did (I/you) 
do something good?”. 
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format ([mwe ‘what’] + [repetition of the predicate] + [SE suffix –e/a]). Here in excerpt (8), the 

two male speakers, Gim and Hun, are friends and talking about how Hun is doing. Hun says he is 

studying every day to prepare for the next GRE exam. The referent being evaluated is Hun’s past 

GRE exam score. Consequently, Hun holds the dominant epistemic position while Gim’s 

position is subordinate.   

 
(8) Hun’s GRE score [LDC data] 
 
 1  Gim:     아니 그래서 금- 매일 공부하는 거야 요새? 
             ani kulayse kum mayil kongpwuha-nun ke-ya yosay? 
             DM  so      now everyday study-NML-INT nowadays 
             So do (you) study every day? 
 
 2  Hun:     어  GRE 다시 봐야지 한번. 내가 십이 월 달 거 안 봤거든:. 

 e  GRE tasi pwayaci hanpen nay-ka sipiwel tal ke an       
 pwa-ss-ketun. 

   yes GRE again take-have:to-SE once I-NOM 12 CL thing 
   not take-PST-INFO 
  Yeah (I) have to take the GRE again. I missed it in  
  December. 

 
 3  Gim:     어:: 그때 [안 본다고 그랬잖아. 
             e kuttay an po-n-tako kulay-ss-canha. 
         Yes at:that:time not take-RL-QT say-PST-you:know 
             Yeah. (You) said (you) were not going to take it, you  
             know 
 
 4  Hun:               [시월 달 거 보고  
                       siwel tal ke po-ko  
                       10    CL thing take-and 
                       (I) took it in October and 
 
 
 5           난 (1.0) 천이백 나왔어 
             na-n chenipayk nawa-ss-e 
         I-TOP 1200    turn:out-PST-INT 

   My score was 1200 
 
 6           (0.5) 
 
 7  Gim:	→  .hh 잘 했네 
               cal hay-ss-ney            Ney-marked First Assessment 
               well do-PST-SE               
            .hh (You) did well–ney 
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 8           (0.5)  
              
 9  Hun:	→   .hh 뭐 잘 했[어::  
                 mwe cal hay-ss-e         Second assessment 
                 what well do-PST-SE                                

  What did (I) do well-e (=I didn’t do well) 
 

10  Gim:               [haha[ha 
 
11  Hun:                    [챙피했지: 
                             chayngphihay-ss-ci 
                             embarrassed-PST-SE 
                             (I) was embarrassed-ci 

	
When Hun says his last GRE exam score was 1200 (line 5), Gim gives a positive assessment 

about the score to encourage him, saying cal hayss-ney ‘(You) did well –ney’(line 7). Gim’s first 

assessment solicits Hun’s second assessment (in line 7). Hun repeats the predicate of Gim’s first 

assessment cal hayss ‘did well’ and constructs a rhetorical question by adding the turn-initial wh-

question marker mwe ‘what’. Hun’s response in the form of a rhetorical question strongly 

challenges Gim’s assessment. Prosodically, the boundary tone, Low-High-Low (LHL%) is used 

with the rhetorical question.12 LHL% conveys that the speaker is being persuasive, insistent, 

confirmative, or that he/she is annoyed or irritated (Jun, 2000). Furthermore, LHL% is frequently 

used in the action of an assessment (Kim, 2010). The LHL% here indicates that the utterance 

enhances Hun’s strong assessment rather than soliciting an answer.  

Moreover, the SE suffix –ney is replaced with the plain speech style SE suffix –e (line 7). 

The SE suffix –e indexes his higher epistemic position.13 In reaction to the disagreement, Gim 

laughs to mitigate the situation (line 8). However, Hun upgrades his own disagreement by stating 

																																																								
12 The Korean language has nine boundary tones applied at the end of utterances (Jun, 2000). The nine 
boundary tones are L%, H%, LH%, HL%, LHL%, HLH%, HLHL%, LHLH%, and LHLHL%. 
 
13 The [mwe ‘what’] + [repetition of the predicate] + [SE suffix] format is usually used with the SE suffix 
–a/–e when it is used as a disagreement in second action. 
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his negative feeling about the score in chayngphihay-ss-ci ‘(I) was embarrassed (about the 

score)’ (line 9), possibly explaining the reason why he plans to retake the exam. The SE suffix –

ci is used to indicate an upgraded epistemic authority (line 9). Hun’s strong disagreements 

expressed both in the rhetorical question and in the statement about his own negative feeling 

indicate that the praise is treated as shallow and careless; therefore, it is problematic. 

In sum, the statistical results show that responses to the ney-marked assessments mostly 

express agreements or disagreements, which indicates that interlocutors perceive the ney 

utterances as assessments and/or confirmation requests. Furthermore, second assessments mostly 

index epistemic upgrades in both agreements and disagreements. The epistemic upgrades were 

expressed through the choice of certain words or linguistic formats. Especially in the choice of 

the SE suffix, there is no instance of –ney repeated in the second assessment. More dominant 

epistemic positions are usually expressed through the SE suffixes, –a/e or –ci in the second 

position assessments (in agreements and disagreements). In addition, repetition and rhetorical 

question formats (i.e., use of mwe ‘what’) were frequently used in agreements and disagreements 

respectively. 

 

3.3.4 Transformative Answers to Ney-marked Assessments 

 Transformative answers are responses through which question recipients retroactively 

adjust the question posed to them (Stivers & Hayashi, 2010). Earlier, Table 3 shows that 11% of 

the responses to ney-marked assessments are categorized as transformative answers. The 

occurrence of the transformative answers might be in the reason that a ney-marked utterance 

functions as a request for confirmation and solicits a confirmation (i.e., “yes”-type of answers). 

The following excerpt shows one occurrence of ney-marked assessment in a form of a question 
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and a transformative answer. Bomi and Miju are friends and talk on the phone. Earlier in (9), 

Bomi talked about her child being sick and coughing severely.  

 
(9) Hospital [LDC data] 
 
1  Bomi:    그러니까 무지 무지: 무지 무지 걸렸나 봐 애들 다 
            kulenikka mwuci mwuci mwuci mwuci kellye-ss-na pwa ay-tul  
            ta            
            so      so:much so:much so:much so:much catch:a:cold-PST- 
            CONJ child-PL all 
            So it looks like a lot of kids caught (colds) 
 
2  Miju:    어. 
        e 
        yeah 
 
3  Bomi:    세상에 welcome to 뭐 join the club 그러고 앉았어.  
            seysangey welcome to mwe join the club kule-ko anc-ass-e        
            EX        welcome to DM join the club be:so-QT sit-PST-INT 
            Oh my god (they) were saying like welcome to- join the  
            club 
 
4  Miju: →  열받았겠네?  
            yelpat-ass-keyss-ney? 
            upset-PST-CONJ-SE 

      (You) must have been upset-ney?  
 
5  Bomi: → .hh 웃었어 그냥. 
                wus-ess-e kunyang. 
            .hh laugh-PST-INT just 
               (I) just laughed. 
 

Bomi recounts her experience at a child hospital (lines 1 and 3). She notices that a lot of 

kids got sick when she came to the hospital (line 1). She blames the people at the hospital who 

said “welcome to (the club)” and “Join the club” to her (line 3). The interjection seysangey ‘oh 

my god’ and the expression kule-ko anc-ass-e ‘saying and doing (something negatively)’ show 

her negative stance about what they have said. Here Miju notices Bomi’s negative stance and 

provides an affiliative ney-marked assessment in “You must have been upset-ney”. Miju’s 

opinion about Bomi’s emotion is expressed in the form of a question, which is explicitly 

indicated by the high rising question (H%). The ney-marked assessment in the form of a question 
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strongly elicits an agreement. In response to this question design, Bomi’s answer transforms the 

question’s focus from Bomi’s emotion (being upset) to what she did (laughed).  

 

3.4 Ney-marked Assessments as an Exit Device  

Conversation-analytic studies have revealed that assessments are used to exit from event 

descriptions, stories, and topics (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1992; Schegloff, 2007). Additionally, in 

my data, 18 % of the ney-marked assessments did not invite second assessments, and of these 

18%, 6 % were used to exit from a prolonged sequence of talk. 

The next excerpt shows that a ney-marked assessment used as an exit device to properly 

end a long sequence of questions and answers from a subordinate epistemic position. Here, two 

speakers, Jia and Yun talk about Yun’s pregnancy. Regarding Yun’s pregnancy, therefore, Jia 

holds a subordinate epistemic position. 

 
(10) Yun’s Pregnancy [LDC data] 
 

 1  Jia:    요즘 어때요? 괜찮아요? 
            yocum ettay-yo? kwaynchanh-ayo? 
            nowadays how-POL okay-POL 
            How are (you) doing? Are (you) feeling okay? 
 

 2  Yun:    어 그냥 응 
            e kunyang ung 
            Yeah just yes 

       Yeah just okay 
 

 3  Jia:    응 병원은. 
            ung pyengwen-un. 
            I see hospital-TOP 
            I see (Did you go to) see a doctor. 
 

 4  Yun:    병원은 어제 갔다 왔어. 그저께 어저께였다. 
  pyengwen-un ecey kassta was-e. kucekkey ecekkey-ye-ss-ta. 

hospital-TOP yesterday visit-PST-INT     
the:day:before:yesterday yesterday-be-PST-DC  
I went to see a doctor yesterday. the day before   
Yesterday. (it) was yesterday. 
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            ((10 lines omitted)) 
 

15  Yun:    어 지금은 뭐 정신 없어 막: 얘 땜에: 
            e cikum-un mak cengsin epse mak yay ttaymey. 

 Yeah now-TOP DM hectic      DM this:person because 
 Right, it has been so hectic: because of (my) baby: 

 

16  Jia:    저기는? 입덧은 인제 다 없구요? 
            ceki-nun? iptes-un incey ta eps-ko-yo? 

 DM-TOP    nausea-TOP now all do:not:have-and-POL 
 what about the thing? (You) don’t have nausea anymore? 

 

17  Yun:    입덧은 없고. 
            iptes-un   eps-ko. 

 nausea-TOP not:have-and  
 (I) don’t have nausea. 

 

18  Jia:→   =응. 참 그럼 괜찮네                   Ney-marked Assessment 
             ung. cham kulem kwaynchanh-ney 

  yes  very then  good-SE 
  =I see. Then that’s very good-ney 

 
19          (0.5)  
           
 

20  Yun:	→  혼자 있어?  
            honca iss-e? 

 by:yourself be-INT  
 Are you by yourself? 

 
21  Jia:    예: 혼자 있어요 한나랑  

  yey: honca iss-eyo Hanna-lang  
  yes by:oneself be-POL PN-with 
  Yes: I am by myself with Hanna.  

 

22          아휴 저기 됐잖아: 우리 고모 서울 갔잖아요: 
ahyu ceki tway-ss-canha: wuli komo sewul ka-ss-canha-yo: 
EX   DM   become-PST-you:know my ant PN go-PST-you:know-POL       
You know my aunt went to Seoul: 

	
In this conversation, Jia asks whether Yun went for check-ups recently, how big her 

stomach is, and whether she still has nausea (lines 1-17). When Yun answers that she does not 

have nausea anymore, Jia utters her ney-marked first assessment cham kulem kwaynchanh-ney 

‘(That) is very good-ney’ (line 18).  Jia employs this generic ney-marked assessment to index her 
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secondary right to evaluate Yun’s pregnancy. At the same time, the ney-marked assessment 

signals the end of a long sequence of questions and answers about Yun’s pregnancy. A second 

assessment did not appear; instead, the topic of conversation simply changed. The 0.5 second of 

silence is one of the indicators signaling that the sequence of questions and answers about Yun’s 

pregnancy is about to close down (line 19). In the following turn, Yun switches from the topic of 

her pregnancy to the topic of Jia’s daily life by saying honca iss-e? ‘Are you by yourself (now)?’ 

(line 20). In sum, the ney-marked assessment, which is brief and positive, is used to properly end 

a topic that belongs to the territory of a speaker’s interlocutor.  

Consider another instance of –ney used as a sequence-closing assessment (Shegloff, 

2007). At the beginning of the excerpt, Kim and Nam talk about holidays in America. Then, 

Nam talks about his schedule for the week. Regarding the referent, Nam’s schedule, Kim holds 

the subordinate epistemic position.  

 
(11) Holidays [LDC data] 
 
1  Kim:     미국-미국애들 월요일 날 쉬는 날을 많이 만들어 놨잖아. 

 mikwuk-mikwuk-ay-tul welyoil nal swi-nun nal-ul manhi      
 mantul-e nwa-ss-canha. 
America America-person-PL Monday day rest-RL-day-AC  
many make-PST-you:know  
In America, you know Americans made many holidays on  
Monday. 

 
2  Nam:     =예. 그래서 두 개 있고 그 다음에- 내일 하나만 가면 목요일 날 거       
            있는 거는- 그- 교수가 어디 가 가지고 지금-  

 yey. kulayse twu kay iss-ko ku taum-ey nayil hana-man ka-   
 myen mokyoil nal ke iss-nun ke-nun ku kyoswu-ka eti ka  
 kaciko cikum  
 yes  so      2 CL    exist-and next tomorrow 1-only go-CON   
 Thursday thing be-RL thing-TOP DM professor-NOM somewhere  
 go because now 
 Yes, so there are two (classes), and for the class on    
 Thursday, the professor went somewhere. 

 
3  Kim:     응 
            ung 
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            yes 
 
4  Nam:     그- 내일 부터 가 가지고 내일만 가면 인제 연장(.) 며칠을 노는    
            거에요.  

 ku nayil pwuthe ka kaciko nayil-man ka-myen incey yencang      
 myechil-ul no-nun ke-eyyo  
 DM   tomorrow from go because tomorrow-only go-CON now      
  extention several:days-AC rest-NML-POL 
 So after (I) go the class on Thursday, (I) will have   
 Several days off 

 
5  Kim:	→  우와, 좋겠네.(0.5)짧은 수업 기간 중에 또 그[렇게] 빼고. 

wuwa, coh-keyss-ney.(0.5)ccalp-un swuep kikan cwung-ey tto 
ku[lehkey] ppay-ko. 

 EX    good-CONJ-SE       short-RL class duration for also 
like:that take:out-and 

           Wow (that’s) good for you-ney. (You) take days off (even 
though) the clas days are short. 

                                        Ney-marked Assessment  
 
6  Nam:	→                                         [아]     지금  
                                                   a       cikum  
                                                   ah      now 
 
 7         아이 그- 그 CD-ROM 이 와 가지고- 그 윈도우 구십오를 할라고,  인제 

설치 할라고 [그러는데 아이  
ai, ku, ku CD-ROM-i wa kaciko ku wintowu kwusipol-ul ha-lla-
ko, incey selchi ha-lla-ko [kule-nuntey ai  
EX  DM DM  CD-ROM-NOM come because DM window 95-AC do-INTN-
and now   install-INTN-and  do:so-CIRCUM EX 
Right now I try to install window 95 because CD-ROM has 
delivered 

 
8  Kim:                      [응.  
                     ung 
                              I see 
 
 

While listening to Nam saying that Nam will take several days off (lines 2 and 4), Kim 

gives an aligned assessment, coh-keyss-ney ‘Wow (that) is good (for you)-ney’ indexing his 

subordinate epistemic position (line 5). This assessment signals the closing of the current topic 

regarding holidays and Nam’s days off.  Immediately after producing a brief assessment, Kim 

provides an account for it, saying ‘(You) take  days off even though the class days are short.’ 

Interestingly, Nam changes the topic by overlapping his interjection (a ‘oh’) with the account 
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provided by Kim, probably perceiving the assessment as a signal of closing down the topic (line 

6). Nam changes the topic to an issue regarding installing an operating system (line 6).  

It is worth noting that in my data, sequence-closing assessments have a tendency to be 

brief and generally do not include particular meanings (e.g., That’s good, that’s great, etc.). For 

example, the most frequent utterance is caltway-ss-ney ‘That’s good for you-ney.’ These brief 

and positive ney-marked assessments are generally used to show acknowledgment and to end a 

topic that belongs to the territory of the speaker’s interlocutor.  

 

3.5 Ney-marked Second Assessments 

I have examined ney-marked first assessments and their responses in earlier sections. The 

statistical results show that ney-marked assessments predominantly occur in first position (93%). 

The occurrence of the ney-marked second assessments was rare in my data (7%). Although the 

occurrence is rare, even when ney-marked assessments occur in second position, –ney still 

indicates a subordinate epistemic position in my data. Excerpt (12) shows one occurrence of the 

SE suffix –ney, where –ney is used in a second position assessment indicating a subordinate 

epistemic position. Here two male friends, Wojin and Eunho, meet on the Korean New Year 

holiday in the U.S. and ask each other how their families in Korea are doing. Regarding the 

referent, how Wojin’s parents are doing, Wojin has the dominant epistemic position.  

	
(12) Wojin’s parents [face-to-face data] 
 
1  Eunho:     한국에 전화는 하셨어요? 
          Hankwuk-ey cenhwa-nun ha-sye-ss-eyo? 
              Korea-to    call-TOP  do-HN-PST-POL 
              Have you called (your parents) in Korea? 
 
2  Wojin:     =응 전화했지.  
     ung cenhwahay-ss-ci. 

   yes call-PST-SE  
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   Yes (I) called.  
 
3             다들 잘-(.)[잘 지내시고  계시니까 다행이지    First Assessment 
     ta-tul cal- cal cinay-si-ko   kyeysi-nikka tahayngi-ci 

   All-PL well well live-HN-PROS:HN-because   great-SE 
   since (they) are doing (well)(it) is great-ci 
 

 
4  Eunho:                [잘 지내시구요? 

cal cinay-si-kwu-yo? 
Well live-HN-and-POL 
(Are they) doing well?     

     
 
5  Eunho:	→		  =다행이네요((nodding))        Ney-marked Second Assessment 
                        dahayngi-ney-yo  
               great-SE-POL 

    (It) is great-ney 
 
6  Wojin:     너네 집은? 
              neney cip-un  
          your  house-TOP 
              How about your family? 
	
Eunho asks Wojin a question, ‘Have you called your parents (for the New Year holiday) (line 

1),’ and Wojin answers ‘Yes (I) called’ (line 2). Then, Wojin gives an assessment about how 

they are doing, saying ta-tul cal- cal cinay-si-ko kyeysi-nikka tahayngi-ci ‘since (they) are doing 

(well) (it) is great-ci’ (line 3). The SE suffix –ci marks the first assessment to index Wojin’s 

dominant epistemic position regarding the referent. In response to Wojin, Eunho provides a 

second assessment about the same referent by repeating the same predicate and replacing –ci 

with –ney, saying ‘(It) is great-ney’ (line 5). Here –ney indicates Eunho’s subordinate epistemic 

position. By providing the ney-marked second assessment, Eunho acknowledges and agrees with 

Wojin’s assessment about his parents while closing the brief question and answer sequence. The 

most important finding from this excerpt is that the epistemic position of –ney is reciprocal even 

when it is used in a second position assessment. The subordinate position is retained in the ney-

marked assessment regardless of its sequential position in the context of assessment. 
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3.6 Speakers’ Goals in Talk-in-interaction: Building Affiliation and Solidarity  

The –ney assessments do not only occur to evaluate the interlocutor’s experience and to 

indicate a speaker’s subordinate epistemic position. In this section, I discuss the ultimate goals 

that speakers achieve by using ney-marked assessment in talk-in-interaction. Strauss (2005) 

observes that –ney tends to be strongly interlocutor-focused and interlocutor-involving compared 

to the SE suffix –kwuna which has relatively similar discourse functions to –ney. Furthermore, –

ney occurs when speakers express compliments, encouragement, and/or empathy (Strauss, 2005). 

The current study also observes these affiliative uses of –ney in interactions. Throughout the 

data, the ney-marked assessments include both positive (e.g., good) and negative lexical items 

(e.g., difficult); however, more importantly, both the negative and positive content in the ney-

marked utterances usually serves to show convergent alignment (Du Bois, 2007). In relation to 

the aligning use of –ney, it is important to note the characteristics of the phone conversations 

used in this study. Most phone conversations in the data function as small talk, which mostly 

serves to maintain solidarity. In the data, speakers often respond to interlocutors’ past 

experiences or current situations by giving evaluations from their perspectives. In so doing, 

speakers who utter the ney-assessments express understanding of previous speakers’ conveyed 

stances and fulfill the role of active listeners.  

 

3.7 Discussion: Relations between Evidentiality, Epistemicity, and Sequential Positions  

Previously, –ney has been widely discussed in the framework of evidentiality, not 

considering utterances occurring beforehand and afterward. While acknowledging the evidential 

component of –ney, this chapter focused on the social actions, sequential patterns, and epistemic 
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certainty and positions derived from the use of –ney. Yet, it is worthwhile to discuss the relation 

between evidentiality, epistemicity, and sequential positions.  

 Previous literature on evidentiality has shown that there are many different evidential 

sources (Aikhenvald, 2004). The degree of epistemic certainty depends on the kind of evidential 

source. For example, if the evidential source is the speaker’s direct first-hand experience, a high 

degree of epistemic certainty will be indexed. On the other hand, the inferential function of 

evidentiality which might indicate a second-hand experience would index a low degree of 

epistemic certainty. Literature indicates that the evidential expressions (e.g., “It seems”, “I 

think”, etc.) are often used to accomplish assessments designed to exhibit downgraded epistemic 

access (Heritage & Raymond, 2005). Previously, studies have shown that the SE –ney marks 

visual evidence which indicates the evidential characteristics. The evidential function of –ney, 

namely marking visual evidence, is not directly related to the social actions this study revealed 

and therefore the function of marking visual evidence is excluded in the discussion of –ney. The 

focus of this study, the social actions that –ney conveys, is more closely related to inference – 

another evidential function. Consequently, this chapter mainly discusses the relation between the 

inferential function of evidentiality, epistemicity, and sequential positions when certain social 

actions are marked by the SE –ney.  

 Furthermore, in regard to sequential positions, the ney-marked utterances predominately 

appear in the first actions. The first-action ney-marked utterances indicate some traces of 

evidentiality by immediately marking the speaker’s inference based on information received by 

prior speakers. Consequently, the ney-marked first actions (assessments and confirmation 

requests) connote a low degree of epistemic certainty and a subordinate epistemic position in 

conversations.   
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In fact, in the discussion between sequential positions and epistemicity, Heritage and 

Raymond (2005) argue, "Persons offering first assessments may work to defeat any implication 

that they are claiming primary rights to evaluate the matter at hand" (p. 199). The inferential 

function of –ney predominantly used in first assessments lessens the implication of the first 

assessment by acknowledging and mitigating the sense of territorial encroachment. 

Data used in this study shows that –ney is predominantly used in first actions. In general, 

there could be many different factors prompting speakers to initiate first action. One of the 

characteristics of a first action is initiative. Even for the same action (for example, assessment), 

the motivation or the communication goals of the first assessment might vary. Then, what 

triggers ney-marked first actions? This chapter pays particular attention to the motivations of 

ney-marked first actions: assessments and confirmation requests. In conversations, ney-marked 

assessments and confirmation requests produced by a current speaker serve to keep the focus on 

the interlocutor.  In other words, a speaker shows that he or she is actively listening and 

understanding what the primary speaker is saying. These assessments are usually produced based 

on prior information acquired from a speaker’s interlocutor and they entail some assumptions 

about the matter which belongs to the interlocutor’s territory. This is one distinctive 

characteristic of ney-marked first actions revealed in this study.  

 Lastly, I would like to discuss the case in which –ney is used to mark both the action of 

assessments and evidential characteristics. Especially in face-to-face conversation, such use of –

ney is more common (e.g., a speaker says ‘your house is so beautiful-ney’ when entering his/her 

friend’s house for the first time). Due to the characteristics of the telephone conversation data 

used in this study, a ney-marked assessment indexing evidentials was rarely found. The ney-

marked assessment marking evidentials in the face-to-face conversation has a greater chance of 
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deriving from a speaker’s first-hand experience. In that case, the indexed epistemic position 

would be different from the ney-marked assessment with the absence of evidential components, 

which frequently occurs in a telephone conversation.  

 

3.8 Summary and Conclusion 

This chapter reveals the ways Korean speakers produce assessments using the sentence-

ending suffix –ney. In addition to previous studies on –ney, which examine its use in terms of 

evidentiality and information status, this study, rooted in the conversation analytic framework, 

presents an extended use of the suffix involving social actions in conversation. With the frequent 

use of the SE suffix –ney, Korean speakers demonstrate their active roles as speech participants 

by giving aligned assessments on topics introduced by their interlocutors. The aligned ney-

marked assessments predominantly express encouragement, praise, sympathy, and support for 

interlocutors.  

In this chapter, I briefly discussed the coined action “confirmation request” in the first 

position assessment. The data shows that speakers often use ney-marked assessments as 

confirmation requests. Even though I did not extensively address the action of confirmation 

requests in this chapter, the coined action of –ney is critical since the first action is closely related 

to the second action, mainly in how speakers respond to the ney-marked first assessments. As a 

result, the action of confirmation is often implemented in the second assessments to the ney-

marked assessments.   

This chapter shows that epistemic position affects the forms of the SE suffixes in the 

action of assessment. When making assessments about one’s interlocutors, –ney is used to denote 

that the referent does not belong in a speaker’s domain of information. Therefore, in terms of 
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epistemic positions, those who utter the ney-marked assessments indicate that they hold 

subordinate epistemic positions regarding a matter being evaluated.  In addition, even though a 

ney-marked assessment indicates a subordinate epistemic position, it does not indicate an 

absolute unknowing status. –Ney indicates some degree of certainty since the ney-marked 

assessments occur based on some information provided by an interlocutor. In other words, 

speakers of the ney-marked assessments frequently express some degree of certainty regarding 

their assumptions from their subordinate epistemic position. 

This study also reveals in which sequential position the ney-marked actions occur. 

Interestingly, the ney-marked utterances predominantly occur in the first actions. Both qualitative 

and quantitative analysis have shown that –ney is used to indicate the action of first assessment 

and/or confirmation requests, which are intrinsically first actions. In a discussion of the 

relationship between sequential and epistemic positions, –ney predominantly occurs in the first 

assessment indicating a downgraded epistemic primacy. When the second assessment is made 

from a dominant epistemic position, a different SE suffix is used. In such contexts, there was no 

single case in which –ney was repeated in second assessments, and the most frequent SE suffixes 

used in second assessments were –ci and –a/e, which indicate a higher epistemic position, 

compared to utterances marked by –ney. The systematic use of the SE suffixes in first and 

second assessments indicates that in Korean conversation, epistemic positions derived from the 

territory of the information affect the forms of the SE suffixes in the action of assessment. 

My findings on the ney-marked assessments are mainly based on telephone conversations 

and partially based on face-to-face conversations. The previously documented function of –ney, 

which indicates perceptual evidence has not mostly appeared in the current telephone 

conversation data. As examined in previous studies, speakers’ assessments in ordinary face-to-
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face conversation (e.g., evaluating weather, food, etc.) might appear in visual evidence, which is 

readily available to both the speaker and the recipient(s) in ongoing conversations. It is important 

to note that my analysis reveals another use of –ney. I also show that –ney indexing a subordinate 

epistemic position does not apply to the use of –ney indexing visual evidence.  

Nevertheless, this study discovers the additional interactional function of –ney, namely 

that it does not always occur based on perceptual evidence (i.e., hearing, sight, touch, smell, and 

taste). Furthermore, this study proves that –ney is not always used to mark surprise, new 

information, or unexpected information. The use of the ney-marked assessments especially from 

the telephone conversation data maximizes the frequency of the carefully provided affiliative use 

of –ney and shed light on its interactional functions.  
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CHAPTER 4 

THE SOCIAL ACTIONS, SEQUENTIAL POSITIONS, AND EPISTEMIC 

POSITIONS OF THE CI-MARKED ASSESSMENTS 

 

The sentence-ending (SE) suffixes in Korean are used to indicate different social actions 

and epistemic positions, through sequential positioning. In Chapter 3, I explained that the SE 

suffix –ney mainly indexes the actions of the first assessment, confirmation request, and a 

subordinate epistemic position. Interestingly, the target SE suffix –ci frequently appears in 

response to a ney-marked assessment/confirmation request to index different actions and 

epistemic positions. Investigating the differences of the ci-marked assessments in the action 

types, epistemic positions, and sequential positions is the main purpose of this chapter. The 

coined action of the ci-marked assessment, confirmation/disconfirmation will be also analyzed. 

This section will provide both quantitative and qualitative analysis. A total of 175 ci-marked 

assessments are collected for the quantitative analysis. In this study, 137 tokens from the LDC 

telephone corpus data and 38 tokens from the face-to-face data are included. Table 4 shows the 

frequency of the ci-marked assessments that occurred in both the LDC telephone corpus and the 

face-to-face data.  

 
<Table 4.  The Frequency of the Ci-marked Assessments> 
 

 Assessment Non-assessment 

The LDC corpus 
 
Face-to-face data 

30.3% (137/452)  69.7% (315/452) 

 33.1% (38/115) 66.9% (77/115) 
  

 Total  30.9 % (175/567)  69.1% (392/567) 
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As shown in Table 4, this study found 452 tokens of ci-marked utterances in the first 27 

conversations.14 Among the 452 tokens, 137 tokens of the ci-marked utterances are coded as 

assessments and 315 tokens of the ci-marked utterances are coded as non-assessments. The face-

to-face data has a total of 115 tokens of ci-marked utterances. Among these, 38 tokens of the 

utterances are coded as assessment and 77 tokens of the utterances are coded as non-assessment. 

Most of the ci-marked utterances from both the LDC and face-to-face corpora, which are 

categorized as follows, are coded as non-assessments: 1) factual information, 2) indication of 

obligation or suggestion, and 3) word searching. Examples of each category are as follows: 1) 

oki cen-ey pwa-ss-ci ‘(I) met (her) before (I) came (here)-ci’, 2) na-to ilkop si-ey ilen-aya-ci ‘I 

also have to get up at 7 o’clock-ci’, and 3) mwe-ci? ‘What was it-ci?’. 

The quantitative data makes multivariate analyses possible. –Ci is most often used in 

second position assessments indicating a dominant epistemic position. The data show that the 

conveyed social actions and epistemic position of –ci vary depending on its sequential positions. 

–Ci is used in first position assessments as a tag question, usually indicating a subordinate 

epistemic position. 15 –Ci used in second position assessments as a non-question (i.e. statement) 

usually indicates a dominant epistemic position. I will demonstrate the use of –ci indexing a 

dominant epistemic position, the use of –ci in the second position assessments, and the use of –ci 

in the first position assessments. 

 

 

 

																																																								
14 The LDC telephone corpus data consists of 100 conversations.  
 
15 Some assessments are expressed in the form of questions (Heritage & Raymond, 2005; Stivers et al, 
2010). 
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4.1 The Epistemic Positions of Ci-marked Utterances in Assessments  

Epistemic dominancy is often derived from one’s own territories of knowledge (Heritage 

& Raymond, 2005; Kamio, 1994). For example, when a speaker talks and evaluates his/her own 

work or family members with his/her interlocutor(s), the speaker would have a dominant 

epistemic position about the matter being evaluated over his/her interlocutor. Drawing from the 

ideas from previous works regarding epistemicity, I determine a speaker’s knowledge level using 

the terms dominant, equal, and subordinate epistemic positions. This chapter considers three 

factors which determine a speaker’s epistemic position: 1) social relationships, 2) knowledge 

difference in one’s expertise, and 3) direct first-hand experience (See Chapter 2, p. 14). The data 

show that a ci-marked assessment is most frequently found in second position assessments to 

index a dominant epistemic position. Some examples of such assessments from my data are 

listed below. 

 
(1) cal tway-ss-ci  
    well become-PST-SE  
    ‘(That) became well-ci’  
    (A speaker’s assessment about her own work situation) 
 
(2) caymiss-ess-ci  
    fun-PST-SE  
    ‘(It) was fun-ci’  
    (A speaker’s assessment about her brother’s visit) 

 
The examples (1) and (2) are extracted from naturally-occurring conversation data. Here, 

the speakers produce the ci-marked assessments when they evaluate a referent that is within a 

speaker’s domain of knowledge (i.e., the speaker is in a dominant epistemic position). The 

corpus data support that in general, the use of ci-marked assessment is the most frequent when a 

speaker is in a dominant position when evaluating a referent in conversation. Table 5 shows the 
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frequency of –ci indicating different epistemic positions (dominant, subordinate and equal 

positions).  

<Table 5. The Epistemic Positions of the Ci-marked Assessments> 
 
The Epistemic Positions             Frequencies 

Dominant epistemic position    68.6% (120/175)16 
  

Equal epistemic position 19.4% (34/175) 
  

Subordinate epistemic position     12% (21/175)  
 

The data show that the ci-marked assessments most commonly indicate a speaker’s 

dominant epistemic position about a matter. For example, 68.6% of the ci-marked assessments 

reflect a dominant epistemic position. In contrast, the use of –ci from equal and subordinate 

positions comprise only 19.4% and 12% respectively.  

It is worthwhile to compare the epistemic positions conveyed by the SE suffix –ci to 

those convey by the SE suffix –ney. In Chapter 3, the data, mainly from telephone conversations 

(146 tokens) and partially from face-to-face conversations (26 tokens), shows that 91.2 % of the 

uses of the SE suffix –ney indicate a subordinate epistemic position. This finding supports my 

contention that in assessments, the SE suffixes –ney and –ci are generally used to indicate 

different epistemic positions.  

 

 

 

																																																								
16 The total tokens of the ci-marked assessments comprise 137 tokens from the LDC telephone corpus and 
38 tokens from the face-to-face data.  
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4.2 The Sequential Positions of –Ci  

 In interaction, when one speaker gives an assessment, in the following turn, his/her 

interlocutor often states an opinion in the form of agreement or disagreement (Pomerantz, 1984). 

As an agreement or a disagreement aligning with an utterance in the previous position, they 

become intrinsically second actions (Stivers, 2005). Recognizing the significance of the 

sequential position of the ci-marked assessments (first or second position) is critical to 

understanding the conveyed social action and epistemic position of –ci. The sections 4.2.1 and 

4.2.2 will focus on the role of the sequential positions of the ci-marked assessments. 

 

4.2.1 The Ci-marked Second Assessments: a Dominant Epistemic Position 

 Speakers often respond to a first assessment by expressing an agreement or a 

disagreement (Pomerantz, 1984).  In addition, when a speaker agrees from a higher epistemic 

position, it will not be a blend agreement. Blend agreements do not convey that the speaker had a 

previously held position regarding the matter being evaluated (Stivers, 2005). Agreement with 

epistemic dominancy becomes a confirmation (Stivers, 2005). Confirmations do convey or claim 

that the speaker had a previously held position on the matter at hand. That is, both speakers treat 

the confirming speaker as having greater epistemic authority regarding the matter (Stivers, 

2005). 

 Interestingly, ci-marked assessments are more often used in second position. Data show 

that out of 175 tokens of the ci-marked assessments, 114 ci-marked assessments occur in second 

position (65.1%). In this section, I will examine the speakers’ social actions, epistemic positions, 

and the structures, marked with –ci in second position assessments. 
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 Ci-marked assessments are most frequently used in second position assessments, 

especially to convey a higher epistemic position; that is, not only to express 

agreement/disagreement but also to provide confirmation/disconfirmation. Agreement and 

confirmation are different actions; however, with the use of –ci in the second position, the 

distinction between the two actions is often vague. Therefore, I use both terms to describe the 

action of the ci-marked second assessments. Table 6 indicates the frequency of the ci-marked 

second assessment in terms of sequential positions, epistemic positions, and the 

syntactic/grammatical designs.  

 
<Table 6.  The Epistemic Positions and Grammatical Designs of the Ci-marked  
Second Assessments>17 
 

 Dominant  
Epistemic 
Position 

Equal 
Epistemic 
Position 

Subordinate 
Epistemic 
Position     

 Statements  
100% (114/114) 

   
  Tag-questions 

 
76.3% (87/114) 

  
21.9% (25/114) 

 
1.7% (2/114) 

   
0% (0/114) 0% (0/114) 0% (0/114) 

 

The ci-marked assessments occurring in second positions are most frequent when a speaker has a 

higher epistemic position than their interlocutors regarding evaluated referents (76.3%). By using 

–ci as a response to an assessment, Korean speakers generally express that they have more 

knowledge about the matter being evaluated at the moment of talk. However, it should be noted 

that the use of –ci in second position could be a way to express a strong alignment to the 

assessment of the previous speaker. In Table 6, 21.9 % of the ci-marked second position 

																																																								
17 This section focuses on the predominant epistemic position of the ci-marked second assessments, the 
dominant epistemic position. Conversation data indicating the ci-marked second assessment from a 
subordinate epistemic position is not included in this chapter.  
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assessments from having an equal access regarding the evaluated matters. For example, two 

speakers, who are talking about a close mutual friend, have equal epistemic positions. Choi 

(2006)’s study about the use of –ci shows that –ci indicates shared knowledge. The study of Choi 

(2006) is in line with the use of –ci from an equal access in this study. The use of –ci in second 

position assessment indexing an equal epistemic position not only emphasizes the equal access 

but also expresses a strong agreement with the preceding assessment. Excerpt (4) shows the use 

of the ci-marked second assessment made from an equal epistemic position. Two speakers talk 

about spending money on Uber.18 Both of them are students who live close to their college and 

usually walk to school. They have both used Uber to go to school. Both speakers have an access 

to the experience and therefore they evaluate it from having an equal access. Given that they 

have both used Uber to go to school, both speakers are familiar with Uber; therefore, they 

evaluate Uber from equal epistemic positions.  

 

(3) Uber [face-to-face data] 
 
1  Ajin:    근데 또 막 (.) 원래 안 쓸: 돈인데 막 쓰려니까:::  
            kuntey tto mak(.)wenlay an ssu-l: ton-i-ntey mak ssu-lye- 
            nikka::: 
            but    DM DM   originally not spend-PRS money-be-CIRCUM DM 
            spend-INTN-since 
          
            But spending money that (I) did not expect to  
            spend:::      
 
2           얼마 안 되지만 좀 아까운거 같아요. 
            elma an toy-ciman com akkawu-n-ke kath-ayo. 
        amount not cost-but a:little wasteful-RL-thing seem-POL 
            It is not a lot of money but (It) seems that (spending    
            money on Uber) is a waste of money. 
 
3        (1.0) 
 
4  Bin:     ° 아깝지° (.) 

																																																								
18 Uber is a smartphone-enabled ‘ride-sharing’ service.  
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            °akkap-ci° 
             wasteful-SE  
             (It) is a waste of money-ci 
	
 
Ajin expresses that spending money on Uber is wasteful and mitigates his assessment by using -

n-ke kath- ‘(It) seems’ (line 2). Bin agrees with Ajin’s first assessment by repeating “a waste of 

money” (line 4). In her second assessment, -ci is used to show a strong agreement.  

 It should be noted that assessments in the form of the ci-marked tag questions did not 

appear in second position assessments, which differs from the usage of the tag question in 

English. Heritage and Raymond (2005) show that in English conversation the question form of 

assessments used in second assessments indexes a speaker’s epistemic primacy. When 

highlighting a higher epistemic position in a second assessment, Korean speakers are most likely 

to use the SE suffix –ci in the form of a statement.  

 

4.2.1.1 Agreement and Confirmation with –Ci    

 Korean speakers use –ci in second position assessments most often to express strong 

agreement (and/or confirmation) rather than disagreement (and/or disconfirmation). The data 

show that 78.9% of the ci-marked second assessments (90/114) are used in the contexts of 

agreements and/or confirmations while 8.7% of the ci-marked second assessments (10/114) are 

used in the contexts of disagreements and/or disconfirmations. In addition, 12.2% of the ci-

marked second assessments do not indicate agreement or disagreement. Among these 

assessments, 2.6% of the ci-marked second assessments (3/114) are categorized as 

transformative answers. Question recipients retroactively adjust the question posed to them by 

using transformative answers (Stivers & Hayashi, 2010).  
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 Agreement is considered as a preferred action over disagreement in response to an 

assessment (Hayano, 2011; Pomerantz, 1984). It has been noted that generally alignments are 

more common than disalignments in interaction. However, I argue that not all SE suffixes are 

commonly used in the contexts of alignments, and –ci is especially used for expressing 

alignment/affiliation. For instance, Ju and Sohn (2013) show that the SE suffix –canha in Korean 

is more frequently used to express disaligned actions than aligned actions in second position 

utterances.  

It is noteworthy to examine the common structure of the ci-marked 

agreements/confirmations. Partial or full repetition of a prior syntactic structure is defined as 

‘Syntactic resonance’ (Du Bois, 2014). Choi (N. d) points out that –ci in the children’s speech 

often has syntactic resonance. My data agrees with Choi (N. d): one of the most common 

structures observed is the [repetition of the predicate] + [the SE suffix –ci].  Regarding the 

repetition in response, CA scholars argue that a repetitional response confirms the proposition of 

a statement. (Shegloff, 1996; Heritage & Raymond, 2012; Stivers, 2010). By confirming the 

proposition of a statement, a repetitional response asserts a speaker’s epistemic and social 

primacy regarding the matter being addressed (Shegloff, 1996; Heritage & Raymond, 2012; 

Stivers, 2010). I argue that in Korean, not only repetition but also SE suffixes assert a speaker’s 

epistemic authority.19 In this environment, repetitional responses frequently occur with the suffix 

–ci in second position assessments. Repetitions enhance the epistemic primacy marked with –ci. 

Excerpt (4) shows an occurrence of the ci-marked second assessment utilizing the format, 

[repetition of the predicate] + [the SE –ci], where –ci is used in the context of a strong agreement 

and confirmation indexing a dominant epistemic position. Here two male friends Seung and 

																																																								
19 The Korean language is a verb-final language, and the SE suffixes are obligatory grammatical elements 
in Korean.  
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Bumin talk on the phone, and Seung talks about the opportunity that he can participate in 

research by calling a friend and talking on the phone. Regarding the referent, because of Seung’s 

first-hand experience, Seung holds a dominant epistemic position while Bumin position is 

subordinate.  

 
(4) Recording [LDC data] 
 
1 Seung:     선생들이((yarning)) 뭐 외국애- ((yarning)) 

Sensayng-tul-i((yarning)) mwe oykwukay-((yarning)) 
teacher-PL-NOM            DM  foreign:person 
The teachers (said) foreign friends- 

 
2         한국사람 일본 애들 뭐 이렇게 친구한테 걸고 집에다 전화 걸고  

        그러는 거 녹음 한다고  
hankwuksalam ilpon ay-tul mwe ilehkey chinkwu-hanthey 
kel-ko cip-eyta cenhwa kel-ko kule-nun ke nokum ha-n-
ta-ko 
Koreans Japan person-PL DM like:this friends-to call-
and home-to call-and be:so-RL thing record-IN-DC-QT 

  (They will have people) give (each of their) Korean  
        or Japanese friends a call to record (their  
        conversations) 
 

3 Bumin:     녹음해서 뭐 research 하고 뭐 그런다고? 
         Nokum-hayse mwe research ha-ko mwe kule-n-ta-ko? 

Record-CON DM  do:research-and DM be:so-IN-DC-QT 
Do they do research with the recordings? 

 
4 Seung:     그런대. 그래서 뭐 할 사람 있으면 하라는데  

Kule-n-tay. kulayse mwe ha-l salam iss-umyen ha-la-
nuntey  
be:so-IN-HEARSAY so DM do-PRS person exist-if do-IM-
CIRCUM  
(Yes) they do. So (they) told (us) to do it if (we)  

        want 
 
5         뭐 돈 십 달러 주고 씨: 전화도 공짜로 하는데 뭘(.) 하지: 

mwe ton sip dollars cwu-ko ssi: cenhwa-to kongcca-lo 
ha-nuntey mwe-l(.) ha-ci:  
DM money 10 dollars give-and DM phone:call-also free-
with do-CIRCUM DM do-SE  
(They) give $10 (to a caller). Of course, I (want to)  

       do (it) since I can use the free call 
 
6 Bumin:     응. 
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        ung. 
Yeah 

 
7 Seung:     내가 왜 안 하겠냐  

        Nay-ka way an ha-keyss-nya  
I-NOM why not do-CONJ-Q  
Why shouldn’t I do (it)?  

 
8            (1.5)  

 
9            안 그러냐?  

an kule-nya?  
not be:so-Q 
Right? 

 
10 Bumin:	→   어 그- 잘 했다. 

e ku- cal hay-ss-ta. 
yes DM well do-PST-DC 
Right. (You) did a good job-ta 

 
11 Seung:     어. 

e. 
Right 

 
12 Bumin:	→   잘: 했어 아주  

cal: hay-ss-e acwu  
well do-PST-INT very  

                (You) did a very good job-e 
 

13 Seung:	→   잘 했[지.  
cal hay-ss-[ci.   
well do-PST-SE  
(I) did a good job-ci.       Ci-marked 2nd Assessment 

 
14            근데 그- 누구한테 전화 왔었냐? 

kuntey ku- nwukwu-hanthey cenhwa wa-ss-ess-nya?  
by:the:way DM who-from call-PST-PST-Q 
By the way, did you get a call from the person?    
     

15 Bumin:          [어.                            
                [e.  

Yes 
 

In this excerpt, Seung talks about advantages of participating in a linguistic research project. 

Seung says that by participating, he gets 10 dollars and a chance to make a phone call for free 

(line 5). Then he solicits an affiliation from Bumi in ‘Why shouldn’t I do (it)’ and ‘right?’ (lines 
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7 and 9). In response to that, Bumin provides assessments about Seung’s experience by saying 

cal hay-ss-ta ‘(You) did a good job-ta’ and cal hay-ss-e acwu ‘(You) did a very good job-e’.  In 

line 12, Bumin’s assessment is lexically upgraded by adding acwu ‘very’. The ta-marked 

assessment (line 10) and the e-marked assessment (line 12) are used when Bumin assesses 

Seung’s experience. In-depth analysis of the SE suffixes –ta and –e is not dealt with in this 

study; however, regarding epistemic positions, the two SE suffixes indicate relatively less 

dominant epistemic positions compared to –ci and do not explicitly assert primarily held 

epistemic rights regarding the referents. In response, Seung agrees with and confirms the 

Bumin’s assessment by repeating the first assessment (‘did a good job’) and adding a different 

SE suffix –ci in cal hay-ss-ci ‘(I) did a good job-ci’. Here Seung does not simply give a bland 

agreement. 20 By repeating the predicate and replacing the SE suffix –ci, Seung expresses his 

dominant epistemic position. The two speakers keep on repeating the lexeme ‘did a good job’ 

(lines 10, 12, and 13), however, they replace the SE suffixes in their assessments. The use of 

different SE suffixes clearly shows an epistemic asymmetry that speakers hold regarding the 

referent.  

 Consider another example of the ci-marked agreement and a confirmation utilizing the 

format [repetition] + [SE suffix –ci] in (5). This excerpt also shows a dominant epistemic 

position deriving from a speaker’s first-hand experience. In (5), two female friends Hisun and 

Suhee talk on the phone. Hisun is a graduate student and Sunhee is not. They talk about Hisun’s 

plan for the winter break. Prior to (5), Hisun said that she is thinking of traveling with her 

husband during her winter break. 

 

																																																								
20 The examples of bland agreements, which do not assert primarily held epistemic rights are ‘yes’, ‘that’s 
right’, etc. (Stivers, 2005). 
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(5) Winter break [LDC data] 
 

   1  Hisun:     우리는 겨울 방학 한 삼 주 나오잖아 
                  wuli-nun kyewul panghak han sam cwu nao-canha 

 we-TOP winter break about 3 CL have-you:know  
 We have about a 3-week winter break you know 

 
   2  Suhee:     어 그렇구나  

         e kuleh-kwuna  
 e be:so-SE  
 Oh I see 

 
   3         →   학생이니까 그 좋다.haha  

         haksayng-i-nikka ku coh-ta. haha  
 student-be-since DM good-DC  
(That) is good (to have a long break)-ta since (you)  

         are a student. 
 
 

   4  Hisun:	→								그건 좋지 응.           Ci-marked 2nd Assessment 
 kuke-n coh-ci ung.  
 that-TOP good-SE yes  
 That’s good-ci Yes.  

 
   5              근데 어떻니 집은 새로 산 집은? 

kuntey etteh-ni cip-un saylo sa-n cip-un? 
by:the:way how-Q house-TOP newly buy-RL house-TOP 
By the way how’s (your) new house? 

                     
In line 1, Hisun gives a good reason to go on a trip by saying ‘We have about a 3-week winter 

break you know.’ Here by using the SE –canha, Hisun solicits an alignment from Sunhee 

(Kawanish & Sohn, 1993). In the following turn, Sunhee provides a response in a form of an 

assessment, haksayng-i-nikka ku coh-ta ‘(That) is good-ta (to have a long break) since (you) are 

a student’ (line 3). Sunhee’s ta-marked assessment indicates a less dominant epistemic position 

than that of –ci (line 3). Hisun agrees with and confirms Suhee’s first assessment by saying kuk-

en coh-ci ung ‘That’s good-ci yes’ (line 4). Hisun asserts an epistemic authority over the claim 

by proving a strong agreement and confirmation. The SE suffix –ci is used to index Hisun’s 

primary right regarding the matter and to mark the actions of agreement and confirmation. 
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4.2.1.2 Lexical Downgrades  

 In English conversation, semantically upgraded second assessments (e.g., ‘pretty’ to 

‘beautiful’) usually occur when a speaker claims a previously held epistemic position (Heritage 

& Raymond, 2005). In my data, semantic upgrades do occur, however there were no significant 

uses that were interrelated with specific epistemic positions. When epistemic upgrades were 

expressed with the use of the SE suffix –ci, lexical upgrades were not exclusively used in the 

data. Excerpt (6) shows the occurrence of the ci-marked second assessment, where a lexical 

downgrade occurs utilizing the format [repetition] + [the SE suffix –ci]. The use of –ci in the 

context of agreement and confirmation indexes a dominant epistemic position. Two female 

friends Ari and Min talk on the phone about Min’s pregnancy. The referent being assessed is the 

size of Min’s abdomen. Of course, Min holds the dominant epistemic position while Ari’s 

position is subordinate.21 

 
(6) Min’s pregnancy [LDC data] 

  
    1  Ari:     병원은. 

     pyengwen-un. 
        hospital-TOP 
                How about seeing a doctor. 

 
    2  Min:     병원은 어제 갔다 왔어 그저께. 어저께였다. 

     pyengwen-un ecey kassta wa-ss-e kucekkey. Ecekkey- 
     yess-ta. 
     hospital-TOP yesterday go:and:come:back-PST-INT   
     the:day:before:yesterday yesterday-be:PST-DC 
     I went to see a doctor yesterday. The day before  
     yesterday.(It was) yesterday. 

 
    3  Ari:     얼마 됐죠,=오 개월 넘었어요? 
                elma tway-ss-cyo,=o kaywel nem-ess-eyo? 
                How:long become-PST-SE:POL 5 CL be:over-PST-POL 

     How long has (it) been,=has it been over 5 months? 
 
 

																																																								
21 On the phone, Ari must assume the size of Min’s abdomen.  
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    4  Min:     어= 이십 삼 개- 이십 삼 주. 
     e= isip sam kay- isip sam cwu. 
     Yes 23      CL   23       CL 
     Yes= 23 weeks. 

 
    5  Ari:     이십 삼 주.  
                isip sam cwu. 
                23       CL  

     23 weeks. 
 

    6           어 그러- 사- 어 그러네, 
                e kule- sa- e kule-ney, 
                yes be:so 4- yes be:so-SE  
                Yes it is, 

 
 
    7  Min:     =응 
                =ung 
                Yeah  

 
    8  Ari:     =넘었네, 
             =nem-ess-ney, 
       be:over-PST-SE  

     (It is) over, 
 
    9  Min:     =응 
                =ung 
                Yes 

 
   10  Ari:	→   .h 아유 배도 많이 나왔겠다. 
                .h ayu pay-to manhi nawa-ss-keyss-ta. 
                   EX  stomach-also a:lot come:out-PST-CONJ-DC  

        Wow (your) stomach must have come out a lot. 
 

   11  Min:	→   좀 나왔지:[:              Ci-marked 2nd Assessment 
                com nawa-ss-ci:[: 
                little come:out-PST-SE  

     (It) came out a little: 
 
   12  Ari:              [응: 
                         [ung: 
                          Yes 
 
   13  Min:     =애가 막 너무 움직이고 다녀.  
                =ay-ka mak nemwu wumcikiko tanye. 
                 Baby-NOM DM a:lot move:around:INT  

     (My) baby is moving around a lot 
 

   14  Ari:     =그래요? 
                =kulay-yo? 
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                 be:so-POL 
         Is that so? 

 
In this excerpt, Ari asks Min how long has she been pregnant and if it has been over five months 

(line 3). Min answers that it has been 24 weeks (line 4). Then, Ari provides an assessment of the 

size of Min’s stomach in ayu pay-to manhi nawa-ss-keyss-ta, ‘Wow your stomach must have 

come out a lot-ta’ (line 10). The assessment about the size of Min’s stomach indirectly requests a 

confirmation by stating an assessment about Min (Labov & Fanshel, 1977).  In response to the 

first assessment, Min gives a ci-marked second assessment in com nawa-ss-ci:: ‘(It) came out a 

little bit-ci’ (line 11). Notice that Min repeats the predicate ‘come out,’ however the intensifier 

‘very’ is downgraded to ‘a little bit’. The suffix –ta is replaced by –ci. The ta-marked first 

assessment and the ci-marked second assessment indicate the epistemic asymmetry. That is, –ci 

indicates a higher epistemic position than that of –ta. The first and second assessments also show 

the coined actions, confirmation request and confirmation. This assessment sequence utilizes the 

format of [repetition of the predicate]. While epistemically upgrading the first assessment by 

replacing the SE suffix –ta with –ci, Min lexically downgrades the first assessment by replacing 

the intensifier, manhi ‘a lot’ to com ‘a little’.  

 

4.1.1.3 Disagreement/disconfirmation   

 As shown in the previous sections, the ci-marked second assessments predominantly 

occur in agreement and/or confirmation. While 78.9 % of the ci-marked second assessments 

indicate agreement/confirmation, 8.7 % of the ci-marked second assessments indicate 

disagreement/disconfirmation. Although the cases of the disagreement/disconfirmation are much 

less common, the occurrence of disaffiliative action illustrates one possible characteristic of the 
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second assessments (i.e., disagreements) (Pomerantz, 1984).22  Excerpt (7) shows an instance of 

a ci-marked second assessment where –ci is used for disagreement and disconfirmation. Two 

speakers Wobin and Jinho talk about their daily lives and the start of their new semester. 

Regarding the evaluation of whether Jinho is busy, Jinho holds the dominant epistemic position 

while Wobin’s position is subordinate. 

 
   (7) School begins [LDC data] 

 
    1  Wobin:     너 아직 개강 안 했지,  

ne acik kaykang an hay-ss-ci 
you yet beginning:of:school not do-PST-SE 
You haven’t began school yet, aren't you 
 

    2  Jinho:     응? 
  ung? 
  Uh? 
 

    3  Wobin:     =개강은 아직 안 했지, 
=kaykang-un acik an hay-ss-ci, 
 beginning:of:school-TOP yet not do-PST-SE  
(You) haven’t began school yet, aren’t you 
 

    4  Jinho:     어 내일부터 
  e nayil-pwuthe 
  yes tomorrow-from 
  Yeah (school begins) tomorrow 
 

    5  Wobin:     =내일부터 하지, 
  =nayil-pwuthe ha-ci 
   tomorrow-from do-SE 
  (Your) school begins tomorrow, isn’t it 

 
    6  Jinho:     =어. 

=e. 
Yes. 
 

    7  Wobin: →							바쁘겠네, 
  pappu-keyss-ney, 
  busy-CONJ-SE 
  You must be busy-ney, 
 

																																																								
22 Pomerantz (1984) argues that second assessments are solicited by first assessments and these second 
assessments are expressed in the form of agreements and disagreements.  
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    8             (0.3)  
  
    9  Jinho: →   아 뭐 바쁘진 않지.            Ci-marked 2nd Assessment 

  a mwe pappu-ci-n anh-ci. 
  DM DM busy-NEG-TOP not-SE 
  Well (I) am not busy-ci. 
 

   10             =이번 학기는: 그렇게 뭐 안 바쁜데  
=i-pen hakki-nun: kuleh-key mwe an pappu-ntey 
 this-CL semester-TOP be:so-ADV DM not busy-CIRCUM 
=I am not that busy this semester 
 

   11  Wobin:     =음 
  =um 
  =I see 
 

   12  Jinho:     저기 지금 honor's thesis 쓰려니까. 
ceki cikum honor's thesis ssu-lye-nikka. 
DM   now  honor's thesis  write-INTN-because 
Since I am trying to write an honor’s thesis 
 

   13  Wobin:     으음: 
  uum: 
 
  Um 
 

   14  Jinho:     그게 좀 바쁘고 딴 거는 뭐 다 똑같지. 
kukey com pappu-ko tta-n ke-nun mwe ta ttokkath-ci. 
it:NOM little busy-and other-RL thing-TOP DM all  
same-SE  
That is a little busy, and the rest is the same-ci. 

 
When Wobin says that new semester begins tomorrow, Jinho gives a first assessment by saying 

pappu-keyss-ney ‘(You) must be busy-ney’ (line 7). In the assessment, the SE suffix –ney is used 

to indicate the action of an assessment/confirmation request and a subordinate epistemic 

position.23 In response to that, Jinho provides a ci-marked disagreement/disconfirmation by 

saying a mwe pappu-ci-n anhci. ‘(I) am not busy-ci.’ –Ci is used in the response to mark the 

action of disagreement/disconfirmation from a dominant epistemic position. The different SE 

																																																								
23 See the analysis of the SE suffix –ney in Chapter 3.  
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suffixes used in the first and second assessments indicate the epistemic asymmetry between the 

two speakers as well as the implemented actions, confirmation request and disconfirmation.  

 

4.2.2 Ci-marked First Assessments 

 Prior sections have examined the epistemic positions, forms, and actions of the ci-marked 

second assessments. Even though –ci is used more often in responding to prior utterances 

(second position actions), the ci-marked utterances are also used as initiative actions (first 

position actions). This section focuses on the use of –ci in the actions of assessment and the 

coined action, confirmation request. In ci-marked first assessments, the sentence types and 

epistemic positions differ from those found in ci-marked second position assessments.  

 Both tag questions and non-questions are used in the ci-marked first actions (Yoon, 

2010). As seen in Table 6, in second assessments there is not a single case in which ci-marked 

tag question is used. Table 7 shows the frequencies of the syntactic/grammatical designs and 

epistemic positions occurring in the ci-marked first position assessments. 

 
<Table 7.  Epistemic Positions and the Grammatical Designs of the Ci-marked First 
Assessments> 
 

 Dominant 
Epistemic 
Position 

Equal 
Epistemic 
Position 

Subordinate 
Epistemic 
Position 

Tag-question 
41% (25/61) 
 

 
Statement 
59% (36/61) 

 
20% (5/25) 

 
 16% (4/25) 

 
64% (16/25) 
 

  
 72.2% (26/36) 

 
16.7% (6/36) 

 
11.1% (4/36) 
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The data show that 40% of the ci-marked first assessments (25/61) have the grammatical design 

of a tag question while 59% of the ci-marked first assessments (36/61) have the grammatical 

design of a non-question. Furthermore, 64% of the assessments using the ci-marked tag 

questions (16/25) index a subordinate epistemic position. In contrast, when –ci is used in a 

statement, 11.1% of the assessments (4/36) index a subordinate epistemic position. The 

combination of different sequential positions and sentence types used with –ci usually express 

different epistemic positions. The following sections particularly examine the different sentence 

types used in the ci-marked first assessments as well as the conveyed epistemic positions. 

 

4.2.2.1 The Ci-marked First Assessments in a Form of a Tag-question: a Subordinate 

Epistemic Position  

 
 The previous sections show that, in general, regardless of the sequential position, the ci-

marked assessments usually convey a speaker’s dominant epistemic position (68.6%). Relatively 

few ci-marked assessments indicate a subordinate epistemic position (12%). Interestingly, –ci 

indicating a subordinate epistemic position is most usually found in the form of questions in the 

first position assessment (64%).24 

 A tag question used with –ci has been discussed in previous studies (Sohn, 1999; Yoon, 

2010). Yoon (2010) states that, the suffix –ci attached to a statement, can be used as a tag 

question as in English. In English conversation, Heritage and Raymond (2005) insist that the use 

of tag questions is a means to downgrade an epistemic position of an assessment. Likewise, in 

																																																								
24 In English conversation, an assessment in a form of a question in first position usually indexes a 
downgraded epistemic position. However, in second position, an assessment in a form of a question 
usually indexes an upgraded epistemic position (Heritage & Raymond, 2005).  
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Korean, the ci-marked tag questions are used to convey this downgrade of an epistemic position. 

25 

Excerpt (8) shows one instance of the ci-marked first assessment, where –ci is used as a tag-

question indexing a subordinate epistemic position. Furthermore, this excerpt shows a ci-marked 

second assessment in a form of a statement indexing a dominant epistemic position. Again, it is 

the sequential positions and sentence types with the SE suffix –ci that determine the epistemic 

position. In excerpt (8), two male speakers Joon and Kang, living in different cities, talk about 

where Kang lives, which is a suburb of Los Angeles. Regarding the referent (where Kang lives), 

Kang holds a dominant epistemic position while Joon’s position is subordinate. 

(8) Good beaches near LA [LDC data] 
 

 1  Joon:     야 >그럼< 거기서는 (0.5).h 니가 있는 쪽이,(.) LA 에서 어느  

              쪽이야? 
ya >kulem< keki-se-nun (0.5).h ni-ka iss-nun ccok-
i,(.) LA-eyse enu ccok-i-ya? 
hey then there-from-TOP        you-NOM exist-RL side-
NOM LA-from which side-be-INT 
Then which direction from LA do you live? 

 
 2            (1.0) 
 

 3  Kang:     LA:::에서 어느 쪽이라. 
              LA:::-eyse enu ccok-i-la. 

LA-from    which side-be-DC 
Hum Which side from LA.   

 

 4            >글쎄 뭐< LA county 안에 들어 있기는 들어 있는데,  
>kulssey mwe< LA county an-ey tule iss-ki-nun tule 
iss-nuntey,  
well DW LA county inside-at be:part:of-NML-TOP 
be:part:of-CIRCUM  
Well, (the city I live in) is part of LA county 

 

																																																								
25 A different SE suffix (e.g., –a/e) can be used in a first position assessment in the form of a question 
indexing a downgraded epistemic position (e.g., keki haypyen coh-untey manh-a? ‘There are many great 
beaches there’).  In this context, the SE suffix –a also indicates less knowledge about the referent than if –
ci were used. 
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 5  Joon:     =응. 
              =ung. 

I see. 
 

 6  Kang:     변두리야 변두리. 
              pyentwuli-ya pyentwuli.  

                suburb-INT   suburb  
                (It is) a suburb (of LA). 

 
              ((7 lines omitted)) 

 
13  Kang:     바다는 한 사십 분 걸리고.  
            pata-nun han sasip pwun kelli-ko.  

ocean-TOP about 40 CL   take-and 
It takes 40 minutes to get to the ocean 

 

14  Joon:     =응: 
            =ung: 

I see 
 

15  Kang:     우리 학교가 내 학- >내가 다니는 학교는< 바다 쪽에 있고. 
wuli hakkyo-ka nay hak- >nay-ka tani-nun hakkyo-nun< 
pata ccok-ey iss-ko. 
My school-NOM my scho- my-NOM attend-RL school-TOP 
ocean side-at exist-and  
The school I attend is near the ocean 

 
     ((4 lines omitted)) 

 

20  Joon:     =한 블럭 넘어 가면 바다야? 
              =han pullek neme ka-myen pata-ya?  

 one block  cross-when   ocean-INT 
(You) can reach the ocean when crossing one block? 

 

21  Kang:     =응. 
              =ung. 

=Yes 
 

22  Joon: →  거기 해변 좋은 데 많지?         Ci-marked 1st Assessment 
              keki haypyen coh-un tey manh-ci?  

there beach   good-RL place many-SE 
There are many great beaches there, aren't there? 

  
23            (0.5) 
 
 

24  Kang:     아무래도. 괜찮은 데 많지 hh.  
              amwulayto. kwaynchanh-un tey manh-ci hh.  

Maybe:you:are:right okay-RL place many-SE    
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Maybe you are right. There are many good places-ci 
 

25  Joon:     그럼 하루는 해변에서 보내지 뭐. 
            kulem halwu-nun haypyen-eyse ponay-ci mwe. 

then  a:day-TOP beach-at     spend-SE DM 
Then (I) will spend one day at a beach. 

 

In line 1, Joon asks Kang on which side of Los Angeles does Kang live. Kang answers 

that he lives in a suburb that is in LA county (lines 4 and 6), and the school he attends is near the 

ocean (line 15). In response to that, Joon gives a ci-marked first assessment in a form of a tag-

question by saying keki haypyen coh-un tey manh-ci? ‘There are many great beaches there, aren't 

there? (line 22).’26 The slightly rising intonation used in the ci-marked assessment makes it clear 

that –ci is being used with a tag-question rather than a statement. Joon’s ci-marked assessment in 

a form of a tag question is made from a subordinate epistemic position regarding his evaluation 

of the area since Kang has more knowledge about the area than Joon. In response to the first 

assessment, Kang gives a lexically downgraded second assessment from a dominant epistemic 

position. He downgrades Joon’s coh-untey manh-ci ‘There are many great places’ to 

kwaynchanh-un tey manh-ci ‘There are many good places’.27 By utilizing the ci-marked second 

assessment, Kang agrees with and confirms Joon’s first assessment. At the same time, Joon’s 

second assessment is epistemically upgraded by using the SE suffix –ci in the form of a 

statement (line 24).  

 

																																																								
26 The tag question –ci indexes a subordinate epistemic position. However, it does not show an absolute 
unknowing status.  In excerpt (7), the ci-marked tag-question shows that a speaker has some knowledge, 
but less than that of his interlocutor, Kang.  
 
27  Coh-ta and kwaynchanh-ta are literally translated as ‘good’ and ‘okay’ respectively; however, in this 
context translating them to ‘great’ and ‘good’ is more natural because in English conversation, ‘It is okay’ 
may imply that the quality is not so good. However, in excerpt (8), kwaynchanh-ta ‘(It) is okay’ in 
Korean does not means that it is not so good. 
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4.2.2.2 The Ci-marked First Assessment in a Form of Statement: a Dominant Epistemic  

 
 As I discussed in section 3.1., the ci-marked assessments are used to indicate a dominant 

epistemic position, in both first and second positions. In this section, the functions of each 

position are distinguished.  

 In a previous section, it was shown that speakers predominantly use the ci-marked second 

assessments when strongly agreeing or confirming a prior speaker’s first assessment. Then, what 

would be the role of the ci-marked first assessment (in the form of statement) specifically when it 

indexes a dominant epistemic position?  

Excerpt (9) shows one instance of the ci-marked first assessment, where –ci is used in a form 

of a statement and to express a speaker’s strong stance indexing a dominant epistemic position. 

Two friends Kyun and Jini are talking about Jini’s new work. Regarding the referent, Jini holds a 

dominant epistemic position while Kyun holds a subordinate epistemic position. 

 
    (9) Work [LDC data] 
 
   1  Kyun:     °음° 너 일은: (.) 계속 그 거 하는 거고? 
            °um° ne il-un: (.) kyeysok ku ke ha-nun ke-ko? 

well you work-TOP continuously the thing do-NML-  
and? 
Do you still have the same job? 

 
   2  Jini:     응 >근데< 시간이 바껴 갖고. 
            ung >kuntey< sikan-i pakkye kacko. 

yes  but     time-NOM change:INF CON 
Yes but (my) work schedule has changed. 

  
   3  Kyun:     어: 어떻°게° 
                e: etteh-°key° 
                yes how-ADV 

I see: how? 
   
   4  Jini:     저기- 여섯시 반부터 시작하는 거여 갖고, 
                ceki- yeses-si pan-pwuthe sicakha-nun ke-ye kacko, 
                DM    6-CL     30-from    begin-NML-be:INT CON  

Well (I) begin from 6:30(am) 
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   5  Kyun:     =°음° 
                =°um° 

 Yeah 
   
   6  Jini:     두시 반까지 >그래갖고< 
            twu-si pank-kaci. >kulaykacko<  
                2-CL  30-until      so 
                (I finish) at 2:30(pm) so 
  
   7  Kyun:     =응. 
                =ung. 

 Yes 
  
   8  Jini:     한시간만 더 일 하거든? 
                han-sikan-man te il ha-ketun? 

1-CL-only     more  do-INFO 
(I) only work for one more hour 

  
   9  Kyun:     어. 
                e. 

Yes 
 
  10  Jini:     근데 check 받으면 한 백 불 정도 더 받을 것 같아. 

kuntey check pat-umyen han payk pwul cengto te pat-ul 
kes kath-a. 
but check receive-when about 100 dollars about more 
receive-PRS thing seem-INT  
But I think (I) will earn $100 when I get my check 

  
  11  Kyun:     °야:° 
                °ya:° 
                °Oh:° 
 
  12  Jini:     그 거 상관 되니까 hh  
            ku ke sangkwan toy-nikka hh 
   the thing matter-since  

It matters 
 
  13  Kyun:     °=어.° 
                °=e.° 
                °=Yeah° 

 
  14  Jini: →  더 잘 됐지. 

             te cal tway-ss-ci.         Ci-marked 1st Assessment 
                more well become-PST-SE  
                (My work situation) became better. 

 
  15            형부랑 잘 있어? 
                hyengpwu-lang cal iss-e? 
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your:husband-with well exist-INT 
Are (you) doing well with (your) husband. 
 

  16  Kyun:     그럼. 
                kulem. 

Of course. 
 

  17  Jini:     haha 
 
  

In response to the Kyun’s question about Jini’s work ‘Do you still have the same job?’ (line 1), 

Jini answers that she has the same job but her work schedule has changed (line 2). She continues, 

saying that she only works one more hour but makes a lot more money (lines 3 to 10). In 

response to this good news, Kyun does not give an affiliative response, rather she only provides a 

minimal response that is halfhearted. Kyun produces ya ‘oh’ softly without expressing much 

emotion (line 11). Jini provides another stance making statement, ‘It matters’. Again, Kyun gives 

a dull and softly produced minimal response, e ‘yeah.’ In response to that, Jini gives a ci-marked 

assessment, te cal tway-ss-ci ‘(my work situation) became better-ci’ (line 14). Using the ci-

marked assessment, Jini not only shows her stance toward her work but also terminates the topic 

about her work with the ci-marked assessment. The evidence of exiting a current topic is in line 

15 as Jini asks Kyun a question about Kyun’s husband, ‘Are (you) doing well with (your) 

husband?’. 

 A study shows that in English, the first position assessments imply a speaker’s dominant 

epistemic position (Heritage & Raymond, 2005). In Korean, the SE suffixes can function to 

enhance or mitigate this characteristic of the first-position assertion. For example, in Chapter 3, I 

show that the SE suffix –ney predominantly occurs in first position assessments. The 

predominant use of –ney in the first position assessment indicates that when speakers use –ney, 

they acknowledge and mitigate a sense of territorial encroachment. In contrast, –ci in the first-
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position assessment (in the form of a statement) examined in excerpt (9) enhances the assurance 

of the first position assertion indicating that the topic falls within the speaker’s own territory of 

knowledge.  

 Furthermore, in regard to sequential positions, Goodwin and Goodwin (1992) show that 

speakers do assessment activities as they exit their own event description. Excerpt (9) shows that 

a ci-marked assessment is also used when a speaker exits from his/her own storytelling, rather 

than ending a topic that falls within the interlocutor’s territories of knowledge. In contrast, in 

Chapter 3, I show that the ney-marked assessments are used when a speaker terminates a topic 

that falls within the interlocutor’s territory of knowledge. 

 

4.3 Speakers’ Goals in Talk-in-interaction: Building Affiliation and Solidarity 

That ney-marked assessments often express compliments, encouragement, and/or  

empathy was discussed in Chapter 3. They also serve the active roles of listeners  

by expressing initiating actions (first assessment, confirmation request) which show a good  

understanding of previous speakers’ conveyed stances. Ci-marked assessments, however, are 

more commonly used when a speaker responds to an initiating action by giving a second 

assessment and/or confirmation with the referent being within the speaker’s territory of 

knowledge. In such contexts, –ci is predominantly used to show agreements and/or confirmations 

about a speaker’s interlocutor’s opinion about the speaker himself/ herself. 

 It is important to note that the ci-marked agreement and confirmation are predominantly 

used in responses to positive assessments about the speakers himself/herself. This shows one 

important reason for the sequential adjacency of ney- and ci- marked assessments. Both suffixes 

are mainly used to express affiliative actions. In particular, in the context of giving a positive 
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assessment and respond to it, Korean speakers solidify their social interactions by using the 

sentence-ending suffix –ney to serve the ideal roles of listeners and the suffix –ci to reinforce the 

affiliation accordingly in ordinary conversation.  

 

4.4 Discussion 

Languages have different grammatical resources to express epistemic dominancy. For 

example, in English, ‘oh’-prefaced utterances and tag questions are used in second assessments 

while the sentence ender yo is used in the first and second assessments in Japanese (Hayano, 

2011; Heritage & Raymond, 2005). Similar to Japanese sentence enders, Korean has sentence-

ending suffixes that are placed at the end of sentences. In this chapter, I discussed how the 

Korean SE suffix –ci is used to index a dominant epistemic position. –Ci in Korean and –yo in 

Japanese are similar in that both suffixes generally indicate a dominant epistemic position. The 

quantitative analysis of the data in this chapter shows that unlike –yo in Japanese, various forms 

and epistemic positions are marked with –ci in Korean. The ci-marked tag question is used only 

in first position assessments and most often indexes a subordinate epistemic position. Analyses 

of –ney and –ci show that in Korean, certain SE suffixes tend to be used in certain sequential 

positions (first and second) in the actions of assessments and express different epistemic 

positions. Therefore, unlike –yo in Japanese, depending on the grammatical design of the 

assessments and sequential positions, the indexed epistemic positions of –ci are not consistently 

reciprocal. 

 In English, an assessment in a form of a tag-question indexes a subordinate epistemic 

position in first position assessment while indexing a dominant epistemic position in second 

position assessment (Heritage & Raymond, 2007). Similar to English, in Korean, the ci-marked 
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assessment in a form of tag question is used in first assessments indexing mainly a subordinate 

epistemic position. In contrast to English, in my data, the ci-marked assessment in a form of a tag 

question did not appear in second position assessment. These results indicate that in Korean 

(telephone conversation data), one form of assessment does not retroactively occur regardless of 

the position of the assessments. However, further research should be conducted to examine the 

frequency of the ci-marked tag question in second position assessment in more face-to-face data. 

 

4.5 Summary and Conclusion 

This chapter discusses the ways in which Korean speakers express actions of assessment 

using the sentence-ending suffix –ci. In addition to the previous studies of –ci, which examine its 

use in relation to a speakers’ attitude, this study reveals extended uses using the conversation 

analytic framework: giving assessments in conversation. While examining the action of 

assessment extensively, this chapter also considers the action of confirmation, which is 

implemented with the use of the ci-marked assessments. The quantitative analysis reveals that 

the SE suffix –ci is frequently used in the actions of agreement and/or confirmation; that is, –ci is 

more frequently used in responses. In addition, this study points out that the ci-marked second 

assessments predominantly express agreement and confirmation rather than 

disagreement/disconfirmation. 

The uses of –ci also show that the epistemic position affects the choice of the sentence-

ending suffixes in the action of assessment. In Chapter 3, I demonstrate that the speaker of a ney-

marked assessment generally indicates that they hold a subordinate epistemic position regarding 

the matter being evaluated. In contrast, a ci-marked assessment generally indexes a dominant 

epistemic position, particularly in responses.  
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This study also reveals the discourse functions of the sequential position of the ci-marked 

assessments. In contrast to –ney, which predominantly occurs in first actions, –ci is most often 

used in second actions. Both qualitative and quantitative analysis have shown that –ci is used to 

indicate the action of agreement and/or confirmation, which are intrinsically second actions.  

This study also analyzes one of the most common structures of the ci-marked second 

assessment: [repetition of the prior predicate] + [the SE suffix –ci]. In English conversation, 

repetition asserts a speaker’s previously held epistemic position (Stivers, 2005). I argue that in 

Korean, in addition to repetition, Korean speakers utilize the SE suffix –ci in a second position 

assessment to assert a speaker’s epistemic primacy. This chapter also demonstrates that an 

upgraded epistemic primacy in the second position can also be expressed when lexically 

downgraded, which hasn’t been discussed in studies of assessments in English conversation 

(Pomerantz, 1984). This is probably because in the Korean language, use of the SE suffixes 

sufficiently express a speaker’s epistemic position. The use of the SE suffixes may frequently 

replace the use of upgraded or downgraded lexical items.  

Another interesting finding is that unlike –ney, sequential position and sentence type 

affect the epistemic positions of the ci-marked assessments. The data (mainly from telephone 

conversations) show that ney-marked assessments predominantly occur in first position 

(initiating assessment) indexing a subordinate epistemic position. –Ci most commonly occurs in 

a second position assessment in the form of a statement conveying a dominant epistemic 

position. In contrast, when –ci occurs in a first position assessment in the form of a tag-question, 

a subordinate epistemic position is usually conveyed. 

Previous studies of –ci have discussed the general use of –ci, namely, that –ci expresses a 

speaker’s subjective attitude and commitment (H. Lee, 1984, 1999). Furthermore, –ci can be 
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used in a tag-question (Yoon, 2010). This study expands on previous studies by focusing on the 

specific actions of –ci (i.e., assessment and confirmation) based on corpus data. The statistical 

results show that in the actions of assessment, –ci is most often used in agreement and 

confirmation, that is, in responses.  

Previous studies of assessment have pointed out that agreement is preferred to 

disagreement and that the expression of the speakers’ comparative degrees of knowledge finds 

congruencies in English and Japanese conversations (Hayano, 2011; Heritage & Raymond; 2005; 

Pomerantz, 1984; Stivers et al., 2011). As found in studies of epistemic congruence in English 

and Japanese, this study recognizes the same language practice in Korean and additionally 

analyses assessments by examining the correlation between certain grammatical forms and 

sequential positions. Furthermore, using a large data set, this study shows that the conveyed 

epistemic positions of the grammatical form (–ci) vary depending on the sequential position (first 

or second) and the sentence type of assessment	(question or statement). This chapter also sheds a 

light on the coined actions of assessments that are marked with certain SE suffixes. Confirmation 

request and confirmation are sometimes implemented in the actions of assessments, and this 

indicates that speech participants sometimes perform more than one action when producing one 

utterance in talk-in-interaction.  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

THE INTERPLAY OF SEQUENTIAL ROLES AND PROSODY: THE RESPONSE 

TOKENS KULEH-KWUNA/KULAY-SS-KWUNA  

IN CONVERSATION 

 

In Chapters 3 and 4, I discussed the discourse functions, epistemic positions, and 

sequential roles of assessments marked by the SE suffixes –ney and –ci. The chapters show that 

these specific SE suffixes-marked assessments generally indicate a subordinate and a dominant 

epistemic position respectively. Furthermore, the ney-marked assessments more frequently 

initiate actions whereas the ci-marked assessments more frequently appear in responses. In line 

with the prior chapters, this chapter explores the discourse functions of another SE suffix, –

kwuna, in terms of its sequential roles in ordinary Korean conversation. –Kwuna occurs at the 

end of the predicate and conveys complex discourse functions. In the past, a number of studies 

have compared –kwuna to –ney in terms of evidentials and speaker’s cognitive status. 

Rooted in the Conversation Analytic (CA) framework, I have compared ney and ci-

marked assessments in terms of their sequential adjacency and frequency. In my data, I did not 

observe frequent patterns of sequential adjacency between the SE –kwuna and another SE 

suffixes. In addition, –kwuna is not frequently used in the action of assessment in conversation. 

Instead, I observe that one of the most salient functions of –kwuna is to acknowledge prior 

information and close a sequence and/or topic. This occurs when –kwuna is used in the response 

tokens, such as kuleh-kwuna and kulay-ss-kwuna.  
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In the prior chapters, –ney and –ci have been examined in terms of their epistemic 

positions concerning speakers’ social relationships, expertise, and direct first-hand experience. In 

my data, –kwuna frequently highlights that a speaker has just gained knowledge while in a 

subordinate position. In this chapter, –kwuna will be investigated in terms of its epistemic 

import. 

I specifically examine the discourse functions of the kwuna-marked response tokens, 

kuleh-kwuna and its past tense form kulay-ss-kwuna in terms of epistemic import and sequential 

organization in this chapter. The target response token kuleh-kwuna is a combined form of the 

deictic predicate kuleh-ta and the sentence-ending (SE) suffix –kwuna. It is best translated into 

English as ‘I see.’ The past tense form kulay-ss-kwuna is best translated into English as ‘I see 

what you did/I see what it is’. Prosodic features such as boundary tones and intensity used on 

kuleh-kwuna will be examined to investigate the sequential roles of prosody.  

In conversation, the response tokens kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’ and its past tense form, kulay-

ss-kwuna ‘I see what you did,’ most frequently occur in response to prior speakers’ utterances. 

These tokens generally express a speaker’s participation and good understanding of a prior 

speaker’s talk. The usages of the tokens and the semantic meaning of kuleh- ‘to be so’ indicate 

that kuleh-kwuna and kulay-ss-kwuna are intrinsically second actions (responses to initiating 

actions) (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). Interestingly, when these tokens are used with different 

intonations, they contribute to how a conversation reshapes its structure between speakers. That 

is, in some contexts, kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna are simply used to express the listener’s 

understanding of a topic. They indicate that the knowledge gap between speakers has now been 

filled and that no further information is needed on the part of recipient. Sometimes, speakers use 

the tokens to suggest that the current topic is closing down even though there is no specific 
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knowledge acquired. This study focuses on the discourse functions of kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-

kwuna in relation to sequence organization in 2 cases: 1) sequence-closing thirds in a question 

and answer sequence, and 2) topic closing28.  

The data for this study consists of naturally occurring audio recordings of telephone 

conversations (the CallFriend LDC corpus) and face-to-face conversations taken from the 

Korean TV program wuli kyelhonhay-ss-eyo “We got married”. I collected a total of 61 tokens of 

kuleh-kwuna and 22 tokens of kulay-ss-kwuna from the LDC data. I analyzed 40 minutes of the 

TV program and collected three tokens of kuleh-kwuna and one token of kulay-ss-kwuna. The 

intonation labeling convention, Tones and Break Indices (Jun, 2000) and the software Praat are 

used for intonation and intensity analysis. 

 

5.1. Discourse Functions Intertwined with Sequential Roles and Prosody: The Response 
Token Kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’ 
 

In this section, I will examine the discourse functions of kuleh-kwuna primarily focusing 

on its sequential roles. The CallFriend LDC corpus data finds 61 tokens of kuleh-kwuna. 61 

tokens from the LDC corpus and 3 tokens of kuleh-kwuna from the face-to-face conversation are 

included.  Regarding the sequential roles, kuleh-kwuna plays several roles in ordinary 

conversation. Table 8 shows the frequency of different sequential roles of kuleh-kwuna.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
																																																								
28 “Sequence-closing thirds (SCT)” is first introduced by Shegloff (2007) as sequence-closing devices. He 
states, “given its position after a second pair part, and that the move is made by a form of turn which can 
embody the sequence closure if sustained by co-participants, we can refer to it as a “sequence-closing 
third (SCT)” (Shegloff, 2007, p.118). 
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<Table 8. The Sequential Roles of Kuleh-kwuna> 
 

Sequential Roles of Kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’	 Frequency	

Non-
closing	

Continuers/turn beginning elements	 18 (28.1%)	

  
 
Closing	

Sequence-closing Third (SCT) of Q & A	 22	 46 
(71.9%)	

Topic closing	 23	

SCT of Q & A and topic closing	 1	

                                            Total	 64	
 

Table 8 indicates a high frequency of the distinctive discourse function of kuleh-kwuna: closing a 

sequence or topic. As shown in Table 8, 46 tokens of kuleh-kwuna are used for closing either a 

sequence or a topic (71.9%). Among these, 22 tokens of kuleh-kwuna are used as sequence-

closing thirds in question and answer sequences and 23 tokens of kuleh-kwuna are used as topic 

closers. One token of kuleh-kwuna is used as both a sequence-closing thirds (SCTs) and a topic 

closer. 18 tokens of kuleh-kwuna are not used to close a Q & A sequence and/or topic. The 

tokens not indicating closing a sequence or topic generally indicate a speaker’s acknowledgment 

of new information. Kuleh-kwuna that does not indicate a sequence closing is excluded from this 

study.  

 This section also investigates how prosody of kuleh-kwuna enhances speakers’ actions 

and sequential positions. In particular, this section aims to reveal whether distinctive prosodic 

patterns are applied when kuleh-kwuna is used in SCT and topic-closing respectively. Table 9 

shows the distributions of boundary tones applied to the response token kuleh-kwuna used as 

SCT of Q & A and topic closer respectively. A total of 18 tokens of kuleh-kwuna are collected: 

10 tokens of SCT kuleh-kwuna and 8 tokens of topic closing kuleh-kwuna are analyzed. The 

tokens that are breathy or followed by laughter are excluded. 
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<Table 9. Intonations and Sequential Roles of Kuleh-kwuna> 
 

Sequential Roles	 Boundary tones	 Frequency	

Sequence-closing  
of Q &A 

kuleh-kwuna	

LHL%	 6	 60%	

Others: HL% (2), :H!% 
(1), LH% (1)	

 
4	

 
40%	

Topic-closing 
kuleh-kwuna	

L%	 5	 63%	

HL%	 3	 37%	

 
Table 9 indicates that various boundary tones such as LHL%, HL%, :H!%, and LH% are used 

when kuleh-kwuna is used to close a sequence of Q & A (SCT). Among the various intonations, 

LHL% is most frequent (60%). The various intonations express the speaker’s desire to stay on a 

topic. A falling intonation (L%) is not observed in the SCT kuleh-kwuna. On the other hand, 

kuleh-kwuna as a topic closer tends to be used with the L%, indicating a speaker’s desire to 

end/shift a topic. In the following sections, I will present the Praat analysis of the boundary tones 

as well as the intensity of the conversation data and how the prosody of kuleh-kwuna reshapes 

the next turns in conversation.  

 

5.1.1. Sequence-closing Third (SCT) Kuleh-kwuna 

In this section, I examine the use of kuleh-kwuna especially when it is used as a 

sequence-closing third of a question and answer (Q & A).29 Using the naturally occurring 

conversation data, I demonstrate how a Korean speaker uses kuleh-kwuna to signal that the 

knowledge gap has been filled and express the acknowledgment of the prior speaker’s answer in 

response to the speaker’s question (Heritage, 1984). Furthermore, I will also examine how the 

																																																								
29 The epistemic equilibrium frequently occurs at the end of a sequence of question and answer (Heritage, 
2012). However, it is not limited to only a sequence of question and answer.  
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epistemic balance expressed by kuleh-kwuna becomes a motivation for closing a Q & A 

sequence.30 

Excerpt (1) shows one occurrence of the response token kuleh-kwuna used as a SCT of a 

question and answer sequence in conversation. This example is from the Korean TV program 

wuli kyelhonhay-ss-eyo ‘We got married.’ Here two celebrities meet for the first time. In the 

program, they are supposed to be acting as husband and wife. However, they did not know each 

other before meeting for the simulated marriage.  

 
(1) First meeting [face-to-face data] 
 

  1  Hee:    [안녕하세요] 
     annyengha-sey-yo 
             [Hello] 
 
  2  Mun:    [안녕하세요] 
             annyengha-sey-yo 

[Hello] 

             ((bow to each other)) 
 
  3  Hee:    어: 아: 네 hhh 

e   a  ney  
             Uh: yes hhh 
 
  4  Mun:    제-  

cey 
My- 

 
  5         (3.5) 
           
  6  Hee:    네 

ney 
Yes 

 
  7  Mun:Q   결혼-  상대:: 분 맞으신가요? 

 kyelhon sangtay pwun mac-usi-nka-yo 
 marriage partner CL  right-HN-Q-POL 

																																																								
30 Questioners are not always in unknowing status (Clayman & Romaniuk, 2011). For example, a teacher 
might ask students a question related to a subject in class to test their knowledge. In this case, the 
questioner (teacher) is in a knowing status. 
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 Are (you) supposed to be my wife (for the program)? 
  
  8          (0.7) 
 
  9  Hee:A   네-(.) 마- 맞아요 

ney-(.) ma- mac-ayo 
yes        right-POL 
Yes I am 

             

 10  Mun: ®SCT 아 그렇구나 LH% ((looking down and up)) 

 a kuleh-kwuna 

 EX be:so-SE 

 Oh I see   

 

  11         잘 부탁드리겠습니다.  [((bow to Hee)) 

 cal pwuthak-tuli-keyss-supnita 

 nice:to:meet:you 

 Nice to meet you. 

 

 12  Hee:                       [((bow to Mun)) 
 
	
When the two young speakers meet each other for the first time, they greet each other (in lines 1-

2). Both speakers look awkward and shy about the situation and this shyness is expressed 

through their bodily gestures and conversation. The male speaker Mun begins to ask a question 

by saying cey- ‘My-’ (line 4). Due to shyness and awkwardness between the two speakers cut-

offs and silences frequently appear in the conversation (lines 4, 5, 7, and 9). Mun asks Hee if she 

is the one who is supposed to be his wife for the program (line 7), and Hee confirms it (line 9). 

The questioner, Mun, produces the response token kuleh-kwuna (line 10). The response indicates 

that his question is answered and no other information is needed to answer the question. 

Interestingly, the polite form kuleh-kwuna, kuleh-kwun-yo is not used by Mun. The polite suffix 

–yo did not appear in the productions of kuleh-kwuna even though two speakers consistently use 
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the polite suffix –yo in other utterances (lines 1, 2, 7, and 9). The informal form kuleh-kwuna 

shows that the token is more likely focused on the speaker, rather than interlocutor. This might 

be a reason that the polite suffix –yo is not required in the production of kuleh-kwuna. 

Prosodically, the male speaker uses a LH% on kuleh-kwuna to indicate his engagement in 

conversation and topic continuation.  

 Here the response token kuleh-kwuna is an indirect way of expressing epistemic 

equilibrium. When Mun asked Hee a question (lines 4 and 7), Mun’s unknowing status and 

Hee’s knowing status become a motivation for moving forward to the next turn. Hee’s answer 

(line 9) provides an answer to Mun’s question. The response token kuleh-kwuna explicitly 

expresses the epistemic balance between the two speakers. The expressed epistemic balance 

becomes a driving force for closing a sequence (Heritage, 2012). In the following turn, Mun goes 

back to a more formal way of greeting by saying cal pwuthak-tuli-keyss-supnita ‘Nice to meet 

you’ and bowing to Hee.  

 Excerpt (2) shows another occurrence of the response token kuleh-kwuna used as a SCT 

of a Q & A. Here two students Eun and Dahi, who are from Korea and studying English in the 

U.S., talk on the phone about eating.  

 
(2) Cooking [LDC data] 
 
 1  Eun:    인제 그리고 나 여기 음식 도저히 못 먹겠어 갖구:  

incey kuliko na yeki umsik tocehi mos mek-keyss-e kackwu: 
   now   and    I here food at:all cannot eat-will-IE  

because    
   Because I really cannot eat (school) food anymore 
 

 2  Dahi:   어. 
       e 
       Yeah 
 

 3  Eun:    수퍼에서 사다가:  
       swuphe-eyse sa-taka:  
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  marker-from buy-TRANS 
  (I) buy (ingredients) from a market  
 

 4           =지하에 있거든 식당?  
        ciha-ey iss-ketun siktang?  
    underground-at exist-INFO restaurant 
   =There is a kitchen in the basement 
 

 5  Dahi:    어. 
          e. 
          Yeah 

 
 6  Eun:    거기서 해먹잖아, 

         keki-se hay mek-canha, 
         there-at cook:and:eat-you:know 
        I cook there you know 
 

 7  Dahi:   거 봐 그럴 줄 알았어: h 
         ke pwa kule-l cwu-l al-ass-e: h 
         that see:INT be:so-PRS NML know-PST-INT 
        See (I) knew (you) were gonna do that 
 

 8  Eun: Q  너는 안 해 먹어? 
         ne-nun an hay mek-e? 
         you-TOP not cook:and:eat-INT  
         You don’t cook? 
 

 9  Dahi:A  나는 해 먹지=부르스타 갖다 놨지:. 
          na-nun hay mek-ci pwulusutha kacta nwa-ss-ci:. 
          I-TOP cook:and:eat-SE gas:oven bring-PST-SE  
          I cook=I brought a gas oven here 
 

10  Eun:    어: 
          e: 
          Yes 
 

11  Dahi:+A 그래갖구 나는 매일 해 먹어=원래 사 먹는 거니까. 
kulaykackwu na-nun mayil hay mek-e wenlay samek-nun-ke- 
nikka. 

          so     I-TOP everyday cook:and:eat-INT originally    
          buy:and:eat-NML-because  
          So I cook everyday=because I buy food anyways 
        
 

12  Eun:®SCT 아: 그렇구나: LHL% 
   a: kuleh-kwuna:  
   EX be:so-SE 
   Oh: I see: 

 
13  Eun:     나도 그래서 요즘에 매일 해 먹고 있어=어제 마크 왔다가  
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            불고기:하고 막: (.) 케 멋지게 해 먹었다 야.  
          na-to kulayse yocumey mayil hay mek-ko iss-e ecey      
          Mark wass-taka pwulkoki: ha-ko mak: (.) khey         
          mescikey hay mek-ess-ta ya. 
          I-also so nowadays everyday cook:and:eat-PROS-INT 
          yesterday PN come:PST-TRANS PN and DM DM nicely  

      cook:and:eat-PST-DC EX   
  

 So nowadays I cook everyday=Mark came to visit me    
 yesterday and we cooked Bulgogi.  

 
The two friends talk about the difficulty of eating school food in the U.S. Eun complains that she 

cannot eat American food anymore (line 1) and tells Dahi that she buys ingredients from a 

market and cooks in a shared kitchen (lines 3-6). Then Eun asks Dahi if she does not cook her 

own food (line 8). Dahi answers that she does cook and even brought a gas oven to her dorm to 

cook (line 9). Dahi continues to explain that she cooks every day since she has to buy food (line 

11). In response to Dahi’s answers, Eun gives an acknowledgment token a: kuleh-kwuna: ‘Oh: I 

see:’. Here kuleh-kwuna closes the sequence of the Q & A. After Eun produces kuleh-kwuna, she 

opens up a new sequence by talking about cooking Korean food with her friend yesterday. The 

response token is produced with a LHL% intonation and is described in Figure 5. 
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<Figure 5. Intonation of the SCT Kuleh-kwuna in Excerpt (2)> 
 

 
 
Figure 5 shows the Praat analysis of the boundary tone of kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’ that occurred in 

excerpt (2). The F0 contour clearly shows the flat boundary tone, LHL%. The LHL% used with 

the SCT kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’ indicates that the speaker just obtained new knowledge and does 

not intend to end the topic. The LHL% is the most frequently used boundary tone with SCT 

kuleh-kwuna in my data. 
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<Figure 6. Intensity of the SCT kuleh-kwuna and Surrounding Utterances  
  in Excerpt (2)> 

 
                
        
               <Figure 7. Intensity Analysis of Figure 6 > 
 

 
 
Figure 6 shows the Praat analysis of the intensity of the token kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’ (indicated as 2 

in Figures 6 and 7, hereafter #2), the prior utterance kulaykackwu na-nun mayil hay mek-e 

wenlay sa mek-nun-ke-nikka ‘So I cook everyday=because I have to buy food’ (#1), and the 

following utterance ‘na-to kulayse yocumey mayil hay mek-ko iss-e ecey mark wass-taka 
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pwulkoki: ‘So I cook everyday=Mark came to visit me yesterday and we cook Bulgogi’ (#3) that 

occurred in excerpt (2). Figure 7 simplifies the intensity analysis of Figure 6. In Figure 6, the 

degree of intensity is indicated by amplitude and spectrogram. Regarding amplitude, the higher 

the frequency, the louder the intensity. Regarding spectrogram, darker parts of the spectrogram 

indicate higher energy densities and lighter parts indicate lower energy densities (Ladefoged, 

2001). The heights of the amplitude of the three utterances are similar. The spectrogram also 

shows similar degrees of darkness in each of the three utterances. This evidence indicates that the 

degrees of the intensity for the three utterances are similar. Furthermore, Praat shows that the 

average intensity of kuleh-kwuna (#2) is 69.23 dB. The average intensity of the prior utterance 

(#1) is 69.48 dB while it is 71.49 dB for the following utterance (#3). That is, by not using L% 

intonation and staying on a similar intensity level, the speaker indirectly expresses that she wants 

to stay on a current topic. 

The use of kuleh-kwuna to acknowledge new information as a SCT is prevalent in 

question-answer sequences. It is recurrent in excerpt (3), where two friends (Jieun and Yoori) are 

talking on the phone about how long Jieun has been in school. 

 
(3) School [LDC data] 
 
 1  Jieun:    >그래갖고 나는< 학기 초부터(.) 헤 h 매고 있어 hh  

 kulaykacko na-nun hakki cho-pwuthe heyhmay-ko iss-e  
 so         I-TOP  beginning:of:semester-since     
 be:puzzled-PROS-INT  
 >so I am puzzled since the beginning of the  
 semester 
 

 2  Yoori:     =.hh 
 
 3  Jieun:    너무- 너무 끔찍- 딴 땐 별로 안 그랬던 거 같은데[(.)이번엔 너무   
     nemwu nemwu kkumccik ttan ttay-n pyelo an kulay-ss-ten  
              ke kath-untey ipen-eyn nemwu 
              very very terrible other time-top not:much not be:so- 
     PST-RT-NML seem-CIRCUM this:time-at-TOP very  

 very very terrible- (I) was not like that before but     
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[this time 
 4  Yoori:                                            [어 

      e 
                                                  [Yeah 
 
 5  Jieun:    끔찍하게 지겨운 거야=너무 오래 있었나 봐 여기 

kkumccikhakey cikyew-un ke-ya nemwu olay iss-ess-na pwa  
yeki 
terribly borning:NML-be:INT  very long stay-PST-Q  
seem:INT here  
very terribly boring=(I)must have stayed here too long 
 

 6  Yoori:Q   =너 얼마 있었지 지금? 
ne elma iss-ess-ci cikum 
you how:long stay-PST-SE now  
=How long have you been (in school)? 
 

 7  Jieun:A   .hh 이게 벌써 열 번째 학기라는 [거 아니니? 
             ikey pelsse yel penccay hakki-lanun [ke ani-ni? 
     this already 10 CL semester-called NML be:not-Q 

     .hh Do (you) know this is already my tenth semester? 
 
 8  Yoori:                                [.hh  
 
 9  Yoori:®SCT 와: 그렇구나 !H: 

     wa: kuleh-kwuna 
     EXCL be:so-SE  
     Wow: I see  
 

10  Jieun:     =아 그러니까 좀 지겨울 만도 한 거 같- >근데< 
    a kulenikka com cikyew-ul man-to ha-n ke kath  kuntey 

      EXCL so a:little boring-PRS deserve-NML seem  but  
                uh so (it) has been long enough to be bored but 
 
11  Yoori:     =그렇다 정말. hh. 

 Kuleh-ta cengmal 
 be:so-DC really 
 It is indeed. hh. 
 

12  Jieun:     어=너무 갑자기 그 증상이 나타난 거야 막 
 e nemwu kapcaki ku cungsang-i nathana-n ke-ya mak 
 yes very suddenly the symptom-NOM appear-NML-be:INT  
 DM 
 Yes=very suddenly the feeling appeared  

	
Jieun repeats that it is terribly boring to be in school (lines 3 and 5). In response, Yoori asks, ne 

elma iss-ess-ci cikum ‘how long have you been (in school)?’ (line 6). Jieun answers the question 

in the form of a rhetorical question: ikey pelsse yel penccay hakki-lanun ke ani-ni? ‘Isn’t this 
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already (my) tenth semester?’ In response Yoori then provides a sequence-closing third token 

wa: kuleh-kuna ‘Wow I see’ in the following turn indicating that she acknowledges the new 

information that Jieun has been in school for already ten semesters (line 9). As shown in excerpts 

(1) and (2), the particles a ‘oh’ or wa ‘wow’ tend to be attached to the response token kuleh-

kwuna when kuleh-kwuna indicates an immediate realization. The acknowledgment of new 

information and the indication that the knowledge gap has been filled close the sequence of the Q 

& A. Here kuleh-kuna expresses epistemic equilibrium between two speakers (Heritage, 2012). 

However, the sequence closing third is not an indication of a topic closer. Here, Yoori signals 

that the current topic is still going on by utilizing prosodic features such as intonation and 

intensity. The flat continuing intonation (!H:%) and constant intensity used with kuleh-kuna 

indicate that she has not only just registered the new information but also wants to continue to 

talk about the current topic.31  Lines 10 to 12 show that the speakers are staying on the same 

topic, and Jieun continues to talk about reasons for her boredom. The intonation contours and 

intensities are described in Figures 8, 9, and 10 below.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
																																																								
31 !H:%, which indicates a flat intonation, will be included in the updated version of ToBI (Jun, Personal 
communication, April, 2015). 
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<Figure 8. Intonation of the SCT Kuleh-kwuna in Excerpt (3)> 
	

	
	
	
Figure 8 shows the Praat analysis of the boundary tone of the token kuleh-kwuna ‘I  

see’ that occurred in excerpt (3). The F0 contour clearly shows the flat boundary tone, !H% (Jun, 

personal communication, April, 2015). The flat intonation (!H%) used with the SCT kuleh-

kwuna ‘I see’ indicates that the speaker has obtained new knowledge and does not intend to close 

down a current topic.  
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<Figure 9. Intensity of the SCT Kuleh-kwuna and Surrounding Utterances in Excerpt (3)> 

 
 
 

                   <Figure 10. Intensity Analysis of Figure 9 > 

 
 

Figure 9 shows the Praat analysis of the intensity of the token kuleh-kwuna ‘I  

see’ (#2), the prior utterance yel penccay hakki-lanun ke ani-ni ‘Isn’t this already my tenth 

semester?’ (#1), and the following utterance a kule-nikka com cikye-wul man-to han ke kath- ‘uh 

so (it) has been long enough to be bored’ (#3) that occurred in excerpt (3). In the interest of 
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clarity of intensity, Figure 10 shows a simplified version of Figure 9. In Figure 9, the degree of 

intensity is indicated by amplitude and spectrogram. In terms of amplitude, the higher the 

frequency, the louder the intensity. Darker parts of the spectrogram mean higher energy densities 

and lighter parts mean lower energy densities (Ladefoged, 2001). The heights of the amplitude of 

the three utterances are similar. The spectrogram also shows similar degrees of darkness between 

the three utterances. This evidence indicates that the degrees of intensity for the three utterances 

are similar. 

 Furthermore, Praat shows that the average intensity of kuleh-kwuna (#2) is 63.6  

dB. The average intensity of the prior utterance (#1) is 62.98 dB while it is 64.72 dB for the 

following utterance (#3). That is, by not lowering the ending intonation and staying on a similar 

intensity level, the speaker indirectly expresses that she wants to stay on a current topic. 

 

5.1.2. Kuleh-kwuna as a Topic Closer/Topic Shifter  

In the earlier section, I examined the use of kuleh-kwuna as sequence-closing thirds 

(SCT) of a question & answer sequence. The SCT kuleh-kwuna indicates that the speaker has 

just achieved new information from a prior speaker and acknowledges the answer. The particular 

epistemic status that kuleh-kwuna indicates becomes a means to move on to the next sequence. 

That is, the speaker who was in an unknowing status expresses a knowing status by saying kuleh-

kwuna. This epistemic balance becomes an indication of closing a current sequence (Heritage, 

2012). My examples of the SCT kuleh-kwuna show instances in which kuleh-kwuna is only used 

to close a sequence, not a topic. The data shows that speakers of the SCT kuleh-kwuna utilize 

certain prosodic features (intonation and intensity) to express that they desire to stay on the 

current topic.  
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In this section, I will examine another sequential role of kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’ used to 

signal that the current topic is closing. Unlike the SCT kuleh-kwuna, kuleh-kwuna is not just an 

indication of acquiring specific knowledge from a prior turn. Rather, kuleh-kwuna refers back to 

the utterances belonging to the current topic. Utilizing specific prosodic features (intonation and 

intensity), speakers of kuleh-kwuna also indirectly express that the current topic is ending. 

Excerpt (4) shows the case in which kuleh-kwuna occurs in topic closing or topic shifting in a 

conversation. In this excerpt, three speakers talk on the phone. Speakers Han and Sil are on the 

phone. Their friend Juri is right next to Sil and hears Han as she uses the phone. The three female 

speakers make jokes about aging and staying single.  

	
(4) Aging [LDC data] 
  

1 Han:     나이 많은 그 죄값이라는 게 있잖아 또 
            nai manh-un ku coy-kaps-ilanun key iss-canha tto 
            age many-RL the sin-price-called-RL thing:NOM exist- 
            you:know also  
            Aging is a sin you know 

 
2 Sil:     허어 나이 많은 죄값으로 빨리 가래요. 
            hee nai manh-un coy-kaps-ulo ppalli ka-lay-yo.  
            EX  age many-RL sin-price-with quickly go-HEARSAY-POL   
            (She) says (we) need to get married soon since (we) are  
            old ((Sil talks to Juri)) 
 
3          [hahaha 

 
4 Han:     [hahaha 

 
5 Juri:    [huhuhu  
            ((Mimicking crying sound))  
 
6 Sil:     울어 
            wul-e  
            cry-INT  
            (Juri) is crying   
 
7 Juri:    나이 얘기하면 너무 슬퍼요 
            nai yaykiha-myen nemwu sulphe-yo 
            age talk-when    so    sad-POL  
            (I) am so sad when talking about aging 
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8 Sil:     나이 얘기하면 너무 슬프대요 
            nai yaykiha-myen nemwu sulphu-tay-yo   
            age talk-when    so    sad-HEARSAY-POL  
            (Juri) says (she) is so sad when talking about aging 
 
9 Han:     나도 마찬 h 가 h 지야 hh 
            na-to  machanhkahci-ya 
            I-also same-be:INT  
            Same here 
 
10 Sil:     근데 이쪽 언니가 좀 더 슬플 h 거 h 야. 
            kuntey i-ccok enni-ka com te sulph-ul-ke-ya 
            but    this-side older:sister-NOM a:little more sad-PRS- 
      NML-be:INT  
            But Juri will be sadder   
 
11 Han:     저런 저런 아이고 큰 실례를 했네[:  
            celen celen aiko khu-n sillyey-lul hay-ss-ney  
            EX    EX    EX   big-RL mistake-AC do-PST-SE  
            Oh my we made a big mistake 
 
12 Sil:                                [h    

 
13 Han:     니가 잘못했다 실 hh 
            ni-ka  calmoshay-ss-ta        Sil 
            you-NOM make:a:mistake-PST-DC PN  
            It is your fault Sil 
 
14 Sil:     어어 지금 울려고 화장실에 도망갔어. 
            ee ikum wul-lyeko hwacangsil-ey tomangka-ss-e  
            EX now  cry-PRS-INTN bathroom-to run:away-PST-INT  
            (Juri) ran away to a bathroom to cry. 
 
15 Han:     아:이: 
            Ah:i: 
            EX 

 
16          (1.5) 
 
17 Han: ®  [그렇:구:나  L% 
            kuleh-kwuna 
            to:be-SE  
            kuleh:kwu:na  

 
18 Juri:    [어-        그렇:지요  L% 
             e-         kuleh-ci-yo 
             DM         to:be-SE-POL  
            [Uh-        It is 
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19 Sil:     =언니 왜- 언제 끝나시는데요? 
             enni way encey kkuthna-si-nuntey-yo? 
             older:sister why when end-HN-CIRCUM-POL 
             Unni when do you finish school? 
 
20 Han:     어(.) 으- 이번 달이면 쫑이야. 금요일이 끝이야. 
            e     u i-pen tal-i-myen ccong-iya kumyoil-i kkuth-iya 
            well  DM this-CL CL-be-if end-be:INT Friday-NOM end- 
      be:INT  
            This month is the last month. Friday is the last day.  

 

The three speakers joke about aging and say that the oldest one among them needs to get married 

first to pay for the sin of aging (From lines 1 to 15). After 1.5 seconds of silence (in line 16), Han 

produces the response token kuleh-kwuna (line 17). Here kuleh-kwuna does not indicate a 

speaker’s immediate shift or realization, which is a known function of the sentence-ending suffix 

–kwuna and appears in SCT kuleh-kwuna. Unlike SCT kuleh-kwuna, this use of kuleh-kwuna 

does not indicate an acquisition of specific knowledge from a prior utterance. In this 

conversation, the token kuleh-kwuna is used to acknowledge their conversation about aging and 

propose that the current topic is closing down. Juri attempts to say something in [e- ‘[uh-’ (line 

18); however, as soon as she hears kuleh-kwuna, she repairs her utterance and responds with 

kuleh-ci-yo ‘It is’. Kuleh-ci-yo in this instance expresses the coact of closing a current topic. Sil 

then proceeds immediately to changing the topic of aging to Han’s last day of school by asking 

Han a question (line 19). Prosodic features also enhance the topic-closing function of kuleh-

kwuna. In this context, kuleh-kwuna is produced with a falling intonation (L%). Furthermore, it 

is prosodically attenuated and presented with low intensity. The intonation of the response token 

kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’ in excerpt (4) is described using the Praat software in Figure 11.         
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<Figure 11. Intonation of the SCT Kuleh-kwuna in Excerpt (4) > 
 

 
	

In Figure 11, the F0 contour clearly shows a decline in the pitch contour, which indicates the 

boundary tone L%. I argue that the falling intonation (L%) enhances the speaker’s action of 

attempting to close/shift the topic. 

Interestingly, Juri produces kuleh-ci-yo, which expresses the co-action of closing a topic, 

and also copies the prosodic pattern of kuleh-kwuna: falling intonation, low intensity, and 

prolongation. Figure 12 shows a Praat analysis of the boundary tones of the token kuleh-kwuna ‘I 

see’ (#1) and the following two utterances kuleh-ci-yo ‘it is’ (#2) and enni way- encey kkuthna-

si-nun-tay-yo? ‘Unni when do you finish school?’ (#3) that occurred in excerpt (4).  
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<Figure 12. Intonations for Topic Shift in Excerpt (4)> 
	 	

 
 
 
                      <Figure 13. Intensity Analysis of Figure 12 > 
 

 
As presented in Figure 12, Sil’s kuleh-ci-yo copies the act of closing down the current topic 

using the L% intonation. The speaker indirectly collaborates Han’s attempt to close the topic by 

copying the intonation. After the current topic is finished, the utterance inviting a new topic is 

presented with high intensity and a rising intonation.  
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 In Figure 12, Praat also shows the degree of intensity through amplitude and  

spectrogram. The height of the amplitude of the last utterance is higher than the other  

preceding utterances. Furthermore, the spectrogram of the last utterance is much darker  

than the preceding utterances. This evidence indicates that the intensity of the utterances  

that attempt topic-closing is lower than the topic-initiating utterance. In the interest of clarity of 

intensity, Figure 13 shows a simplified version of Figure 12. Praat also shows that the average 

intensity of kuleh-kwuna (#1) is 53.27 dB. The intensity of the next utterance, which collaborates 

with the topic-closing (#2), is 50.65 dB. Conversely, the intensity of the utterance that introduces 

a new topic about Han’s school is presented with much higher intensity. The average intensity of 

the utterance (#3) is 65.67 dB. Excerpt (5) shows another occurrence of kuleh-kwuna used as a 

topic closer. In this excerpt two speakers, Ari and Jin, talk on the phone about their friends’ 

birthdays and ages. 

 
(5) Birthday [LDC data] 
	
 1  Ari:    생일이 오월인데, 
            sayngil-i o-wel-i-ntey 
            birthday-NOM 5-CL-be-CIRCUM 
            (Her) birthday is in May, 
 
 2  Jin:    =어 
            =e 
            =Yeah 
 
 3  Ari:    십일월인가 그래(.)시월인가 십일월인가 
            sipil-wel-i-nka kulay si-wel-i-nka sipil-wel-i-nka 
            11-CL-be-Q be:so:INT  10-CL-be-Q   11-CL-be-Q  
            (It) might be in November. November or December. 
 
 4  Jin:    =그래 육십육 년 시월이야? 
             kulay     yuksipyuk nyen si-wel-iya? 

be:so:INT 66        CL   10-CL-be:INT 
I see (you mean) October (19)66? 

              
 5  Ari:    =어. 

e. 
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            =Yes 
 

 6  Jin:    =어::: 
 e::: 

            =I see 
 

 7  Ari:    그래 맞어 그래갖고, 
            kulay     mac-e     kulaykacko, 
            be:so:INT right-INT so 
            That’s right so 
 
 8  Jin:    응::: (.) 그러냐? 
            ung::: (.) kule-nya? 
            Yes        be:so-Q 
            Yes::: (.) Is it? 
 
 9  Ari:    어 
            e 
            Yes 
 
11  Jin:    haha 너무 웃긴다 야 ha 
            haha nemwu wuski-n-ta ya ha 
                 so    funny-IN-DC hey  
            haha so funny  
 
12  Ari:    나보다 민아보다는 한 살이나 무려 어리고=그때-  
            na-pota mina-pota-nun han sal-ina mwulye eli-ko=kuttay- 
            I-than  PN-than-TOP   one age-even surprisingly young-and        
            at:that:time                 

 (He) is even one year younger than me and Mina=At that  
             time- 
 
13  Jin:    어 민아는 육십오 [년 시월- 시월 그 쯤이야? 
            e mina-nun yuksipo nyen si-wel si-wel ku ccum-iya 
            yeah PN-TOP 66     CL   10-CL  10-CL the about-be:INT       
            Yeah Mina’s (birthday) is around October (19)66? 
 
14  Ari:                   [오 년 생이잖아.]  
                            o nyen sayng-i-canha 

 5 CL   birth-be-you:know  
(She) was born in 65 you know 

 
 
15  Ari:    어-시월인지는 모르겠고 >하여튼<[(.) 육십 오 년 생이잖아 
            e  si-wel-i-nci-nun molu-keyss-ko hayethun yuksipo nyen  
            sayng-i-canha 
            well 10-CL-be-whether-TOP do:not:know-CONJ-and anyways 65  
            CL birth-be-you:know  

 Well (I) am not sure if (it) is October but anyways [(her  
            birthday) is (19)65 you know. 
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16  Jin:                               [어:  
                                        yes 
                                        I see 
 
 
17  Ari:    =[걔들은 확실히[:(0.3) >그러니까< 영이 훨씬 어려. 
             kyaytul-un hwaksilhi kulenikka yeng-i hwelssin ely-e              
             PRO-TOP    certainly so        PN-NOM  much     young-INT  
             They are certainly [:(0.3) >what I mean is< Yeng is much  
             younger. 
 
18  Jin:     [어:         [그렇지 어  

 [e           [kuleh-ci e 
  yes          be:so-SE yes  
 [Yes         [That’s right yes 
 

19  Jin:    .h 완전 요지경 속이구만, 
               wancen yocikyeng sok i-kwuman, 
               completely confusing be-SE  
               This is completely confusing, 
 
20  Ari:    =철 형도 더 어려=생일이 더 늦었었어 민아나 걔보다 
             chel hyeng-to te ely-e sayngil-i te nuc-ess-ess-e mina-na   
             kyay-pota 

 PN   older:brother-also more young-INT birthday-NOM more            
 late-PST-PST-INT PN-or PRO-than  
 Chel is younger=(his) birthday was later than Mina’s and  

              Young’s 
 
21  Jin:    아 육십오 년이긴 한데:, 
            a  yuksipo nyen-i-ki-n ha-ntey 
            EX 65      CL-be-NML-RL do-CIRCUM  
            Ah (he) was (born) in 65 but 
 
 
22  Ari:    =아 철 형은 십이월이[었거든. 
             a chel-hyeng-un sipi-wel-i-ess-ketun 

EX PN-older:brother-TOP 12-CL-be-PST-you:know  
Ah Chel’s birthday was in December [you know. 

 
 
23  Jin:                      [아 맞아 십이월인가 그때 그랬:어. 
                              a mac-a sipi-wel-i-nka kuttay kulay-ss-e 
                EX right-INT 11-CL-be-Q that:time be:so- 
       PST-INT     
                              [Oh you are right it was like that. 
 
24  Ari:    둘 다 어렸어. 
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             twul ta  elye-ss-e 
             2    all young-PST-INT 
             Both of them were young. 
 
25  Jin:    =응 맞아 (.) 숙보다-도 
             ung mac-a swuk-pota-to 
             yes right-INT PN-than-even 
             Yes right even more than Swuk 
 
26  Ari:    숙이나 민아보다 어렸어. 
            Swuk-ina mina-pota elye-ss-e 
            PN-or    PN-than   young-PST-INT  
            (Chel) was younger than Swuck and Mina. 
 
27  Jin:    어: [haha  
            e   
            I see 
 
28  Ari:        [haha 
 
29  Jin:®  허 아이고 그렇구:나. 
            he aiko kuleh-kwuna 
            EX EX   be:so-SE 
            Gosh I see. 
 
30          (0.5) 
 
31  Jin:    야 너는 그때: 뭐 Bible study 한다는 거 그거는:, 
            ya ne-nun kuttay mwe Bible study ha-n-ta-nun ke ku-ke-nun 
            Hey you-TOP a:that:time DM Bible study do-IN-DC-NML the 
            thing-TOP          
            Hey the Bible study you were going to do is  
 
32  Ari:    응 
            ung 
            Yeah 
 
33  Jin:     그러니까 성경- 영어 성경을 가지고 공부하는 거야? 
             kulenikka sengkyeng- yenge sengkyeng-ul kaciko kongpwu  
             ha-nun ke-ya 
             so Bible English Bible-AC with study-NML-be:INT 
             So do (you) study with an English Bible? 
 
34  Ari:     =어 어 
              e e 
          Yes yes 
 
From lines 1 to 28, the two speakers Ari and Jin negotiate and recount information about their 

friends’ birthdays and ages. At the end of the long talk, Ari and Jin draw the conclusion that their 
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friend, Chul, is younger than their other friends, Sook and Mina. Then Jin produces the response 

token aiko kuleh-kwuna ‘Gosh I see’ (line 29). Kuleh-kwuna here does not indicate an 

acquisition or acknowledgment of one piece of information. Rather, by referring back to the prior 

conversation about their friends’ birthdays (lines 1-26), Jin is proposing that the topic is ending. 

A 0.5 second pause follows right after the production of kuleh-kwuna, and then Jin shifts the 

topic from the ages of their friends to Ari’s Bible study by asking Ari a question about her Bible 

study (line 33).  

Prosodic features also indicate that Jin attempts to close the current topic when producing 

the response token kuleh-kwuna. The response token kuleh-kwuna (line 29) is elongated, slow, 

and low in intensity. Furthermore, a falling intonation (L%) is used on this topic-closing kuleh-

kwuna. The boundary tone is described below.  

 
<Figure 14. Intonation of the Topic-closing Kuleh-kwuna in Excerpt (5)> 

 

 
 
In Figure 14, Praat analysis shows that kuleh-kwuna in excerpt (8) is realized with a falling 

intonation (L%). Here the L% used on the response token expresses the speaker’s intention to 

exit from the current topic. Figures 15 and 16 below show the intensity of the utterances during 

the topic shift. Figure 15 shows the intensity of the two utterances hu aiko kuleh-kwuna ‘huh: I 
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see’ (#1) and ya ne-nun kuttay mwe bible study ha-nta-nun ke ku ke-nun ‘Hey how is the Bible 

study you were going to do,’ (#2) produced by speaker Jin. 

 
     <Figure 15. Intensity of Topic Shift in Excerpt (5)> 

 
 
 

                  <Figure 16. Intensity Analysis of Figure 15> 

 
 
As shown in Figures 15 and 16, kuleh-kwuna (#1) is produced with low intensity, and the next 

utterance (#2) is produced with higher intensity by the same speaker, Jin. In Figure 15, Praat 

shows the degree of intensity through amplitude and spectrogram. The heights of the amplitude 
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of the second utterance (initiating a new topic) are higher than the first utterance (topic-closing 

kuleh-kwuna). Furthermore, the spectrogram of the second utterance is much darker than the first 

utterance. This evidence indicates that the intensity of the utterances attempting to close the topic 

is lower than the topic-initiating utterance. Praat analysis also indicates the average intensity of 

the utterances: the average intensity is 65.71 dB for the response token kuleh-kwuna (#1) while it 

is 76.65 dB for the following utterance (#2).  

	 In sum, different prosodic features of intonations and intensity are observed when kuleh-

kwuna is used as a SCT of a Q & A and/or a topic closer. Frequently, speakers of kuleh-kwuna 

indicate that a topic is terminating by using a falling intonation (L%) and lower intensity. On the 

other hand, when kuleh-kwuna is used as a SCT of Q & A examined in section 5.1.1, such 

prosodic features were not observed. On the other hand, when keleh-kwuna was used to close a 

sequence of Q & A and to express topic continuation (See section 5.1.1), such prosodic features 

were not observed. This is probably due to the implication of using a falling intonation (L%) 

with weak intensity, which could be interpreted as closing a topic or conversation. 

  
 
5.2 Discourse Functions Intertwined with Sequential Roles and Prosody: The Response 
Token Kulay-ss-kwuna ‘I see what it is/ I see what you did’ 
 

This section explores the discourse function of the past tense form of kuleh-kwuna, kulay-

ss-kwuna. Kulay-ss-kwuna ‘I see what it is/ I see what you did’ serves the same functions as 

kuleh-kwuna, which is a SCT of a question & answer sequence and a topic closer. The 

CallFriend LDC corpus data finds 22 tokens of kulay-ss-kwuna. I analyze 22 tokens of kulay-ss-

kwuna from the CallFriend LDC corpus data. One token from the face-to-face conversation is 

included. Table 10 shows the frequency of different sequential roles of kulay-ss-kwuna.  
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<Table 10. The Sequential Roles of kulay-ss-kwuna>	
 

Sequential Roles of kulay-ss-kwuna ‘I see what you did’	 Frequency	

Non-
closing	

Continuers/turn beginning elements	 11(48%)	

 
 
Closing	

Sequence-closing Third (SCT) of Q & A	 6	  
12 

(52%)	Topic closing	 5	

SCT of Q & A and topic closing	 1	

                                            Total	 23	
 
	
As shown in Table 10, 12 tokens of kulay-ss-kwuna are used for either closing a sequence or 

topic (52%). Among these, six tokens of kulay-ss-kwuna are used as sequence-closing thirds of 

question and answer sequences, and five tokens of kulay-ss-kwuna are used as topic closers. One 

token of kulay-ss-kwuna is used as both SCT (Q & A) and topic closer. Just like the functions of 

kuleh-kwuna, kulay-ss-kwuna performs the same discourse functions: closing a Q & A sequence 

and/or topic. 

 In contrast to kuleh-kwuna, the past tense form, kulay-ss-kwuna, highlights the 

acknowledgment of a prior speaker’s past experience. In my data, when kulay-ss-kwuna occurs, 

most conversation topics concern what happened to a speaker. The listener then acknowledges 

the speaker’s past experience/actions by saying kulay-ss-kwuna. This differs from kuleh-kwuna, 

which is frequently used as a receipt token in response to hearing factual information. In 

summary, kuleh-kwuna serves to acknowledge both factual information and a prior speaker’s 

past experience, whereas kulay-ss-kwuna is mainly used to acknowledge a prior speaker’s past 

experience rather than factual information. Excerpt (6) shows one instance of kulay-ss-kwuna ‘I 

see what you did,’ where kulay-ss-kwuna is used as a SCT of a Q & A. Here two acquaintances, 

Jey and Suk, talk on the phone about Jey’s visit to Santa Babara. 
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(6) Santa Barbara [LDC data]		
 

 1  Jey:    아휴 그래 사모님 어땠어=우리 어저께 Santa Barbara 갔다가, 
        ahyu kulay samonim ettay-ss-e wuli ecekkey Santa Barbara  
        ka-ss-taka 
        EX be:so:INT ma’am how-PST-INT we yesterday Santa Barbara  

 go-PST-TRANS 
 So how have you been= we went to Santa Barbara 

  

 2  Suk:    음 
        um 

 Yeah 
 

 3  Jey:    그 김민수 저기 목사님네 갔- 갔었죠 들렀었죠, 
        ku kimminswu ceki moksa-nim-ney ka-ss ka-ss-ess-cyo   
        tulle-ss-ess-cyo, 
    DM PN DM pastor-HN-house drop:by-PST-PST-SE:POL 

 (We) dropped by pastor Kim’s place 
 

 4  Suk:    어: 거기서 만났어요? 
        e: kekise manna-ss-eyo? 

 EX  there  meet-PST-POL? 
 Oh so (you) met them there? 

 

 5  Jey:    예 Santa Barbara 그 쪽에 있잖아. 
        yey Santa Barbara ku ccok-ey iss-canha 

 yes Santa Barbara the side-at exist-you:know  
 Yeah (the family) is in Santa Barbara you know. 

 

 6  Suk:    아 잘 하고 있어요? 
        a cal ha-ko iss-eyo 

 oh well do-PROS-POL  
 Are (they) doing well? 

 

 7  Jey:    너무- 응 너무 잘 하더라 
        nemwu- ung nemwu cal ha-te-la  

very   yes  very well do-RT-DC  
(They) are doing very well. 

 
 8  Suk:    =어:: 

        =e:: 
  I see 

 

 9  Jey:    고생도 많이 했는데 보람도 있다 그러고,  
   kosayng-to manhi hay-ss-nuntey polam-to iss-ta kule-ko,  
  hardship-also many do-PST-CIRCUM rewarding-also exist-DC            
  be:so-QT        
 (They) said (they) had so many hardships but it was    
  noteworthy and 
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 10  Suk:    =어: 
         =e: 

   I see 
 

 11  Jey:    아주 재밌- 아주 굉장히 재미있게 있다가 왔어요. 
         acwu caymi-ss acwu koyngcanghi caymiisskey iss-taka  
         wa-ss-eyo  
         very fun-PST  very greatly     enjoyably stay-TRANS  
         come-PST-POL  
         (I) had a great time there. 
 

 12  Suk:®   =어: 그랬구나  LHL% 
          =e:  kulay-ss-kwuna 
           yes be:so-PST-SE  
          =Yeah: I see (what you) did   
 

 13  Jey:    =네 
         =ney 
          Yeah 
 

 14          (1.0) 
 

 15  Suk:    .h 아휴: >세상에< 그러면은 그 집은 개척 교회였었어요? 
           Ahyu  seysangey kule-myen-un ku cip-un kaychek kyohoy- 
           yess-ess-eyo 
           EX    EX        be:so-if-TOP the house-TOP church  
           planting-be:PST-PST-POL 
          .h Oh my gosh then the family was doing church planting? 

  

 16  Jey:    거의( )그러니까는 선교- 예 개척 교회가 아니고 세워져  

         있었는데  
         keuy  kulenikka-nun senkyo yey kaychek kyohoy-ka ani-ko 
         seywecy-e iss-ess-nuntey  
         nearly so-TOP       missionary yes church planting-NOM  
         not-and be:built-INT exist-PST-CIRCUM  
         Almost- (It) wasn’t a church planting (the church) was     
         there 
 

 17  Suk:    응 응  
         ung ung  
         I see 
 

 18  Jey:    세워져 있었는데	좀	어려웠었나 봐요,  
                seywecye iss-ess-nuntey com elye-wess-ess-napw-ayo  

 be:built exist-PST-CIRCUM a:little difficult-PST 
 PST-seem-POL  
(The church) was there but (it) seems that (it) was  
 difficult (to manage it) 
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Here Jey raises the topic of visiting their mutual acquaintances, Pastor Kim’s family, in Santa 

Barbara (lines 1 and 3). Suk asks how the pastor is doing (line 6). Jey answers that the pastor is 

doing well even though he was struggling with some difficulties (lines 7 and 9). Jey abruptly 

terminates the question and answer sequence about the pastor’s family by giving a self-

assessment about her past experience in Santa Barbara (‘I had a great time there.’). In response to 

the self-assessment, Suk gives an acknowledgment token kulay-ss-kwuna (the past tense form of 

kuleh-kwuna). In line 3, the subsequent ney ‘Yes’ confirms the prior speaker’s acknowledgment. 

The response token occurs in the past tense for a specific reason: to acknowledge both Jey’s past 

experience in Santa Barbara and Jey’s answer about the pastor. At the same time, kulay-ss-kwuna 

indicates that the knowledge gap has been filled and that the sequence is closed. Epistemic 

balance expressed by kulay-ss-kwuna becomes a motivation of the Q & A sequence. After 1.0 

second of silence (line 14), Suk opens up another question-answer sequence by posing a question 

regarding the pastor’s family (in line 15). Prosodically, a LHL% is used on kulay-ss-kwuna. The 

LHL% with the specific token expresses Suk’s participation and understanding as a listener and 

that she is not inviting topic closing. Figure 17 below shows how the LHL% is realized at the 

end of the token kulay-ss-kwuna in excerpt (6).  
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<Figure 17. Intonation of the SCT kulay-ss-kwuna in Excerpt (6)> 
	

	
 

 
In Figure 17, Praat analysis shows a clear pitch movement of low, high, and low, which is 

indicated as the boundary tone LHL% (Jun, 2000). In terms of its sequential organization, the 

LHL% highlights the speaker’s intention to signal the achievement of knowledge and desire to 

stay on the same topic in the conversation. The L%, which was used to close a topic, is not 

utilized in this excerpt. Figures 18 and 19 show the relative intensity of kulay-ss-kwuna below. 
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<Figure 18. Intensity of the SCT Kulay-ss-kwuna in Excerpt (6)> 

 
 
 

                  <Figure 19. Intensity Analysis of Figure 18> 

	 	
 

Figure 18 shows the Praat analysis of the intensity of the token kulay-ss-kwuna ‘I see  

what you did’ (#2), the prior utterance acwu caymi-ss acwu koyngcanghi caymiiss-key  

iss-taka wa-ss-eyo ‘(I) had a great time there.’ (#1), and the following utterance ahyu  

seysangey kule-myen-un ku cip-un kaychek kyohoy-yess-ess-eyo? ‘Oh my gosh then the  
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family was doing church planting?’ (#3) that occurred in excerpt (6). Figure 19 shows a 

simplified version of Figure 18. Praat shows that the heights of the amplitude of the three  

utterances are similar. The spectrogram also shows the similarity between degrees of darkness of 

the utterances. Furthermore, Praat also shows that the average intensity of kuleh-kwuna (#2) is 

66.15 dB. The average intensity of the prior utterance (#1) is 66.59 dB while it is 68.02 dB for 

the following utterance (#3). This evidence indicates that the degrees of intensity for the three 

utterances are similar and indicates that the speaker of kulay-ss-kwuna does not intend to end the 

topic.  

 
5.3 Speakers’ Goals in Talk-in-interaction: Acknowledgment of the Answer and   
      Conversation  
 
 In this section, I discuss the ultimate goals that speakers achieve by using the response 

tokens kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna in talk-in-interaction. I argue that the response tokens kuleh-

kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna have its own right apart from expressing the discourse functions of the SE 

suffix –kwuna. Strauss (2005) argues that kuleh-kwuna indicates an evaluation which expresses 

speakers’ subjective opinion or stance. However, considering that the action of evaluation, which 

are generally known as giving an opinion (e.g., an agreement, or a disagreement), this study 

concludes that speakers of kuleh-kwuna express more neutral stance than giving an evaluation 

(Pomerantz, 1984). My data shows that a speaker of kuleh-kwuna only expresses 

acknowledgment of information he/she received from his/her interlocutor’s answer to a question 

or conversation. Neither SCT nor topic-closing kuleh-kwuna indicates agreement or 

disagreement. Rather, the speaker’s use of kuleh-kwuna does not explicitly express his/her 

opinion (e.g., assessment) about the answer or the conversation.  
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 Possible reasons for not expressing a speaker’s stance are that SCT kuleh-kwuna is 

usually produced as a response to information (rather than an assessment). In addition, kuleh-

kwuna serves certain sequential roles: the production of kuleh-kwuna becomes a driving force to 

move to another sequence or topic. A stance-making utterance (except the brief assessments e.g., 

that’s good) usually brings more talk related to the topic. Therefore, using kuleh-kwuna to 

express a simple acknowledgment without revealing a speaker’s own stance provides an ideal 

environment in which speakers can move to the next phase of conversation.  

 

5.4 Discussion 

 Kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’ is a combined form of the deictic predicate kuleh-ta ‘that is so’ and 

the sentence-ending (SE) suffix –kwuna. The SE suffix –kwuna occurs in the context of 

unexpected discovery, surprise, or realization (H. Lee, 1985; H. Sohn 1999; M. Park, 2003; 

Strauss, 2005). Since the SE suffix –kwuna expresses discourse functions, kuleh-kwuna has only 

been considered as one example of utterances of the SE suffix –kwuna. This study examined the 

discourse functions of the combined form kuleh-kwuna as a response token as well as its 

epistemic and sequential roles. Here I discuss whether the discourse functions of the SE suffix –

kwuna are still activated when kuleh-kwuna is used as a response token. My analysis based on 

corpus data shows that the function of the SE suffix –kwuna is still valid when kuleh-kwuna ‘I 

see’ is used as a sequence-closing third (SCT) of a question and answer. The deictic predicate 

kuleh-ta ‘that is so’ refers to a speaker’s answer in a prior utterance. Speakers of a SCT kuleh-

kwuna express realization, point-like connection, spontaneous reaction, or surprise in response to 

his/her interlocutors’ answer (H. Lee, 1985; H. Sohn 1999; M. Park, 2003; Strauss, 2005). On the 

other habd, when kuleh-kwuna is used for an indication that the current topic is closing down, 
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such function of the SE suffix –kwuna is diminished. The deictic predicate kuleh-ta ‘that is so’ is 

used to refer to all utterances that belong to the current topic. The response token kuleh-kwuna 

does not index such cognitive events as a speakers’ spontaneous reaction, point-like realization, 

unexpected discovery, or surprise. Instead, kuleh-kwuna delivers a communicative action; it ends 

the current topic of conversation.   

	 I would also like to discuss the sequential difference between ney-marked assessments 

and the kwuna-marked response tokens kuleh-kwuna and kulay-ss-kwuna.32 –Ney usually opens 

up a sequence by disclosing an inferred opinion/information about interlocutors. In contrast to –

ney, kuleh-kwuna and kulay-ss-kwuna often close a sequence of Q and A or topic by reflecting 

the achieved information from interlocutors.  

 Another important implication of this chapter can be found in the analysis of intensity 

and intonation in terms of sequential roles. Prior studies have shown that –kwuna with various 

intonations indicates a speaker’s realization and surprise (M. Park, 2003). This chapter proposes 

that kuleh-kwuna with a LHL% indicates not only speaker’s understanding but also sequential 

meaning, specifically topic continuation. In addition, this study sheds a light on the use of 

intensity. Intensity has not been actively considered in the discussion of discourse functions. This 

chapter highlights the role of intensity in staying on a current topic or moving on to the next 

topic.  

 It is important to note the use of the Korean response token a ‘oh’. My data has shown 

that a ‘oh’ and kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’ are often used together. Kuleh-kwuna in particular is used to 

indicate a closing of a question and answer sequence and/or topic continuation. Though it was 

not investigated in this chapter, it would be worthwhile to investigate whether a expresses a 

																																																								
32 The LDC telephone corpus includes two tokens of kuleh-ney ‘It is-ney’ used as a response token. 
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similar discourse function to kuleh-kwuna. The production of a without kuleh-kwuna seems to be 

insufficient to express a speaker’s good understanding of prior information in conversation. 

Further investigations of the differences between the response tokens a and a kuleh-kwuna and 

the Korean a and English oh, will be helpful to understand these discourse functions of the 

response tokens. 

	

5.5 Summary and Conclusion 

Using combined methodologies from conversation analysis, corpus method, and prosody 

analysis, this chapter examined the discourse functions of the response tokens kuleh-

kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna in Korean conversation. This chapter finds that the combined form kuleh-

kwuna ‘I see’ and the past tense form kulay-ss-kwuna ‘I see what you did’ are used when Korean 

speakers acknowledge answers from their interlocutors and express their grasp of new 

information. This study demonstrates the discourse functions of kuleh-kwuna and kulay-ss-

kwuna focusing on their sequential roles and the use of prosody. In particular, I examine the 

functions of closing a Q & A sequence and a topic. As the response token, kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’ 

functions as a sequence closing third (SCT) of question and answer. A speaker of kuleh-kwuna 

acknowledges the interlocutor’s answer. Kuleh-kwuna as a SCT of question and answer also 

indicates epistemic balance.  

Epistemic equilibrium naturally becomes a driving force for sequence closing in 

conversation (Heritage, 2012). Korean speakers sometimes use the token kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-

kwuna as an indirect way of signaling that the current topic is closing. Unlike the SCT kuleh-

kwuna, kuleh-kwuna as a topic closer is no longer an indication of the immediate achievement or 
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acknowledgment of a specific answer to a question. Contextually, the indication of speaker’s 

instant realization is not outstanding when kuleh-kwuna is used during topic shift.  

Furthermore, this study provides an initial analysis of the correlation between sequential 

roles and prosody. Natural conversation data have shown that various boundary tones (LH%, 

LHL%, and !H:%) are used with sequence-closing (Q &A) kuleh-kwuna. The intensity of the 

token was similar to prior and following utterances. The intonations and intensity indicate that a 

speaker has achieved new information and is not inviting topic closing. In contrast, when –kwuna 

is used as a topic closer, a falling intonation (L%) is frequently used. Not only is a specific 

boundary tone used, but the token was also attenuated and produced with low intensity compared 

to the surrounding utterances. The following utterances to initiate a new topic were frequently 

produced with higher intensity than that of kuleh-kwuna. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

 

6.1 Pedagogical Implications  

 This dissertation has identified different epistemic positions and sequential patterns of 

ney and ci-marked assessments and the response token kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna. In this 

chapter, I will discuss the pedagogical implications of the results. Grammar should be taught in 

consideration of form, meaning, and function (Larsen-Freeman, 1991). Consequently, it is 

important to identify in which factors of grammar learning, the students are experiencing the 

greatest learning challenge (Celce-Murcia, 1991). 

 The sentence ending suffixes –ney and –ci are taught in the beginning-level textbooks, 

Integrated Korean. Integrated Korean is the most widely used Korean textbook in U.S. 

universities. Despite instruction in these two sentence-ending suffixes, beginning-level learners 

do not usually produce these forms. Beginning-level learners tend to overuse the polite ending 

form –e/ayo in most sentences. The polite ending form –e/ayo can be widely used in most 

contexts in Korean and can be considered grammatical even if a learner does not convey the 

subtle discourse meanings of –ney and –ci.  

 In terms of the use of the form itself, conjugations of –ney, –ci, and –kwuna are relatively 

easy because their conjugations do not generally require alternations of a verb or adjective. For 

example, the conjugations of the adjective stem coh-ta ‘to be good’ with the sentence-ending 

suffixes are coh-ney, coh-ci, and coh-kwuna. In fact, –ney, –ci, and –kwuna do not express clear 

semantic meanings. Perhaps, the difficulty of using these sentence-ending suffixes is in the 

recognition of discourse functions and sequential patterns rather than simply understanding and 
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using the grammar rules (conjugation). To teach the uses of these endings, teaching detailed 

discourse contexts and functions is necessary. The Integrated Korean textbooks provide useful 

contextual information regarding the usage of suffixes. I will first introduce the explanation from 

the textbooks and suggest additional discourse functions based on the findings from the current 

study.  

 The Integrated Korean Beginning 2 textbook (Cho et al., 2010) teaches that, “The 

sentence ending –ney–yo expresses the speaker’s spontaneous reaction (such as surprise, 

admiration, or sympathy) to some new information” (p.88).	Furthermore, they explain that,  

“–Ney–yo is used when expectations conflict with facts, causing surprise (or some other feeling)” 

(p.88). In Integrated Korean Beginning 1 (Cho et al., 2010) the authors first introduce the 

question form –ci and state, “–Ci–yo? is a request for confirmation or agreement about what the 

speaker believes to be true. The English equivalent is ‘Is that right?’ or ‘…isn’ t it?’ In contrast, 

–eyo/–ayo? is a regular question that asks for new information without any assumptions by the 

speaker” (p.176). In Integrated Korean Intermediate 2 (Cho et al., 2010), –ci is introduced as a 

combined form of –eya/–aya–ci–yo ‘definitely/indeed/ought to/have to’. The authors explain that 

“–eya/–aya refers to a person’s obligation to do something or the necessity of a situation. –Ci–yo 

indicates the speaker’s subjective judgment in the sense of ‘indeed/certainly/definitely/surely so’, 

or ‘of course.’ Put together as –eya/–aya–ci–yo, the speaker shows his/her subjective judgment 

that the situation in question ought to happen” (p.95). In Integrated Korean Intermediate 2 (Cho 

et al., 2010) the authors states, “–Kwuna is an exclamatory expression that is used when 

something new enters the speaker’s consciousness. The statement expressed with –kwuna is not a 

factual statement from the speaker’s prior knowledge, but an immediate reaction to what has just 

been perceived” (p.123). 
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 While I acknowledge the explanation of discourse functions of the SE suffixes in the 

textbooks, I would like to suggest the teaching of additional discourse functions based on this 

study. –Ney can be used to mark the actions of assessments and/or confirmation requests. The 

assessments and/or confirmation requests marked by –ney keep the focus on the interlocutors by 

predominantly expressing encouragement, sympathy, praise, and support. The ney-marked 

assessment and confirmation request also solicit a second assessment and/or confirmation.  

 Regarding the functions of –ci, the textbook states that –ci can be used in different 

actions (indirect question and showing speakers subjective judgment) and sentence types 

(interrogative and declarative). I suggest teaching that –ci can be also used to mark the actions of 

assessment and confirmation, especially when a referent is about the speaker himself/herself. 

Sequentially, the question form of –ci is introduced in the beginning 1 volume of Integrated 

Korean (Cho et al., 2010). The ci-marked statement is first introduced as the combined form –

eya–ci–yo/aya–ci–yo ‘definitely/indeed/ought to/have to’ in the intermediate-level Integrated 

Korean 2 textbook (Cho et al., 2010). The teaching sequence of different grammatical forms of a 

language is usually determined based on the simplicity and frequency of the grammar. It is 

possible that the question form of –ci is first introduced due to the salience of its meaning and 

use (personal communication, H. Lee, 2017). However, it is important to note that in natural 

conversation data, –ci is also frequent in responses.33 I argue that instructors should be aware of 

the frequency of different functions of –ci. Furthermore, it is important to teach beginner 

students that –ci is not merely a tag-question marker and can be used in responses.  

																																																								
33	Data shows that out of 175 tokens of the ci-marked assessments, 114 ci-marked assessments occur in 
second position (65.1%). 
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 Regarding the functions of the SE suffix –kwuna, I would like to focus on its discourse 

meaning and sequential role of the response token kuleh-kwuna. By using kuleh-kwuna, Korean 

language learners are able to show their understanding of prior talk and/or acknowledge an 

answer. By using kuleh-kwuna with appropriate intonations, the learners are able to control  

sequences of conversation such as moving to next questions and closing topics. We can teach 

that the expression kuleh-kwuna not only expresses a speaker’s realization in response to new 

information but also expresses certain sequential roles as a response token.  

 I have provided sample speaking activities for teaching these suffixes below. Figure 20 

shows conversation practice for teaching the ney and ci-marked assessments, and Figure 21 

shows conversation practice for teaching the response token kuleh-kwuna. 
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<Figure 20.  Sample Activity for Teaching the Ney and Ci-marked Assessments> 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A. Listen to the conversation between A and B. With your partner, read the conversation. 
Earlier in this conversation, A talks about her brother’s visit. In response to A, B gives a 
positive assessment regarding A’s experience. In the following line, B agrees with and 
confirms A’s assessment of B’s experience.  
	 	
(1) Using ney and -ci-marked assessments in naturally-occurring conversation 

1         (A talking about her brother’s visit) 
 
2  B:     아이구 재밌었겠네          

     wow (it) must have been fun-ney  
 
3  A:     재밌었지                          
          (it) was fun-ci	

B. Talk about what you did last weekend. Then, give a positive assessment regarding your 
partner’s experience using –ney. Agree with and/or confirm the assessment regarding a 
referent related to yourself using –ci.  
 
(2) Your own conversation 
1  A:    지난 주말에 뭐 했어요? 
         What did you do last weekend? 
 
2  B:                     .                 .	
                                        	
3  A:                   네요. 
                        ney-yo 
4  B:                   지요.	
                        ci-yo	
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<Figure 21. Sample Activity for Teaching Discourse Functions and the Sequential Roles of 
Kuleh-kwuna> 
 

A. With your partner, practice the following conversation in Korean. By saying kuleh-kwuna, 
acknowledge your interlocutor’s answers and naturally move to the next question.  
Use the LHL intonation to show that you are still interested in talking about the same topic.  
 
(1) Kuleh-kwuna: Sequence closing Q &A and opening a sequence 
 
Information seeking question 
 
1 A:  When is your next Korean exam? 
 
2 B:  It is next Wednesday. 

3 A:  kuleh-kwuna  
 
4 A:  Have you been studying? 
 
5 B:  Not really.	

B. Ask and answer any information seeking questions with your partner. Acknowledge your 
interlocutor’s answers and naturally move to the next question by using kuleh-kwuna. Kuleh-
kwuna also expresses that you are not showing a specific attitude toward the answer. Use the 
LHL intonation to express that you are still discussing the same topic. 
 
(2) Your own conversation 
	
1  A:    question     
	
2  B:    answer 

3  A:										kuleh-kwuna  
	
4  A:    another question 	

 
 Prosody plays a critical role in discourse. When native speakers tend to utilize a form 

with a certain prosody, it is worth teaching the meaning of the prosody in a language classroom. 

Appropriate use of prosody in the second language (L2) helps L2 learners successfully 

communicate with native speakers, especially when prosody delivers certain action. As 

examined in Chapter 5, the response token kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’ is frequently used with a LHL% 
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when closing a Q & A (topic continuation), whereas a L% is frequently used when closing a 

topic. Especially when teaching students how to use the sentence-ending suffixes in 

conversation, it is important to have learners hear the prosody of the forms and visualize the 

prosody. Figure 21 shows a sample activity of teaching the LHL%. In Figure 21, kuleh-kwuna 

with a LHL% was used when a questioner achieved an answer from his/her interlocutor to 

express acknowledgment, good understanding, and topic continuation. Presenting the drawing of 

the LHL% as shown in Figure 21 will be also helpful for L2 learners to produce the tone.  

 In this section, I argue that the reason for the difficulty of production of the suffixes 

might be due to the difficulty of identifying the discourse contexts used by Korean speakers. To 

deal with this difficulty, I suggest teaching additional discourse functions based on my findings. 

In addition, I show that it is important to instruct students in specific actions and conversation 

sequences rather than only teaching the general meanings of forms at the sentence level. 

Teaching Korean language learners the contexts and sequential turns appropriate for –ney, –ci 

and kuleh-kwuna will help them to produce the forms more confidently. Furthermore, indications 

of discourse sequences are not limited to the use of –ney, –ci, and kuleh-kwuna. I also argue that 

teaching resources for alternating sequences in conversation would be very helpful for Korean 

language learners to converse with Korean speakers and freely open, continue, or close 

conversations.  

 

6.2 Summary of Findings  

 This dissertation aimed to investigate what communication goals Korean speakers 

achieve when using the sentence-ending (SE) suffixes –ney, –ci, and –kwuna based on naturally-

occurring spontaneous ordinary conversation data. Using both qualitative and quantitative 
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research methods, this study has also aimed to find whether there are regularities in the use of the 

SE suffixes in terms of epistemic positions and sequential roles.   

 Expanding the previous studies, which have shown that –ney and –kwuna indicate 

evidentials and –ci indicates speakers’ subjective opinion, this study has focused on the speaker’s 

communication goals and social actions in particular. This study observed that one of the 

frequent but lesser known actions that the SE suffixes –ney and –ci mark are the action of 

assessments. It also demonstrated that the actions of confirmation requests and confirmation are 

implemented in the ney and ci-marked assessments, respectively. Chapter 3 has shown that the 

ney-marked assessments serve the active roles of listeners by predominantly expressing 

compliments, encouragement, and/or empathy. Chapter 4 examined that –ci marked assessments 

predominantly offer agreement and confirmation rather than disagreement and disconfirmation, 

especially when given as a response. Chapters 3 and 4 have also pointed out the sequential 

adjacency of ney and ci-marked assessments. Korean speakers solidify social relationships as 

they produce these assessments. For example, –ney is used to serve the ideal roles of listeners 

and –ci is used to reinforce affiliation in responses. Chapter 5 examined that Korean speakers 

respond with a simple acknowledgment to an answer or information without revealing their own 

stance through the use of the response tokens kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna. Acknowledging the 

received information but not expressing a speaker’s stance regarding the information provides an 

ideal environment in which speakers can move forward to the next turns.  

 This dissertation has demonstrated the way in which Korean speakers choose SE suffixes 

in the aforementioned actions indicating their epistemic positions (dominant, equal, and 

subordinate positions). Chapter 3 has presented that in the telephone conversation, –ney is 

generally used to denote that the evaluated referent does not belong in a speaker’s domain of 
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information. In other words, the ney-marked assessment predominantly indicates a subordinate 

epistemic position. In contrast, Chapter 4 demonstrated that a ci-marked assessment generally 

indexes a dominant epistemic position, especially when given as a response. Chapter 5 examined 

that the response token kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna, when used as a sequence-closing third of a 

question and answer, indicates that a speaker has just achieved specific knowledge from a 

subordinate epistemic position. The different forms of the aforementioned SE suffixes and 

response token are systemically used as means of expressing speakers’ epistemic positions or 

epistemic balance. 

 This study has also revealed regularities in the sequential patterns of the sentence-ending 

suffixes –ney, –ci, and –kwuna. Chapter 3 has shown that ney-marked assessments are 

predominantly initiating actions, and some of the assessments also convey confirmation requests. 

The ney-marked assessment frequently solicits a second assessment or confirmation in the 

following turns. Chapter 4 has examined that ci-marked assessments are sequentially more 

flexible than that of –ney. It also demonstrated that ci-marked assessments appear more 

frequently in responses. As studies regarding assessments indicate, these ney and ci-marked 

assessments are sporadically used to exit from event descriptions, stories, and topics (Goodwin 

& Goodwin, 1992; Schegloff, 2007). One major difference between the two forms of 

assessments is in their conveyed epistemic positions. That is, the ney-marked assessments are 

used to properly end a topic that belongs to the domain of a speaker’s interlocutor whereas the 

ci-marked assessments are used to exit from a topic that belongs to the speaker’s domain of 

knowledge. Lastly, Chapter 5 has demonstrated how the response tokens kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-

kwuna indicate the closing of a sequence of question and answer and/or a topic. 
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 Chapter 5 has discussed the roles of the prosody of the response tokens kuleh-

kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna. It specifically investigates how Korean speakers utilize boundary tones 

and intensity when staying on the same topic and changing the current topic respectively. Certain 

boundary tones and intensities indicate whether a speaker of kuleh-kwuna/kulay-ss-kwuna 

intends to stay on a same topic or to end the current topic. The findings show that the use of the 

boundary tones not only indicates evidential meaning but also determines the sequential roles of 

the SE suffix –kwuna. 

 This study sheds lights on the expanded functions of traditional grammars. I have shown 

that the traditional discourse functions of the SE suffixes have been expanded when they express 

the aforementioned actions. Chapter 3 demonstrated that the discourse functions of –ney have 

been expanded in conversation and include marking the actions of assessment. When giving 

assessments, –ney has been expanded from indicating evidence and new information to 

expressing assessments while inferring a prior speaker’s alluded stance. Chapter 5 has presented 

that the traditional function of –kwuna, marking a speaker’s realization, is still conveyed in the 

response token kuleh-kwuna when it is used as a sequence-closing third. However, when the 

response token kuleh-kwuna is used to close a current topic, the realization function of –kwuna 

has diminished.   

 This dissertation has suggested pedagogical implications based on the results of empirical 

research. In particular, the new finding of the discourse functions of the SE suffixes would 

complement current instructions on the sentence-ending suffixes. Teaching the systematic 

patterns of their sequential positions and prosody will help L2 learners confidently produce the 

SE suffixes and the response tokens in conversation.  
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6.3 Future Research 

 This dissertation has expanded our understating of the discourse functions of the SE 

suffixes –ney, –ci, and –kwuna in ordinary conversation. While this study investigates the 

discourse functions of the combined form of the deictic predicate kuleh– and the SE suffix –

kwuna, the second actions of kuleh-ney ‘It is-ney’ and kuleh-ci ‘It is-ci’ could also be compared. 

Using both qualitative and quantitative analysis, this study has shown kuleh-kwuna ‘I see’ 

indicates acknowledgment of new information, epistemic balance, and no evaluation regarding 

the information. Considering the epistemic positions expressed through –ney and –ci, I 

hypothesize that kuleh-ney expresses an agreement indicating a speaker’s subordinate epistemic 

position whereas kuleh-ci expresses a confirmation denoting a speaker’s dominant or equal 

epistemic positions. Such hypothesis could be investigated using large naturally-occurring 

spontaneous conversation data.  

 Furthermore, our understating of the expanded use of the SE suffixes occurring in 

institutional talks, such as political discourse, interview, or therapeutic discourse, is still limited. 

For instance, in my initial observation of political discourse and interviews, the discourse 

functions of kuleh-kwuna, specifically not showing evaluation and frequently closing sequences, 

are highlighted, especially when a questioner receives an unexpected answer in response to 

his/her adversarial question. Therapists’ use of the SE suffixes such as –ney and –ci in 

psychological counseling sessions are also worth investigating. My initial analysis shows that a 

therapist’s use of the suffixes indicates not only his/her epistemic positions regarding the matter 

being evaluated, but also different stages of a counseling session. 
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Appendix A: Transcription conventions 

[           overlap onset 

]           overlap offset 

[     ] overlapping utterances 

= (1) continuous utterances (2) no pause between two utterances 

(0.0) silence represented in tenths of a second 

(.) micro-pause 

?/,/. rising/continuing/falling intonation 

:::         prolongation  

- cut-off or self-interruption 

word underlining indicates some form of stress or emphasis 

°word°  markedly quiet or soft talk 

 > <       compressed or rushed talk 

haha  laughter 

.hh         in-breath 

hh.         out-breath  

((    ))   transcriber’s remarks 

( )           inaudible 

(word)   a possible hearing 
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Appendix B: Abbreviations 

AC                Accusative particle  

ADV             Adverbial suffix 

CIRCUM      Circumstantial 

CON             Connective 

CONJ           Conjecture 

CL                Classifier 

DC                Declaratives 

DM               Discourse marker 

EX                Exclamative 

HN                Honorific 

HEARSAY   Hearsay suffix 

IM                 Imperative 

IN                  Indicative 

INF                Infinitive  

INFO             Informing 

INT                Intimate-speech suffix 

INTN             Intention  

NEG              Negation 

NOM             Nominative suffix 

NML              Nominalizer suffix 

PL                  Plural suffix 

PN                  Proper noun 
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POL               Polite speech level 

POS               Possessive 

PRO              Pronoun 

PRS               Prospective 

PROS            Progressive 

PST               Past suffix 

RL                 Relativizer suffix 

RT                 Retrospective suffix 

SE                  Sentence-ending suffix 

TOP               Topic suffix 

TRANS         Transferentive 

Q                    Interrogative 

QT                 Quotative  
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